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in this thesis on Realized Skewness, Asymmetric Volatility and Risk Management which
is co–authored with my supervisor and was influenced by my time spent in Amsterdam.
The next paper, asymmetric dynamics in index volatility and constituent correlation was
my first work after completing my M.Sc. in Quantitative Finance at Lancaster University
on jump detection methodologies. It largely developed during the first period of my Ph.D.
with the great support of my supervisor and my thesis advisor. These two papers are
linked by an overarching theme: the asymmetric effects of returns on future volatility and
vice versa. The last chapter, co–authored with Cisil Sarisoy, developed more recently and
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Introduction to the Financial Economic Setting
IN REAL–LIFE we are exposed to a variety of possibly interrelated risks as is the case
in the domain of finance with the difference being that in the latter case risks may be
directly tradable. If so, one should reasonably expect those risks to be priced, albeit in
sometimes fragmented markets through in–transparent market mechanisms with divers
market participants trading at different time horizons both in terms of execution and
holding period.
In the case of exchange–listed as opposed to over–the–counter traded financial instru-
ments researchers can more easily obtain a set of information from which a priced com-
pound risk premium can be inferred provided the underlying (pricing) model is correct.
Model misspecification plays in fact a very important role but it also raises notoriously
difficult questions to answer, which is why it often remains unaddressed.
Risk premia are then further related to economically interpretable risk factors whose
individual, relative contribution to total risk and, thus the absolute exposure to risk may
well change over time.
The variation in returns calculated from a financial asset price process is non–stationary.
It is stochastic. Although theoreticians may argue that when conditioning on the realized
asset price path the variation might in fact be deterministic and, going further, piecewise
constant. The investor faces exposure to the instantaneous states such as variance, derived
from a relatively short realized asset price path, and to the stochasticity thereof. However,
we can still gain insights when simplifying assumptions are made. Particularly over long
horizons time–varying volatility becomes less important.
Recent financial econometric work has also brought forward evidence that theoretical,
often affine financial asset price models may need to feature price discontinuities, i.e.,
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jumps, which are superimposed upon an otherwise continuous realized asset price path.
Whenever these are non–diversifiable, analogously there should exist a premium based
on the prevailing instantaneous arrival rate, i.e., the probability of occurrence, its size
distribution, and for the stochasticity thereof—in terms of intensity and parameters related
to its size distribution. Currently, there is an ongoing debate regarding the contribution
of discontinuities to the total variation of the price price process, ranging from 20% to
only 1% percent—depending on how inference is conducted, and where these jumps occur
in parameterized models. The equity (price) risk premium can then be understood as the
compendium of exposures to risks.
From a macrofinance perspective, risk premia can be linked to macroeconomic variables
and preference parameters such as risk aversion. Hence establishing a link between the
macroeconomy and asset prices in a joint way. Moreover, there is a strand of literature
trying to link the aversion of the economic agent with the uncertainty attached to asset
prices and hence establishing an intuitive link between the dynamics of asset prices and
uncertainty aversion. Based on this, models of macrofinance should provide insights and/or
generate the dynamics of asset prices.
It is important to remind ourselves that all price models are approximations to the
unknown stochastic process which generates observed prices. Financial econometric em-
piricism and financial economic theory are rarely advanced at the same time, both of which
can progress substantially without relying too much on the other while eventually each
disciplines the other. Measurement is important as it builds the foundation and key in-
puts for theoretical models which are built towards isolating signal in noiseless, controlled
settings.
This thesis focusses in great detail on the measurement part, in particular on the
dynamics and co–dependencies between asset price paths and volatility in univariate, bi-
variate and in simplified multivariate settings.
Financial Econometric Rationale for Chapters 1, 2, 3
Chapter 1: Realized Skewness, Asymmetric Volatility, and Volatility
Feedback
Higher moments, identification, and misspecification: Overall, the interest in this
thesis lies on obtaining a better understanding of the higher moments of the density gen-
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erated by the underlying asset price dynamics and their relation to one another through
non–linear transformations. The second moment has received a great deal of attention over
the last decades from the recognition of its time–varying nature to linking innovations in
measures of variation back to realizations in the return residual process with dependent
innovations either occurring concurrently or lagged. It then depends on the sampling
frequency and noise inherent in the data whether the econometrician is able to correctly
identify and moreover correctly specify the underlying economic interdependencies of func-
tions of the return generating process.
Lead lag co–variation terms of functions of returns and spot variation naturally
extend to the definition of skewness: It is key to recognize that the asymmetric
nature of the link between realizations in the return residual process with innovations in
the variance process and vice versa explain the stylized facts regarding the third moment
and its non–linear transformation such as skewness which we document and explain here
from both a measuring point of view in noisy settings and from a theoretical model based
(parametric) point of view.
Parsimonious univariate measures: Aggregate multivariate constructs, in which stocks
are weighted constituents of large index tracking portfolios, are generally more parsimo-
niously modeled and measured in their univariate form due to errors–in–variables issues
when aggregating estimates of large multivariate systems under the alternative. The uni-
variate way in which we propose to measure non–parametrically certain functional forms
of the third moment under very mild assumptions in Chapter 1 is in congruence with that
line of thought, both at the index level and at constituent stock level.
Harvesting the Realized Methodology: We extend the class of estimators belonging
to the realized methodology framework from a previous focus on measures of variation to
the aforementioned measures of co–variation between functions of returns and spot vari-
ation which extend to the definition of skewness, here and henceforth denoted realized
skewness estimators. Existing proposed increasingly noise–robust and more efficient esti-
mators, under certain assumptions, are applied, examined and compared in terms of their
results for realized skewness estimates. Note that the conventional measure of skewness is
a subset of the realized skewness estimator suggested here under simple assumptions and
at a certain sampling frequency. The realized skewness estimator builds on the aggrega-
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tional properties of the data generating process under certain assumptions. As such the
information set is richer which is again reflected in a smooth evolution of realized skewness
estimates as a function of extending return horizons compared side–by–side to the conven-
tional measure of skewness, which evolves erratic and noisy. The conventional measure of
skewness suffers from the small sample size, in which the sampling frequency dictates the
measuring frequency as we explain later on, which would result in large standard errors
when the return horizon is long.
Empirical Findings: From an empirical perspective, we examine the contribution of
the three components, i.e., the instantaneous skewness, asymmetric volatility, and volatil-
ity feedback, to total realized skewness for various proposed model–free realized skewness
estimators across different sampling frequencies ranging from five to 55 minutes for index
returns and constituent stock returns. We show how at the stock market index level re-
alized skewness builds up over time, becoming more negative, and then slowly decreases
in magnitude towards zero. While for stock market index returns asymmetric volatility
appears to be the main driver of realized skewness across sampling frequencies and real-
ized skewness estimators, which makes it an interesting candidate for the reduced–form
semi–parametric realized skewness estimators, the attribution for constituent stocks looks
different: We classify stocks into distinct realized skewness categories based on attribu-
tion by the three components (stocks with asymmetric volatility, stocks with asymmetric
volatility and volatility feedback effects, stocks with large instantaneous skewness and
stocks whose return multi–horizon return distribution appears to be largely symmetric).
Remarks: While we show in a theoretical way by relying on an extension of a standard
commonly applied parametric model how skewness builds up over time in line with stan-
dard assumptions of the data generating process, we do not explicitly derive the standard
errors of this class of parametric reduced–form estimators at this stage. However, these can
be derived from stated moment conditions. The application of the proposed reduced–form
parametric estimators becomes interesting when the researcher is willing to superimpose
structure on the data generating process without necessarily being willing to truly belief
in or estimate the most restricted version, i.e., the full parametric model.
Recall that the realized methodology framework relies on within trading day open
market data. If the researcher is willing to distinctly incorporate overnight returns, which
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we do not pursue at this stage, the proposed reduced–form estimators can be extended to
include these terms and resulting cross–terms under the assumption that the correlation
structure estimated from intraday data remains intact and applies. Then, overnight terms
and cross–terms are simply scaled by the variances of non–open market period returns.
Chapter 2: Reconciling Asymmetric Dynamics in Index Volatility and
Constituent Correlations
Upon the relevance of ARCH–type models: Autoregressive conditional heteroske-
dasticity–type models are still very much the workhorse in the domain of finance for
practitioners and academics beyond the narrow focus group of financial econometricians
alike—due to the models tractability, (quasi) maximum likelihood estimates are readily
available, and modeling dynamics in multivariate settings (portfolios) can easily be broken
down into univariate estimation of the volatility series with variance targeting and leaving
much flexibility to impose almost any correlation structure on standardized (or simulated)
residuals.
Realized measures are interesting in the sense of being able to observe an estimate of
variance conditional on the realized asset price path, particularly as realized variance has
been shown to be a credible proxy for the variance of open–to–close returns, i.e., under
empirically realistic conditions, the conditional expectation of quadratic variation is equal
to the conditional variance of returns (Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Labys, 2003,
Corollary 1), which could be further extended to allow for overnight returns (Hansen and
Lunde, 2006). However, realized variance does not yield an asset price dynamic generator
and it is instead used as a plug in estimate in ARCH–type models or HAR–type reduced
form volatility models, where in the latter case further assumptions need to be made to
produce a financial economic (asset price) scenario generator as in Fan, Taylor, and Sandri
(2017).
Frequency Domain Considerations and Temporal Aggregation: Empirical finan-
cial econometric research and findings evolve along with the availability and depth of the
transaction history records. High frequency data for constituent stocks are only available
since approx. two decades from the mid 1990s, with credible high frequency data for only
the most liquid stocks for a much shorter time period. Once the research interest extends




The benefit of using daily and less coarse data frequencies are that single–period returns
sum up to multi–period returns as there are no gaps in contrast to using intermittent high
frequency data. Note, however, that both applications exercise interesting use cases: While
the former addresses the exposure that an investor faces over the course of consecutive
trading days when closing out her position over night, the latter case is applicable for a
long term investor who stays invested over longer periods of time. ARCH–type models
do not temporally aggregate, meaning that when estimated at one frequency and then
simulated, the properties of multi–period returns do generally not equate to those that
follow from the same model which is estimated at a lower frequency theoretically; refer to
Drost and Werker (1996) for continuous time GARCH diffusions instead.
However, this property serves as a useful control mechanism when inference is con-
ducted at different sampling frequencies; bearing in mind that point estimates of param-
eters come with a standard error which is larger when less data points are used and that
the information set overall is smaller when sparse sampling is applied. Still the properties
of the data generating process which we are interested in here hold for those sampling fre-
quencies at which the models are estimated respectively such as daily and weekly returns.
For properties of multi–horizon returns the analysis in the previous chapter shall lead to
more easily interpretable results as, e.g., the skewness of the density of monthly returns
based on the simulation of estimated ARCH–type models at more granular frequency may
be misspecified.
Asymmetric Volatility & Asymmetric Constituent Correlations Methodology:
We consequently set out in Chapter 2 to explore the inherent dependence structure among
constituent stocks in order to reconcile the large magnitude of asymmetric volatility re-
sponse at the aggregate portfolio (index) level with the less pronounced univariate asym-
metric volatility effects at the individual stock level.
We revert to univariate estimation of model based conditional asymmetric volatility
based on its own univariate residual process. We also tested to include lagged market shock
residuals as explanatory variable(s) in each constituent’s heteroskedasticity process. The
rationale for doing so rests on the observation that (asymmetric) ARCH–type processes
were originally designed to be used at the index level and consecutively applied one to one
to common stocks. Particularly, we were hoping to find that the asymmetry governing
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parameters of common stock variance processes is related to negative market residuals
which turns out not to be strongly supported by the data; this part is thus excluded from
the analysis for brevity but available upon request.1
The most common choice for asymmetric ARCH–type models are the EGARCH model
(Nelson, 1991) and the GJR–GARCH model (Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle, 1993)
with the main difference being in the news impact curve and the benefit of ensuring positiv-
ity without imposing additional constrains for the exponential garch formulation. While
we test other specifications, we focus on these models which have proven to withstand
the test of time and to save ourselves from (joint) data and model dredging. In order to
ensure ourselves against potentially flat likelihood objective functions and thus numerical
convergence issues, we estimate parameters based off a vast dimensional grid of starting
value and also test parameters estimates from previous rolling windows, which results in
several hundred thousands of estimation sets.
For index and constituent data covering almost one century, we estimate univariate
conditional variance models based on forward rolling ten year windows at daily and weekly
sampling frequency. The window size is chosen in order to balance having a large enough
sample size for these observation driven models while keeping the horizon short enough to
reasonably ensure stationarity
In order to facilitate the analysis of showing how asymmetric constituent correlations
lead to asymmetric volatility effects at the aggregate portfolio level, inference results need
to rely on exactly the same information set of index returns and constituent returns.
We address this issue in several ways by a novel reconstitution methodology: Firstly, as
the Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price weighted index, we create two additional
indices. An equally weighted index rebalanced daily and a market capitalization index
rebalanced daily—both keeping track of stock splits, mergers, name changes, new issuances
etc. Sampling takes place at the daily level which can be aggregated to coarser frequencies
such as weekly. Note that at each rolled forward estimation date we get the Dow Jones
constituents as of that date and create both equally weighted and market capitalization
weighted portfolios of these constituents over the backward looking ten year period.
We then propose one simple estimator of the average threshold exceedance correlation
across all portfolio constituents, where the threshold can be set to zero or specified as a
1In continuing research, we have started to extend the framework to allow for asymmetries using the
realized beta garch model of Hansen, Lunde, and Voev (2014), which was presented at the 2nd Konstanz
Lancaster Financial Econometrics Workshop in 2015 in Konstanz, which is, however, not part of this thesis.
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function of standardized constituent residuals. This natural estimator conditions on the
estimated constituent return series volatilities but is otherwise intentionally left uncon-
ditional. The estimator can thus be used as a constraint in constructing portfolios via
constituent selection and weight optimization which minimizes the downside exceedance
correlations in an unconditional way for long term investors that does not active market
timing.
Empirical Findings: Since the asymmetric components in conditional volatility mod-
els were first discovered in the 90s, we witnessed a gradual and strong increase in the
asymmetric effect at the index level, which holds for all major US stock market indices,
to the extend that almost all future updating of the one step ahead conditional variance
comes from negative lagged return residuals.
To the best of our knowledge, for the first time we go beyond that time period and
document that there have been equally high asymmetric periods throughout the 1900s
and the magnitude of the effect is time–varying—this is robust against a range of alterna-
tive asymmetric specifications which are available from the author upon request, but not
reported here for brevity except for the GJR and EGARCH specification. We also note
that the effect is more pronounced at the weekly sampling frequency opposed to the daily
sampling frequency which is in line with the results in the previous chapter. The effects are
weaker for individual firms than for aggregate portfolios: Correlations between constituent
returns increase when the market falls, which explains the higher index asymmetry. Thus
the index has more asymmetry than the firms. Asymmetry has increased over the last
three decades both for the index and the mean firm.
Chapter 3: The Role of Noise in the Estimation of Betas
The variance and bias trade-off: In the last Chapter, we consider the relation between
classic OLS betas and realized betas: It has been an interest to use highly frequent data
in estimating assets’ sensitivities to systemic risks, β, in order to benefit from statistical
precision gains.
Sheppard (2006) notes that estimates of realized covariance sampled at five minute
frequency produce a strong bias towards zero even for the most liquid stocks, with sam-
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pling frequencies higher than 20 minutes still leading to a significant bias towards zero.
Sheppard (2006) further revisits two models for their ability to explain common empirical
regularities finding that for standard models where prices are contaminated with stochas-
tically independent noise are unable to explain the behavior of realized covariance as the
sampling frequency increases.
However, we show that when the prices are contaminated by i.i.d. microstructure
noise, estimates of the betas are biased and derive a closed–form expression for it. The
estimates are biased towards zero, the magnitude of the bias rises with sampling more
frequently. We conduct a simulation analysis to examine the properties of the estimates
of the betas. We demonstrate that there is a trade-off caused by bias and the variance
and lead to an optimal sampling frequency (in the RMSE sense) among a wide range of
frequencies examined. We conduct a simulation analysis as we were not yet able to derive
the optimal sampling frequency analytically.
Financial Econometric Literature Review
Before we proceed to the three core chapters, we will review relevant financial econometric
building blocks that should help the reader to put the thesis and its contributions into
the relevant context. As the first and second chapter both focus on asymmetric volatility
and skewness we view it as more parsimonious to conduct one large literature review
in the introductory chapter rather than having two largely repetitive literature reviews
in this thesis. We start by reviewing stochastic volatility models which leads us to the
model considered in Chapter 1: While we do not feature discontinuities in an otherwise
smooth model, we favour a discrete exponential multiplicative component volatility model
with can likewise produce very rough paths. As many stochastic volatility models are
driven by the intend to more adequately option price dynamics we also review this strand
of literature incl. non–parametric risk–neutral skewness research from implied volatility
curves. Eventually real–world and risk–neutral dynamics should be theoretically connected
but it is hard to quantify the exact linkages. 2 We then review the measurement theory
and applications falling under the realized methodology as it is relevant to understand
the realized skewness estimator we propose in Chapter 1 under the various asset price
dynamic assumptions (jump diffusion setting etc.). We then turn to ARCH–type models




in univariate and review multivariate settings which sets the analysis in Chapter 2 into
the appropriate context. We conclude the literature review with economic explanations
regarding the asymmetric volatility and skewness empirical regularities.
In volatility research we can broadly distinguish three mutually influencing and now
partly overlapping concepts: One, stochastic volatility; two, autoregressive conditional
hetereoskedasticity–type models; three, forward–looking option–implied volatility. More
an underlying theme than a modelling technique influencing all three areas is the sam-
pling frequency which has evolved from daily to intraday data (high frequency up to one
minute), tick data (ultra high frequency below one minute). There is always a trade–off be-
tween non–trivial residuals which may arise due to (complex) microstructure noise at high
frequencies vs. loss of information at low frequencies and inefficiencies due to transaction
costs.
A Brief Note about Time Deformation
Inspired by Houthakker, Mandelbrot (1963) first established the notion of volatility clus-
tering, whose associated non–stationarity property of the return generating process has
also been perceived by Black and Scholes (1972) in empirical tests of their option pricing
formula. Probably also due to the elegance of their derivation and a not well–defined
economic understanding of the variance risk dynamics, the detected apparent anomaly
has not been considered as significant enough to impact pricing and outweigh transaction
costs at that time and was consequently neglected. Almost twenty years later, Mandelbrot
(1982) briefly comments on his seminal 1963 work re–emphasizing how his approach based
on invariance principles decouples prices formation from investor inertia and fits constant
jumps and swings without necessarily having to introduce (time–varying) co–dependence
among the model building blocks, which might have in turn motivated Merton’s (1976)
idiosyncratic jump-diffusion model with constant instantaneous (an average implied) vari-
ance.
The financial economist Clark (1973) introduced the theoretical idea of Bochner’s
(1949) time–deformed Wiener process Wτ , as both a latent and a deterministic func-
tion of variables such as trade volume, into finance. Assuming independence in W and
τ , log returns p are a mixture of normal distributions when observed in calendar time,
pt = Wτt → pt|τt ∼ N(0, τt). Follow up articles include Tauchen and Pitts (1983), who
distinguish between information arrival, divergent market opinions of trading agents and
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the number of active traders, Andersen (1996), who allows for informational asymmetries
and liquidity effects to impact the trade process in response to news, and Ane and Geman
(2000), who advocate the number of trades as a better proxy for market activity in their
jump–diffusion framework. Recently, Andersen, Bondarenko, Kyle, and Obizhaeva (2015)
find that return variation per transaction is log–linearly related to trade size in contrast
to previous studies which are trying to relate volatility to transaction counts or trading
volume.
The trading frequency explained through a time deformation from calendar to asset
intrinsic time by the opportunity to execute a trade either independent of volume or as a
fixed amount of e.g. shares outstanding/ percentage of free-float should in the long run not
influence the intrinsic value of that share as all business activities take place in calendar
time.
More importantly, the time deformation via τ is simply a non–negative, non–decreasing,
non–autocorrelated process which introduces variation in volatility but cannot distinctly
address empirically observed volatility clustering.
Foundations of Stochastic Volatility
Origins of Stochastic Volatility: The first published research on stochastic volatility
with clustering effects induced by autocorrelation can be found in Taylor (1980, 1982) in
which returns are modelled as a non–linear product process of the form
Rt − µX = Vt · Ut,
where volatility shocks Vt are always positive via setting Vt = exp(ht/2) with ht+1 being
an AR(1) Gaussian white noise process, i.e.
ht+1 = µ+ φ(ht − µ) + ηt.
Ut, a zero mean unit variance process, determines the news impact effect in magnitude and
sign. The random variables ηt and Ut are here assumed to be independent. Relaxing this
assumption yields a model which can deal with asymmetric effects and produce different
levels of skewness as a function of the horizon. The discussion takes place in discrete time
and motivated by the fact that news are produced at a finite rate. Extensions of the model
are widely used today such as in Huang and Tauchen (2005), Barndorff–Nielsen, Hansen,
Lunde, and Shephard (2009) and related papers.
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Stochastic Volatility in Continuous Time: The continuous time equivalent to the
model above, which also addresses asymmetries and thus skew effects, is the Hull and White
(1987) model, building on Vasicek’s (1977) application of a mean–reverting Ornstein–
Uehlenbeck process in modelling interesting rates. Hull and White write the variance
process in the two forms shown in below, where ω is a scaling factor,
dσ2 = α(σ2)dt+ ω(σ2)dW,
d log(σ2) = α(µ− log(σ2))dt+ ωdW, α > 0.
The Heston (1993) model theoretically overcomes the drawback of obtaining negative
values (as previously encountered in the standard Hull–White variance process above) by
modeling a square–root process. For St the diffusion process and vt the variance process






vt = −β√vtdt+ δdz2,t,
where µ is the drift parameter, dz1,t is a standard Wiener process correlated with dz2,t
via ρ and scaled by
√
vt. Itoˆ’s lemma applied to second equation above yields the CIR
variance process. The risk–neutral stochastic dynamics for the log asset price ln[St] = xt










dvt = κ [θ − vt] dt+ σV√vtdz2,t,
where κ is the mean–reversion parameter, θ the long–run mean of the variance, and σ
the volatility of volatility parameter. When Euler discretization is applied to the variance
process negative values can be obtained. In such cases the variance can either be set to
zero or inverted. Other methods include sampling from the exact transition law of the
process. However, when the discretization step is very small, negative values are hardly
obtained and there are virtually no biases arising.
Asymmetric Volatility and Skewness in Stochastic Volatility Models: The neg-
ative ρ, governing the skewness of the conditional return distribution, produces downward
sloping Black–Scholes implied volatility (IV) curves across a range of strikes which suits
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markets dominated by long hedgers. Furthermore, the specification equips the condi-
tional return distribution with excess kurtosis and BS IV curves with concavity increasing
w.r.t. |ρ| and σV , and IV curves can both be upward or downward sloping depending on
the initial value at V0; see Das and Sundaram (1999) for respective volatility smile and
smirk properties; refer to the following subsection: Risk–Neutral Skewness from Implied
Volatility Curves.
Heston–type models still serve today as the workhorse for volatility modelling, see
Gatheral (2005). The application might not yield an adequate description of the asset
price dynamics but obtained estimates are often accurate proxy enough to determine
reasonable option prices due to high bid–ask–spreads and investor’s willingness to pay
for protection. Via Fourier inversion the solution is available in closed form making it
particularly attractive. In practice, the model is often re–calibrated daily to only match
option prices, i.e. minimize option pricing errors, at a target maturity.
The Heston (1993) Fourier inversion of the conditional characteristic function to cal-
culate risk–neutral expectations in closed form encouraged the theoretical development of
new models with rare jumps in prices due to the following shortcoming of the model.
Deutsche Bank (2002) states that in unconstrained parameter estimation Heston–type
models barely match the earlier addressed Feller (1951) constraint and even if matched
in appropriately calibrated market models the distribution of realised variance is highly
peaked near zero with a heavy tail. Market calibration is consequently only achieved by
outweighing the probability of long low volatility periods with very high volatility proba-
bilities Jaeckel (2002). In the various available estimation methods using price and options
data, the correlation coefficent |ρ| is assigned high values (≥ 0.7) to produce the distinct
skewness. In terms of variance risk requirements such a high variance–spot correlation
has not been verified by econometric analysis. Among others, Benzoni (1998) rejects the
specification as skewness and excess kurtosis cannot be simultaneously matched. Another
related issue occurs with the earlier addressed peaks in the distribution of realised variance
at low levels which can be circumvented by increasing the mean–reversion parameter to in-
crease convergence speed towards an assumed ”core stationary distribution” (in a mixture
of distribution setting), see Fouque (2000) for an empirical work. While this approach has




Multi–factor Stochastic Volatility Models and Jump Processes The smile of
Black–Scholes implied volatilities is consequently indicating the heavy–tailed risk–neutral
distribution. Bates (1996) is probably the first influential study which showed the need to
incorporate a jump component in the price process with regard to FX data; followed by
Scott (1996), Bates (1997), Scott (1997), Chernov and Ghysels (1998), Pan (1998), Bakshi
et al. (1997, 2000), Bakshi and Madan (2000) and many more.
Duffie, Pan, and Singleton (2000) specify a general class of affine jump-diffusion models
which is adaptable to the Q measure using their proposed transform theorem. Their gen-
eralized affine stochastic volatility model with state-dependent, correlated jumps (SVSCJ)
for the logarithmic asset price process, Pt = log(St), solves:
dPt = µt,p dt+
√
Vt−dW1,t + JPt dN
P
t ,













where for the ca`dla`g (continue´ a` droite, limite´ a` gauche) specification Vt− = lims↑t Vs, the
drift parameter µt,p has locally bounded variation and Wt is standard Brownian Motion
in R2 for which the scaled diffusion terms in dP and dV are correlated via a constant
instantaneous correlation coefficient ρ. Consequently, the instantaneous log price variance
process is modelled as a one–factor square–root process plus a (counting) Poisson process
NVt modelling the occurence of jumps with magnitudes coming from the distribution J
V
t .
NPt is a Poisson process generating jumps in the asset return process, whose size follows
the distribution JPt . For a complete definition and characterization of the affine framework
we refer to the very technical document, Duffie (2003).
As special case of the affine class proposed by DPS, Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard
(2001), henceforth BNS, suggest pure non–Gaussian (positive) jump processes of Ornstein-
Uehlenbeck type as the building blocks for volatility models. In the simplest form they
write the following SDE for the variance process
dσ2t = −λσ2t dt+ dz(λt), λ > 0,
where z is a non–negative process with independent and stationary increments. Volatility
can then be modelled as a weighted sum of independent Ornstein–Uehlenbeck processes
with different persistencies. From their equation we can see that the autocorrelation func-
tion is a weighted sum of exponentials which can also mimic quasi–long–range dependence.
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This can be regarded as the Le´vy response to Comte and Renault (1998)’s long–range de-
pendent stochastic volatility model where the log volatility is constructed via fractional
Brownian Motion. Interesting and stimulating for further research is also Section 6.3 in
BNS, which outlines the idea to directly link tick–by–tick data to their proposed model
dynamics; resorting to the framework by Rydberg and Shephard (2000). For more exten-
sive research into option pricing using the BNS model I refer to Nicolato and Venardos
(2003).
In a series of papers Carr, Geman, Madan, Wu and Yor generalise the time–changed
stochastic process idea proposed by Clark (1973) to a general Le´vy process. Starting at
zero, any increasing pure jump process is suitable to model the time–deformed random
clock as time cannot turn negative; I suppose unless we model the instantaneous (log) time
change instead of determining the passage of time directly. Carr, Geman, Madan, and Yor
(2003) state that the clock would be locally deterministic in the absence of jumps. Ruling
out this undesired feature, it can be concluded that jumps in time then trigger jumps in
the asset price process. An equivalent argument requiring a diffusion component in the
price process is not obvious (ibid.).
Early on in their study, Geman, Madan, Yor (2001) remind us that diffusions should
only be applicable in the case where prices adjust continuously to the information flow
resulting in instantaneous equilibria. Discontinuous information flow should thus be mod-
elled by discontinuous stochastic processes exhibiting finite variation unlike Brownian Mo-
tion. Under this new setting jump–diffusion can be interpreted as infinite–activity3 pure
jump processes of finite variation where large innovations exhibit a lower (finite) intensity
than their smaller complements. From my point of view the question remains why there
should be infinitely many jumps instead of a finite number per time interval.
The resulting model can be linked to dependently and heterogeneously occurring eval-
uations of a continuous diffusion process in which the random evaluation times can itself
show dependence to the price process. Consequently, when the intensity rate is high
enough continuity can emerge in an activity–based measure of time which does not need
to hold for the price process in calendar time. Interesting is their modelling of the price
process as the difference between two increasing, here gamma, processes, one for price
increases with mean and variance µ1, ν1 and one for price decreases with µ2, ν2 such that
3For a high–activity level the price is non–constant for all time intervals, however the arrival rate for
innovations strictly bounded away from zero is finite: ”All but finitely many of the infinitely many price
moves are arbitrarily small in size” Geman, Madan, Yor (2001, p81).
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where γ is a unit mean and variance gamma process.
Carr, Geman, Madan, Yor (2002), henceforth CGMY, empirically investigate into index
and equity return dynamics and suggest that indices tend to be well described by an
infinite–activity pure jump process with finite variation under both the real–world and
risk–neutral measure as potentially existing idiosyncratic diffusion risk contributions from
individual stocks seem to be diversified away. However, CGMY impose caps at a lower
boundary for very small changes and respectively an upper boundary for large changes in
approximating the finite activity process to minimize the degree of equivalence between
the measure. The cost and the potential impact of doing so onto the measure change
from real–world to risk–neutral remains unclear to me at this stage. Further CGMY put
forward an interesting and intuitive hypothesis that open interest in OTM puts might be
a plausible cause of the negative skewness observed in option–implied distributions (ibid
p.307), which moves the discussion towards equilibrium rather than arbitrage pricing.
In contrast to BNS (2001) who focused on variance modelling exclusively, i.e. the price
process process is still driven by Brownian Motion, the previously addressed studies are
obviously concerned with a joint modelling of the price and variance process as a pure
jump process in terms of a simple homogenous Le´vy framework. Consequently, Carr,
Geman, Madan, and Yor (2003) introduce the BNS modelled features such as asymme-
tries and mean–reverting volatilities into their time–changing process which governs the
discontinuous Le´vy process—primarily to match option prices across maturities.
Due to the distinctly separate modelling of price and variance processes in stochastic
volatility models and subsequently encountered difficulties in theoretical and econometrical
work even for univariate models, multivariate models are not widely spread in the SV
domain—the exception probably being Fiorentini et al. (2004) which is based on the
discrete–time model by Diebold and Nerlove (1989). It has influenced asset pricing factor
models when volatility clusters.
Risk–Neutral Skewness from Implied Volatility Curves
Implied Volatility Curves: An implied volatility curve, i.e. the cross–section of im-
plied volatilities calculated numerically by inverting the Black–Scholes–Merton formula to
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match mid quotes of exchange traded options at one maturity on individual stock and
plotted against a simple, non–standardised moneyness measure,4 exhibits a ’smile’, i.e. is
almost symmetric, at short horizons and a ’smirk’, i.e. is asymmetric, at longer horizons.5
To overcome truncation, discretisation, extrapolation biases, which arise when approx-
imating the continuum of option prices from sparse discrete data, Jian and Tiang (2005,
2007) recommend to fit cubic splines to mid prices of index option trades and quotes over
a simple but wide moneyness range.
Gatheral and Jacquier (2004, 2005, 2012, 2013) come up with a flexible parametric
specification of the volatility surface which aims at eliminating static and recently also
dynamic arbitrage jointly at multiple maturities in the presence of stochastic volatility
and jumps. Such a formulation enables us to further analyse the dynamics of the implied
volatility surface in terms of their model parameters with regard to dynamics of the un-
derlying security. Bedendo and Hodges (2009) employ discrete and linear Kalman filter
updating of the volatility skew and assess the models capability of producing good density
forecasts. They claim an outperformance of their model compared to the sticky–delta and
vega–gamma alternatives. Zhang and Xiang (2008) employ a second–order polynomial
function to quantify the implied volatility curve and then relate level, slope, and curvature
coefficients to the properties (cumulants) of the implied risk-neutral distribution of asset
returns and show how such links can be used to calibrate and compare different option
pricing models.
The slope of an implied volatility curve or differential slopes of left (out–of–the–money
put) vs. right (out–of–the–money call) ’wing’ of the implied volatility curve set in relation
to at–the–money implied volatility ultimately determine but do not directly equate to
the standardised third moment, i.e. skewness, of the risk–neutral return distribution.
By building on the Bakshi and Madan (2000), Carr and Madan (2001) result on how to
replicate any claim from a continuum of option prices in the cross–section of moneyness
of one asset at one target expiry (T − t), BKM show how to replicate implied moments,
moreover, implied skewness and implied kurtosis of the risk–neutral return distribution,
henceforth RNS and RNK, over that forward–looking horizon (T − t).
4such as K/X, log(K/X) where K denotes strike price and X denotes spot or future price




Approximating RNS at Index and Stock Level: Slopes of individual equity op-
tions are much less negative than the index (Bakshi, Kapadia, Madan (2003) as equivalent
analysis of options on stock indices such as the S&P500 reveals a strongly pronounced
asymmetry at short horizons which is in turn almost flat at very long horizons under the
same (simple) moneyness measure. It seems to be yet unclear whether these results hold
in the case of standardised moneyness measures such as Black–Scholes–Merton (BSM)
delta.6 E.g. Wu (2012) provides some, although weak empirical evidence for index im-
plied volatility curves as a function of BMS delta resembling the shape of a smirk also
at long horizons. Robust inference at long horizons is especially hampered when the cov-
ered standardised moneyness range measured by e.g. BMS delta is shrinking over time
even when the range of covered strike prices remains unchanged, which is the case under
usual market conditions for index and individual stock options. Then, tails of the risk–
neutral density can no longer be spanned by option prices and the density is consequently
truncated, not necessarily symmetrically.
Neumann and Skiadopolous (2012) make repeated use of smooth cubic splines over
a truncated delta grid to obtain constant implied maturity moments for S&P500 index
options. The integrals are evaluated using trapezoidal approximation. The authors further
note that extrapolating in the time dimension creates artificial spikes in implied moments
from which they refrain themselves. However, in absence of a formal sensitivity test thereof,
consequently created large gaps in the time series of constant maturity moments7 can
themselves lead to spurious spikes. The CBOE implied volatility and skewness reference
indices VIX and Skew Index are both calculated based on a discrete strike grid with two
consecutive zero bid option prices as cut–off rule for the strike price range and linear inter–
/extrapolation in the time dimension to yield constant 30 calendar days moments. The
CBOE Skew Index seems to be more subject to extrapolation errors as regularly recurring
spikes are visible in its time series plot unlike for the VIX Index.
In order to calculate implied skewness of individual stocks, Conrad, Dittmar, Ghy-
sels (2013) rely on procedures similar to those used by the CBOE but require an equal
number of put and call options entering their calculation and impose stricter exclusion
criteria. The number of qualifying out–of–the–money puts and calls on single name stocks
can be sparse which emphasises the need for good approximation methods of the inte-
6Alternative standardised moneyness measures are the BMS d1, BMS d2 or log(K/X)
σ
√
(T−t) where T−t denotes
the time to maturity and σ can be either at–the–money implied volatility, implied volatility or 1 (Wu 2012).
7when nearby contracts fall below the minimum threshold maturity and would require extrapolation
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gral over a continuum of strike prices. In their cross–sectional analysis of RNS among
U.S. firms, Taylor et al. (2009) require a minimum of five option prices and then employ
quadratic approximation to the implied volatility curve in order to avoid less meaning-
ful, non–arbitrage–free shapes sometimes imposed by spline methods. While the former
mentioned shapes, which are a result of splining exactly through each option mid price,
can distort the efficient estimation of implied moments, they might still be arbitrage–free
under incorporation of large bid–ask spreads.
Skewness Trading Strategies Bali and Murray (2012) do for skewness what Goyal
and Saretto (2009) did for the second moment.8 They isolate the exposure to time varia-
tion of risk-neutral skewness by creating delta– and vega–neutral trading strategy based
on ’skewness assets’, i.e. portfolios of equity options and stock combinations which mimic
skewness. They find a strong negative relation between risk-neutral skewness and ’skew-
ness assets’ consistent with a positive skewness preference. Schneider (2012) develops a
simple skew swap trading strategy which exploits the skew in S&P 500 futures options.
The strategy is executed in the futures market after initial option transactions, avoiding
transaction costs and lending itself to high-frequency data to assess realized skew. The
fixed leg of the simple skew swap is highly correlated with the fear index from Bollerslev
and Todorov (2011b).
From Implied Volatility Surface back to Data Generating Process
Implied volatility ’smiles’ (’smirks’) generate non–normality in terms of altering the tail
probability (asymmetry), i.e. fat–tailedness (skewness), of the risk–neutral return dis-
tribution. As mentioned earlier implied skewness essentially depends on the differential
pricing of left (OTM puts) versus right wing (OTM calls) of the implied volatility curve
and on standardisation by the overall level of implied volatility.9 However, it is a common
fact, see e.g. Neuberger (2012) with regard to skewness, that the ratio of two efficient
estimators is not in itself an efficient estimator of the ratio. This results complicates the
analysis but moreover certainly calls for a disentangling and test for significance of the
effects jointly affecting implied skewness.
The different shapes of implied volatility curves seem to be mainly caused via the




2 where mp denotes the p’th moment of the distribution.
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following two mechanisms: Price jumps generate non–normality for the innovation distri-
bution. Any form of stochastic volatility generates non–normality through mixing over
multiple periods.10 Over very short time intervals only significant jumps cause departures
from normality.
In absence of intraday volatility pattern but in the presence of concurrent price–
volatility cojumps, Ait–Sahalia et al. (2013) have shown that strong negative correlation
between the continuous or high–activity components of an asset’s price and its variance
process exists also at high–frequency for S&P500 futures at the one–minute frequency and
for one large cap US stock, Microsoft. Consequently, the aforementioned short intervals
over which only jumps contribute to non–normality might have to be limited to intraday
horizon and we can complement the second mechanism, stochastic volatility, by negatively
correlated return–volatility innovations which contribute, albeit less pronounced, to skew-
ness of the risk–neutral density. Christoffersen, Heston, Jacobs (2009) note that the slope
and the level of the smirk fluctuate largely independently such that a more credible model
should be able to generate stochastic correlation between volatility and stock returns.
They propose a two–factor stochastic volatility model but do not provide a benchmark
test against other models from e.g. the Duffie, Pan, Singleton (2000) framework or other
pure jump or mixture Levy models.
Convergence: In Asymptotics and Measure–wise. Under the functional central
limit theorem on stochastic processes, henceforth FCLT, a return distribution converges
to normality with aggregation under weak conditions such as finite return variance; orig-
inally due to Donsker (1951) under rather simple assumptions. As stock option maturity
increases, the ’smirk’ should flatten whereas evidence suggests it steepens. Nevertheless,
FCLT seems to hold statistically fine under the real–world measure for index returns and
individual stocks.
Measurement of real–world skewness is heavily plagued by outliers with only few ob-
servations available (Kim and Kong, 2004). As real–world skewness can be hardly as-
sessed, there is consequently less research about how risk–neutral information can be used
in forecasting real–world skewness. Moreover, asymptotic convergence results are well–
established for power functions of σ2p for even moments (realised variance and quarticity,
p = 1, 2) in the absence of leverage effect in a series of papers by Barndorff–Nielsen and
10When volatility is assumed to be piecewise constant under consideration of the U–shaped intraday
volatility pattern.
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Shephard and many others11 but not well–established for uneven moments, in particular
p = 1.5. Further, it is not immediately obvious how to aggregate the obtained skewness
of HF returns at the daily level, as skewness unlike variance does not scale nicely with
time. Nevertheless, Buckle, Chen and Williams (2012) test the stability of realised higher
moments of Dow Jones 30 stocks and analyse its impact on portfolio optimisation.
Outside the field of financial econometrics, Brys, Hubert, and Struyf (2003, 2004, 2004)
suggest robust alternative measures of skewness based on the median over certain kernels
which are defined on couples. However, the convergence towards the traditional measure
of skewness is yet unclear to me but could easily be evaluated via Monte Carlo methods.
Neuberger (2012) suggests the concept of ’realised skewness’. The term ’realised’ does
not refer to high–frequency (HF) returns but should be interpreted relative to the horizon,
thus daily returns qualify as HF returns. The term ’skewness’ refers to a hybrid of real–
world returns and option prices such that it is contaminated by risk premia—for which
arising biases are analysed. Further a re–definition of realised variance based on differences
in log and arithmetic returns is required. Then, ’Neuberger skewness’ of equity index
returns increases with horizons up to one year with economically important magnitude.
Measurement Theory & Applications: Realized Methodology
The research into risk–neutral (option–implied) dynamics as introduced in the previous
section is only one strand of literature. Due to encountered frictions in derivatives markets,
the informative value of these studies to make inference about dynamics under the P
measure seems to be somewhat limited. Available high–frequency data enables us to
explore the asset price dynamics under the statistical measure more accurately.
Quadratic variation: In view of incorporating the information content inherent in in-
traday data Andersen and Bollerslev (1998), Comte and Renault (1998), Meddahi (2002)
and Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2002) mainly contributed to the theory of the so–
called realised variance measure. While daily squared returns are an unbiased estimator
as a proxy for daily volatility, they contain a high degree of noise due to the underlying
asymmetric χ2 distribution Lopez (2001). Under the assumption that a GARCH(1,1)
process is underlying the risky part of returns in VtUt, or in adapted notation σtt equiv-
alently, Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) show that the R2 of the ex–post squared daily
11Renault and Comte (1998), Andersen and Bollerslev (1998), Mykland and Zhang (2012), Podolski,




r2t+∆ = a+ bσ
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t+∆ + ut+∆,
”simply measures the extent of idiosyncratic noise in squared returns relative to the mean
which is given by the (true) conditional return variance” Andersen and Bollerslev (1998,
p7). In particular, they show that the R2 coefficient is bounded by the reciprocal of the
finite unconditional kurtosis, i.e. for conditional Gaussian errors by 13 and for more fat–
tailed error distribution by even less. In their Eq. (12) and (13) they show when correcting
the forecast errors for sampling frequency bias and the induced covariance thereof, their
more appropriate statistics attributes a much higher explanatory power (theoretical up
to 12 for their time series) in assessing the daily variance in one–step–ahead forecasts.
Blair, Poon, Taylor (2001) report a more than tripling in the coefficient of determination
when 5–minute squared returns instead of daily returns are used; using absolute instead
of squared variables in the above equation they report an R2 of 0.285.
Under the strong assumption that discretely sampled returns are serially uncorrelated
and the variance sample path is continuous, it follows from Karatzas and Shreve (1988)











In a discrete setting, the sum of M squared intraday returns over a fractional period of






Consequently, variance assessed by the cumulative sum of squared intraday returns refines
the actual measurement and thus the forecasting power. Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold,
and Labys (2000) and Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Ebens (2001) report three major
properties of the newly estimated realised volatility and so did Areal and Taylor (2002)
w.r.t. FTSE100 HF returns. One, for many markets daily returns standardised by realised
volatility (rt/σˆt) are approximately normally distributed; two, the distribution of σˆt over
time is approximately lognormally distributed; three the autocorrelations of volatility seem
to decay slowly probably at a hyperbolic rate.
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Now assume the logarithmic asset price pt follows generic jump diffusion of the form
dpt = (µtdt +) σtdWt + JtdNt,
where the drift term is usually negligible for sufficiently small increments as in the high-
frequency domain. Moreover, we are here only interested in the risky part of returns and
not in the instantaneous reward component. In the absence of microstructure noise the








In the presence of discontinuities, Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2002) show that (under
weak regularity condition) RV asymptotically converges to QV as ∆ → 0. When jumps
are not present the RV measure is consistent for the total return variation coming from
the diffusion component alone, denoted integrated variance IV .
Christensen and Podolski (2007) suggest high–frequency sampled squared realised price
ranges which by definition inspect all available data points regardless of the interval length.






where {s2pt+j ·∆,∆}j=1,...,M are the observed intraday ranges of the log price p and λ2 is a
normalising constant which also removes downward bias induced by infrequent trading.
Nevertheless, the variance process itself remains latent as: One, discontinuities (jumps)
in the price process emit additional variation such that RV estimates total variation (QV)
while it is important to distinguish between diffusive and jump–induced variation being
two fundamentally different sources of risk. Two, microstructure effects render the limiting
case to be infeasible and thus question the reliability of the asymptotically valid result.
In response, two relatively separate strands of literature have evolved dealing with jumps
and microstructure noise, which are just being combined with surprising outcomes. I will
start with the latter one as it affects the jump detection procedure inherently.
Microstructure noise–reduction techniques With the empirical inter–trade interval
being at just a few fractions of seconds length on average for highly liquid securities, the
minimum tick size movement superimposed upon the asset is regularly larger than feasible
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diffusion price variation over those short horizons. Consequently, most price changes
are either zero (on a discrete time scale) or too large in comparison with the expected
price variation and trading under incorporation of bid–ask spreads only intensifies this
effect. Moreover, in the presence of market microstructure noise (ut) the fundamental
price process (dp∗t ) remains latent,
pt ≡ p∗t + ut,




2] = 0, but lim
∆→0
E[(2t,∆)] > 0, i.e.
the noise term dominates for ∆ → 0 such that RVt(∆) is inconsistent in exploiting the
limiting behaviour and it is thus counterproductive to use the entire set of price information
of ∆ → 0. Taylor (2005) notes that the noise introduced into prices inflates the measure
of volatility.
For index related assets Andersen, Bollerslev, and Diebold (2007) advocate two-minute
returns while for liquid equities the frequency is usually decreased to fifteen- to twenty-
minute returns following the concept of ”volatility signature”, originated in Fang (1996),
where for fairly constant values of the average daily realised variance plotted against
the return interval length the RV measure is assumed to be free of microstructure noise
bias (E[(rt,∆)
2] ≈ E[(r∗t,∆)2]). Nota bene, the word ”bias” only implies that the level of
microstructure noise has been reduced to an approximately constant proportion. It does
not mean that RV is entirely free of microstructure noise. From the shape of the signature
plot we can learn about the properties of the noise process itself.
Another idea is to aggregate RV measures across sampling frequencies and starting
points (sub–sampling) in order to infer, reduce or, asymptotically, eliminate the degree
of microstructure distortion. Bandi and Russel (2008) work with mean squared errors in
deriving the optimal frequency, which indicates that the advocated five–minute returns
understates the optimal frequency for liquid stocks; also see Zhang (2006) for an extension
from two– to a multi–scale realised variance estimator. Christensen, Podolski, Vetter
(2008) also propose a bias–correction making the realised range–based estimator more
robust to simple microstructure noise and they further show how to optimally split up the
high–frequency data.
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Inspired by Zhou (1996), Hansen and Lunde (2006) apply realised kernel-based esti-
mators to US trade and quote equity data and point out that instead of the usual i.i.d.
noise assumption, noise correlates with the ”efficient” price and is time–dependent. Other
methods have been proposed such as the realised kernel approach for equidistant time
conversion by Barndorff–Nielsen et al. (2008), an early–stage extension thereof Li et al.
(2009) and the pre-averaging approach of Jacod et al. (2009) which has received attention
for ultra high-frequencies. Parallel to the noise–reduction techniques a number of jump
robust volatility estimators have been proposed.
Jump robust variation measures In the presence of jumps Barndorff-Nielsen and
Shephard (2004) define the concept of standardised realised bipower variation, abbrevi-
ated RBV or simply BV , which asymptotically only measures the variation IV which is
attributable to the diffusion component. By showing that the expectation of the product of
consecutive absolute return increments is proportional to their variance, Barndorff-Nielsen






For the limiting behaviour we can summarize
BVt+1 → IVt+1 =
∫ t+1
t




Using the definition of quadratic variation under jump–diffusion in the equation above
leads to the conjecture that subtracting the integrated variance (bipower variation) from
the quadratic variation (realised variance) yields an estimate of the jump component.
However, doing so comes with a series of caveats; refer to the later sections.
Inspired by the theory of bipower variation a number of related robust–to–jump mea-
sures which essentially build upon this framework or on transformed power functions
thereof have evolved. Mancini (2004a, 2006) and Jacod (2008) propose threshold realised




|r2t+j·∆,∆|1{|rt+j·∆,∆|<cM−ω}, for ω ∈ (0, 1/2),
where ω = 0.47 and c = 6
√
IV Ait–Sahalia and Jacod (2009) and IV is estimated by
bipower variation. Note that lowering c introduces a downward bias while gaining further
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robustness towards jumps on the other hand. The measure is unbiased in the absence
of jumps (Christensen, Oomen and Podolski, 2009). Andersen, Dobrev, and Schaumburg








6− 4√3 + pi
M
M − 2 .
Newer Concepts in the Realized Methodology: In light of these advances, re-
searchers are currently setting out to integrate both issues under a unifying framework as
jump robust variation measures are not noise robust and vice versa. Christensen, Oomen
and Podolski (2011) introduce the concept of quantile–based realised variance, abbreviated
to QRV, as an efficient and robust measure to noise and jumps simultaneously. Another
interesting property is that it also filters out outliers. Based on tick data preferably, the
idea builds upon inverting the relationship between quantiles and the spread of the nor-
mal distribution in the limit where return data is calculated at ever finer frequencies over
given small time intervals. By analysing the behaviour of the resulting sample return
distribution quantiles over respective finer time intervals volatility can be backed out and
thus jumps or outliers can be filtered out when at most one jump occurs per (small) time
interval and volatility is locally constant, see (ibid., p2f). The underlying idea is con-
sequently similar to TRV (Mancini, 2004, Mancini, 2006, Jacod, 2008) where the global
threshold for a given day is replaced by a local threshold which is fitted to the magnitude
of intra–interval returns. As such it can also be regarded as a generalisation of the MedRV
and MinRV (not elaborated upon here) suggested by Andersen, Dobrev, and Schaumburg
(2010) but in the presence of microstructure noise. Note that sub–sampling can be ap-
plied to increases efficiency even further. For the test statistic and how to choose the time
interval length, quantiles and quantile weights I refer to the article directly.
Due to space constraints we would like to allude to Hansen and Horel (2009) for Markov
Chain–based estimation, Diebold and Strasser (2009) with regard to market microstruce
theory related to the variation measure and Large (2011) and Oomen (2005) for business
time sampling. Also note the recent advances into multivariate covariation measures going
by e.g. Barndorff–Nielsen, Hansen, Lunde, and Shephard (2011), Christensen, Kinnebrock,
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Podolskij (2011), and Zhang (2011) with regard to non–synchronous trading or quotes.
Test Statistics for Jumps, Identification, Implications
Note that with regard to all current jump detection procedures that we are aware of,
the formulation of the null and alternative hypothesis differ from the conventional set–
up as it can only be detected whether a realised discretely observed sample path contains
discontinuities (jumps) and not whether the underlying (system of multivariate) processes,
possibly continuous, contains a discontinuity shock term generator, i.e., it is not a formal
test of the property of the generating model.
Thus, tests can determine whether a jump component is either present or absent and
in the former case determine whether it is of finite or infinite activity along with an
estimate of its degree of activity. Consequently, it is also possible to invert the test
and estimate whether the continuous component is necessary in the presence of infinite
activity jumps. Ait–Sahalia (2004) shows in theory that the continuous component can be
disentangled from noise caused by infinite Cauchy–distributed jumps under a maximum
likelihood framework and vice-versa, i.e. detecting infinite activity jumps imposed on the
continuous model Ait–Sahalia and Jacod (2010b).
Variation–based jump test statistics Under the arguable assumption that jumps
occur ”rarely”, i.e. restricting the generating model by excluding infinitely–active jump
terms over finite time horizons, and thus with occurring jumps presumably dominating the
return process at the daily level, a number of jump detection tests have been established
based on variations measures.
Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004) derive the joint asymptotic behaviour of RV
and BV under the null hypothesis of a diffusion process which initiated the development
of new jump detection tests at the daily level based on statistically scaled differences in





with a consistent estimate of its standard errror. Building upon the jump robust bipower
variation, Andersen et al. (2007) show that a randomly selected intraday return rt+ξ·∆,∆
maintains these properties over small increments which allows for the construction of a
jump detection test at the increment level.
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Without explicitly deriving the actual distribution, the knowledge of conditional mean
and variance of a randomized intraday return, which are of an order of their daily equiva-
lents, are assumed sufficient to let each standardized intraday return asymptotically follow
a normal distribution under the assumption of a diffusion process. Being aware that E[rt+1]








































Under the assumption of constant daily variance the ABD test identifies jumps during
day t+ 1 according to the decision rule:
Js(∆) = rt+s·∆,∆ · I
[




, s = 1, 2, . . . , 1/∆
β = 1− (1− α)∆
The test depends heavily on the choice of the ”stochastic threshold level” determined by
the daily significance level α and thus the intraday level β. ABD choose a very small
significance level with α = 10−5 to insure themselves against type one errors under the
null of a diffusion process, as empirically observed considerable intraday variation in the
level of variance gives rise to heteroskedasticity effects and the conditional distribution of
scaled increments will thus come from a mixture of (potentially normal) distributions.
The plain ABD test allocates an equal (1/∆) proportion of the daily BV to any intraday
return increment rt+ξ·∆,∆ which neglects the U–shaped intraday volatility pattern (high
volatility during market opening and closing and lower than average volatility during the
remaining trading hours), as documented for equity-related assets by Wood et al. (1985)
and Harris (1986). With regard to FX data, Taylor and Xu (1997) suggest to estimate the
mean proportion of variance attributable to each j’th return increment by averaging the
sum of all j’th squared intraday return increments across days to gauge and thus correct
for the arising intraday volatility pattern. Note that this is already pointing towards the
use of the sums of squared intraday returns as consistent and unbiased daily variance
estimator, i.e. later termed realised variance. For m denoting the total number of days
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Based on the asymptotic theory of bipower variation, Bollerslev, Law and Tauchen (2008)
advocate the use of products of adjacent absolute return increments instead of consecutive
squared return increments to exclude the contribution of jumps to the intraday volatility
pattern, which is assumed to be caused by the continuous component. Further, we have
to be aware that the incorporation of the distinct, empirically observed, average variance
proportion per return increment in an extended ABD test might put the assumption of
conditional normality for scaled return increments into question.
Ait–Sahalia and Jacod (2009) compare variability at different time scales by considering





|rt+j·∆,∆|p for p > 2.
The test nests on the limit of the sum in Eq. () when p is larger than two and ∆ goes to-
wards zero. In the presence of jumps, Ait–Sahalia and Jacod (2009) show that B converges





|ci|p for p > 2.
When the underlying process is continuous the convergence property towards zero depends
on the sequence of ∆s going to zero. While the limit is clearly zero, appropriate scaling








where µp is the p’th absolute moment of the standard normal distribution. Ait–Sahalia
and Jacod (2009) then precede to compare the measure over two time–scales, ∆ and m∆,









p/2−1 in absence of a jump,
1 in presence of a jump.
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If the sums Bt+1(p,m∆) and Bt+1(p,∆) are of the same(!) size (S → 1), the test statis-
tic suggests the presence of a discontinuity, whereas for continuous innovations only, the
statistic converges towards 2 for their recommended values of p = 4 and m = 2. Appro-
priately scaled S converges to a standard normal distributed variable and the test can be
applied for an appropriate significance level.
Motivated by Bollerslev, Law and Tauchen (2008), who study co–jumps between indi-
vidual stocks and portfolios of these stocks and Andersen et al. (2007), Huang and Tauchen
(2005) who also also suggest a common systematic jump component, Jacod and Todorov
(2008) derive a test based on power variation measures for common jump arrivals in mul-
tidimensional processes, which we will not elaborate upon for brevity. As the time interval
∆ is shortened, the possible variation of the continuous component decreases proportional
to the square–root of time such that jumps can be detected for sufficiently short inter-
vals as they are too large to be in line with feasible continuous component innovations.
Tests based on this idea determine how much the process can vary over such intervals by
describing the distribution of the largest continuous innovations while at the same time
taking account of stochastic volatility and the properties that come along with it. The key
insight is, somewhat similar to variation–based tests, that the convergence order of diffu-
sion terms, Op
(√
2∆log(1/∆), versus the order of the jump term, Op(1), which does not
depend on ∆, can be used to construct the jump robust measure even when allowing for
(bounded) volatility Mancini (2004). Inference results to detect jumps based on distribu-
tional extreme value assumptions have consequently been established by, mostly notably,
Lee and Mykland (2008) based on local variance estimates over short observation windows
and the ”big” Le´vy jump detection paper by Lee and Hanig (2010), both of which provide
the usual extreme value theory drawbacks as the timeframe and the threshold level must
be chosen.
Further interesting papers on different methodologies are Jiang and Oomen (2008),
who propose a jump detection test based on the (daily) profit and loss (P&L) profile of
variance swap contracts (the hedging error of its replication strategy) and Fan and Wang
(2006), who introduced a wavelet–based approach.
Empirical Evidence from Jump Tests & Variation Measures with Implications:
This section sheds light on the decomposition of model–free variation in high–frequency
S&P500 returns for spot and tradable futures data using the above described methodol-
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ogy or variations thereof. In particular, Table 1 reports the ratio BV (∆) / RV (∆) (or
an adequate, equivalent ratio) when the sampling frequency is between two and five min-
utes inclusive and hopes this estimates the ratio IV / QV , i.e. the percentage variation
attributable to the continuous component (abbreviated to CC) where the remainder is
assumed to be attributable to the jump component (JC). The two- to five-minute return
sampling frequency builds upon a compromise between the assumed higher information
content in a larger series of prices at ever finer intervals and microstructure noise arising
at higher frequencies which invalidates the asymptotic theory of the BV and RV measure;
as obviously ∆ = 2 minutes behaves rather differently than the asymptotic limit ∆→ 0.
Table 1: Decomposition of model–free variation in high-frequency (6 5mins)
S&P500 returns
Type Date JC CC Article
Spot 2005 - 1986 5.40% 94.60% Tauchen and Zhou (2011)
Spot 2002 - 1997 7.30% 92.70% Huang and Tauchen (2005)
Future 2004 - 1990 4.40% 96.60% Andersen et al. (2007) (ABD)
Future 2005 - 1990 4.90% 95.10% Andersen, Bollerslev, and Huang (2007)
Future 2007 - 1990 6.00% 94.00% Corsi and Reno (2012)
Future 2002 - 1982 4.40% 95.60% Huang and Tauchen (2005)
Future 2004 - 1985 6.80% 93.20% Bollerslev et al. (2009a)
In contrast to using daily primary and/or derivatives data as in previous parametric
studies such as Bates (1996), Eraker (2004) and for weekly data Pan (2002), the model–free
variation attributable to jumps decreases to approx. 4.4–7.3%. As results obtained hold
only in the infeasible limiting case, obtained estimates have to be treated with special care.
Note that is feasible to calculate BVt > RVt, I assume which occurs primarily when jumps
are not rare and large. Furthermore, as I have shown previously in my MSc dissertation
that the average ratio BV (∆) / RV (∆) on non–jump days according to the ABD test is
nevertheless in the region of 96% using 1–minute SPY returns over more than ten years
while the ratio is almost exactly 100% for a simple DPS Monte Carlo setting without
explicitly modelling noise.
Progress and Contradicting Evidence from the Ultra High–frequency Domain
Christensen, Oomen, and Podolskij (2014), henceforth COP, apply their pre-averaging
methodology to tick-by-tick data and attribute only 1% of total return, i.e. quadratic
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variation, to the jump component thereby giving rise to their hypothesis that jumps in
volatility at high frequencies might be falsely identified as jumps in prices for lower fre-
quencies (ibid. p1, p25). The authors refer to what Kirilenko et al. (2011) describe as a
”flash crash”, i.e. a ”brief period of extreme market volatility”.
By using tick data, COP actually look at the number of trades occurring during flash
crash periods as a proxy for market activity to argue for a continuous sample path, whereas
for hedging purposes executable, tradable volume at the respective price is the important
figure to focus on. Following a news announcement or a flash crash, the number of trades
is likely to shoot up. It is however questionable whether the intertick price distance will
increase in length (a possible indication of a discontinuity) given the high proportion of
automated algorithm trading especially in the high-frequency domain (informed investors)
and less agile/responsive (uninformed) investors who are still trading on valuations formed
prior to the news announcement, i.e. the price path might appear to remain continuous
but it would have to be examined whether these prices are executable for high volumes
under the assumption that uninformed investors are low volume traders by the majority
or that high volume orders are executed during low volatile periods or in the close.
Moreover, such a burst in volatility has to be investigated further as to whether the
actual dispersion of traded prices (up and down movements) along the pre-averaged sample
path has increased. If not, it is likely that a jump is observed gradually at ultra-high
frequency and thus not detected. Here, the price distance between consecutive trades may
add explanatory power: If this bandwidth for a series of consecutive prices is large with
positive and negative innovations it is likely to be continuous. If this bandwidth is small
and changes are primarily of one sign, the process can be indicative of an occurring but
gradually observed jump over multiple increments.
All these reservations aside, the distortion caused by bursts in volatility and its implica-
tions on assessing the variation attributable to a jump component in the return generating
process are intriguing. Moreover, it is of general interest in which way the occurrence of
jumps in volatility hinders the exact identification of jumps: Here, it is possible to argue
both ways: In line with COP who suggest that volatility jumps alone can falsely be de-
tected as jumps by prevailing test statistics and thus simultaneously occurring jumps in
the variance and price process should theoretically increase the number of detected jumps.
On the other hand, when the test statistic builds upon neighbouring increments many
jumps might not be detected as the bi-power variation, which asymptotically only measures
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the variation attributable to the continuous component, is subsequently increased following
a volatility jump. This increases the probability for small jumps of not being detected.
Introduction to ARCH–type Models and Long Memory Properties
Parallel to the origins of stochastic volatility the discrete–time autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model was proposed by Engle (1982), in which the one–step
ahead volatility is conditionally deterministic and thus partly forecastable. In words,
the model can be described as such that the time–varying variance of observed returns
(heteroskedasticity) depends (conditional) on the variability of the process in form of a
linear regression on past squared residuals (an autoregression)
Xt ∼ µ+ t, t ∼ N(0, σ2t ),
σ2t = α0 + α1
2
t−1. (0.0.3)
The success of ARCH–type models can probably be traced back to the relatively easy
to implement estimation procedure through the likelihood function L determined by the
product of conditional densities. This is also the main feature in differentiating ARCH
from SV models in which the predictable component of the density of future returns is
specified implicitly through the dynamics of the model, i.e. the variance can be modelled
separately leaving much flexibility to superimpose almost any (often affine) dependence
structure. However, the likelihood function for SV models is not readily available whereas
the log likelihood (l), exemplarily given for the ARCH(1) model with a parameter vector
θ = (µ, ω, α1), is straightforward to obtain














2[ω + α1(xt−1 − µ)2] . (0.0.5)
The extension to GARCH (1,1) which lets the conditional variance depend on its own
lag followed respectively in Bollerslev (1986) and Taylor (1986) who independently defined
and derived properties for the model; here stated in the (p, q) representation













with boundaries ω, α, β > 0 and α + β < 1 to be a sensible GARCH(1,1) model;
for GARCH(p,q) boundary conditions refer to Nelson and Cao (1992). Perhaps inspired
by the work of Hull and White (1987) and Stein and Stein (1991) in the continuous
time literature, Nelson (1991) introduced the idea of asymmetric effects into ARCH–type
models and provided empirical evidence by estimating an exponential, generalised ARCH
(EGARCH) model, which was subsequently followed by e.g. Glosten et al. (1993), whose
GJR model likewise aims at exploiting the sign information carried through via the residual
t in a simpler specification.
Taylor (1986) notes that the absolute return series exhibits a longer memory effect than
the corresponding squared returns, which has subsequently and commonly been referred
to as the Taylor effect. The long memory property in volatility is associated with volatility
shocks assessed by autocorrelations decaying at a hyperbolic rate. ?? compare risk–neutral
option price properties from various ARCH–type formulations and find that their Fraction-
ally Integrated EGARCH–model (FIEGARCH) outperforms other ARCH–specifications
with regard to the mean–reverting behaviour of volatility displayed by S&P500 long-term
equity anticipation securities (leaps). Taylor (2000) extends their option pricing results.
In general, we can say that long–memory effects do not always positively impact the op-
tion premium but that moreover the premium is highly influenced by the spot variance
level: the speed of mean–reversion and the unconditional variance level then determines
the pricing impact over the time to expiry. Some heat was taken out of the discussion,
when Alizadeh et al. (2002) noticed that the sum of two AR(1) processes, which is a short
memory process, can mimic the behaviour of a long memory process. It is this observation
that motivates the extension to the proposed two component stochastic volatility model
in Chapter 1.
Multivariate ARCH–type models and Correlation Modelling
In order to describe multi–asset dynamic dependence structures ARCH–type models have
been extended to the multivariate case which enables us to capture time–varying condi-
tional pair–wise correlations. Engle and Kroner (1995) reformulate their BEKK model for
the conditional variance and correlation dynamics for asset i is as follows





σ2ij,t = ωij + αi,t−1j,t−1 + βσ
2
ij,t−1.
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In words, the conditional BEKK covariance is constructed as a weighted average of the
long–run covariance, the product of previous cross return shocks and previous conditional
covariance. Note that two restrictions need to be imposed for feasible convergence: One,
there is no asymmetric effect, as above Equations must be of the same functional form,
and two, the persistency determining parameters α and β are constant for the conditional
variance–covariance matrix to be positive definite.
The key insight in the Engle (2002) and Tse and Tsui (2002) DCC model is that
the estimation procedure can be separated into fitting a series of univariate ARCH–type
volatilities from which the dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) series is estimated al-
lowing each asset i to maintain its own conditional variance and pair–wise correlation
persistency with any other asset.
Multivariate GARCH In the multivariate case we now have an N×1 (column) vector
of residuals, denoted Et, with an N × N dimensional (assumed to be positive definite)
conditional covariance matrix Σt, i.e. Et−1(EtE′t). For expositional purposes denote
the n’th asset with a, b, c, . . . , N . The convolution of the heteroskedasticity processes
is represented by the elements in Σt as follows,
Σt = Et−1(EtE′t) =



























t · · · hNNt

,
with Cholesky factor Σ
1/2
t and N(N + 1)/2 distinct elements in the (upper) triangle of
the matrix. A general multivariate GARCH(1,1) model can consequently be written as
vech(Σt) = vech(Ω) + Avech(Et−1E′t−1) + Bvech(Σt−1),
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where the vech operator converts the upper triangle of a symmetric matrix into an N(N+














































where A and B are matrices both of dimension N(N+1)/2×N(N+1)/2, here exemplarily
for A,
A = AA′ =

aa ab bb · · · NN
aa αaa,aa αaa,ab αaa,ac · · · αaa,NN
ab αab,aa αab,ab αab,bb · · · αab,NN







NN αNN,aa αNN,aa αNN,bb · · · αNN,NN

,
and respectively for B. In the most general case each heteroskedastic covariance process
depends on a constant, all other pairwise cross–products of residual innovations and all
lagged covariance processes.
Parsimony can be introduced by restricting the coefficient matrix, previously denoted
A (B), to be diagonal matrices DA and DB,
DA = IA and DB = IB,
where I is the identity matrix, A (B) is the N(N + 1)/2 × 1 vector of ARCH (GARCH)
coefficents and  the Hadamard (element by element) product operator such that diagonal
GARCH can be written as





which imposes a simple GARCH(1,1) structure for the elements, here discrete processes
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with the only difference to univariate estimation lying in the multivariate joint likelihood
optimization.
The multivariate approach comes at the cost of having to impose restrictions on pa-
rameters to ensure positive definiteness of the covariance matrix. BEKK–type GARCH
models as postulated by Engle and Kroner (1995) build on the insight that the sum of a





where the L operator denotes the lower triangular matrix with Ω, A and B being N ×N
parameter matrices. The dynamics of the model quickly become intractable for the purpose
it has originally been designed for, i.e. in vast multivariate dimensions. Consider, for






















which differs in the construction to diagonal GARCH such that conditional covariances
do not maintain their own parameters but are determined by those of their respective
components directly—which is a testable assumption. But the main drawback lies in the
fact that often convergence is not feasible once an asymmetric effect is introduced.
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Diagonal GARCH and BEKK GARCH can both be further restricted to be scalar in
their parameter matrices A and B, i.e. all processes share one common α and β, i.e. it
is same across the diagonal, such that vast dimensional cases can be addressed; especially
under application of covariance targeting.
Nevertheless, multivariate ARCH–type models remain notoriously complicated and
difficult to estimate for the covariance matrix to remain positive semi–definite when more
than a dozen assets are consider.12
Covariance Models: The simplest suitable benchmark model for the covariance matrix









The equally–weighted moving average (EWMA) covariance estimator puts more weight
on recent observations,






with 0 6 λ 6 1 and where Σt=1 can be set equal to the unconditional covariance estimate.
Riskmetrics (1994) recommends λ = 0.94 (0.97) for daily (monthly) data.
To model hyperbolic rather than exponential decay in the autocorrelation structure of
the covariances, RiskMetrics (2006) advocates to compute the covariance estimator as the
average of kmax recent EWMA covariances over increasing time horizons where the weights
wk decay logarithmically such that the lagged autocorrelation of absolute residuals also
decays logarithmically rather than exponentially, i.e. with more weight on recent and far
distant data and consequently less weight therein between,
12Multivariate stochastic volatility models are even more complicated with Fiorentini et al. (2004), which
is based on the discrete–time model by Diebold and Nerlove (1989), probably being the only common model.





















k−1, k = 1, 2, . . . , kmax,
where Zumbach (2007) recommends τ0 = 1560 = 6 years for the logarhithmic decay factor,
τ1 = 4 days, ρ =
√
2, and C a normalisation constant such that the weights sum to unity.
Basic Setup for Modelling Conditional Correlation: Residuals standardised only









n = a, b, . . . , N t = 1, 2, . . . ,
or equivalently,
Zt = Et Ht t = 1, 2, . . . ,
where Ht = diag(Σt)
1/2 is an N × 1 vector of conditional volatilities and  is the (ele-
ment by element) Hadamard division operator.13 Now defining ζt as an N × 1 vector of
multivariate standaridised residuals, in standard matrix notation,
ζt = (Σt)
−1/2Et t = 1, 2, . . . ,
implies that ζt is both ’devolatised’ and ’decorrelated’ such that the conditional expectation




due to unit expectations on the diagonal and the all cross–correlations having been ac-
counted for such that the off–diagonals must all be zero. Put differently, the conditional
correlation matrix, denoted by capital ρ at time t, i.e. Pt, can be explicitly parametrised
as the (conditional) covariance matrix which is standardised by the matrix of its respec-
13e.g. the dot division operator in Matlab
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tive (conditional) cross–volatility products such that only an estimator of each pairwise
correlation remains on the off–diagonals with ones on the diagonal,
Et−1(ZtZ
′
t) ≡ Pt = Σt  (HtH ′t),








where Dt is the corresponding matrix to Ht with conditional volatilities on the diagonal




haat 0 · · · 0
0
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Correlation Models: Equicorrelation models are restricted covariance estimators which
superimpose one common correlation, denoted ρt, onto all pairwise asset combinations.



































hbbt · · · hNNt

In the simplest case, the heteroskedastic variance process of the n’th asset can be replaced
by a k–period moving average variance estimator, i.e. the diagonal of Eq. (),





2 n = a, b, . . . , N.
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Let {eΠ,t} denote the return process of an equally weighted portfolio, then the variance

















where the equicorrelation ρt was taken in front of the double sum as it is by definition
common to all covariances. In a moment–based estimation the equicorrelation sample























Alternatively, the conditional equicorrelation can be obtained by maximising the multi-
variate, here Gaussian, likelihood of the ’devolatised’ or ’autostandardised’ or but not





Nlog(2pi) + log(|Pt|) + Z ′t−iP−1t Zt−i
where the second term is the log of the determinant of the correlation matrix and the
last term corresponds to the sum of the multivariate standardised and thus decorrelated
residuals, previously denoted with ζ, squared. The use of ’autostandardised’ residuals
leaves much flexibility to model the variance of the each process. Note that Pt and not
Pt−i is used in the maximum likelihood estimator, the properties of {ρt} over time can be
exploited by choosing a rolling time window of observations with e.g. 252 days. There is
then a trade–off between significance and adjustment speed of the estimator.
Constant and Dynamic Conditional Correlation Models: Building upon the in-
sight in the previous section, the Bollerslev (1990) CCC GARCH decomposes the condi-
tional covariances into conditional variances and constant conditional correlations. Then
we have
Σt = Dt P Dt,
where P is now time invariant. Based on a two step estimation procedure, in step one
almost any specification can be used to model the conditional variances without being
restricted to using the same functional form and then in a second step obtain pairwise
correlation estimates based on standardised residuals. Opposed to the covariance matrix
in equicorrelation model, correlations are now allowed to differ across assets and similarly
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a rolling window methodology can be applied.
DCC GARCH revokes the restriction of a constant correlation matrix P and allows for
earlier introduced scalar dynamics to be imposed onto the conditional correlation matrix.
Recall,
Σt = Dt Pt Dt,
and elaborate
Pt = Qt  Q∗t ,
where Qt follows a scalar diagonal (or equivalently scalar BEKK) GARCH structure,
Qt = (1− α− β)P + α(Zt−1Z ′t−1) + bQt−1,
where correlation targeting can be applied by using a consistent estimate of the long–run































t · · · qNNt
 ,
which is a trick that forces the diagonals in the correlation matrix to unity and rescales
all other entries accordingly. The key insight in the Engle (2002) and Tse and Tsui (2002)
DCC model is that the estimation procedure can be separated into fitting a series of uni-
variate ARCH–type volatilities from which the dynamic conditional correlation (DCC)
series is estimated allowing each asset n to maintain its own conditional variance persis-
tency with any other asset.
Economic Explanations of Asymmetric Volatility and Skewness
Asymmetric volatility effects have economically been motivated by primarily two theories.
One, the leverage effect (Black, 1976; Christie, 1982) is related to the gearing of a com-
pany. When the market value of equity decreases, its volatility must increase under the
assumption that total firm volatility stays constant which is the underlying assumption
in Christie (1982). Two, not news related to or resulting in instantaneous return shocks
but news affecting the perceived level of future volatility will trigger a sell–off until the
expected return–risk ratio has been re–established. However, this demand by risk–averse
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investors induces itself a rise in volatility, termed volatility feedback. Thus, markets can
start declining due to an anticipated expected rise in volatility, negative innovations (either
self–excited or news–induced) then increase this effect (Campbell and Hentschel, 1992).
Duffee (1995) used a wide sample of US firms to show that the degree of volatility asymme-
try is not mirrored by firm size, capital structure or leverage (Bekaert and Wu, 2000). Wu
(2001) extends the setting and allows for dividend innovations regarding news and growth
which are important factors in tranquil periods while the volatility feedback dominates in
high volatility periods.
Endogenous Skew in Asset Pricing Other empirical studies testing the ability of
skewness (or related measures) to predict cross–sectional variation in stock returns have
produced mixed results. Xing, Zhang, and Zhao (2010), Cremers and Weinbaum (2010),
and Rehman and Vilkov (2010) find a theoretically contradictory positive relation be-
tween skewness and future returns, while Bali, Cakici, and Whitelaw (2011) and Conrad,
Dittmar, and Ghysels (2009) find a theoretically consistent negative relation. Boyer, Mit-
ton, and Vorkink (2010) demonstrate that historical based estimates of skewness provide
poor forecasts of future skewness. Albuquerque (2012) builds a stationary asset pricing
model of firm announcement events where firm returns display positive skewness and then
shows that cross–sectional heterogeneity in firm announcement events can lead to condi-
tional asymmetric stock return correlations and negative skewness in aggregate returns.
Amaya, Christoffersen, Jacobs and Vasquez (2013) show how realized skewness predict
the cross–section of equity returns. Jha and Kalimipalli (2010) and Ait-Sahalia, Wang,
and Yared (2001) develop higher order risk–neutral moment strategies based on deviations
between implied moments and forecasts for the realised moments in the former case and
those extracted from the time series of the underlying asset in a risk-neutral world in the
letter case. A number of recent papers furthermore shows that option-implied moments
are very useful and successful in the prediction of future returns as well as factor exposures,
see, e.g., Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Vainberg (2009), Duan and Wei (2009), Han (2008),
and Rehman and Vilkov (2009). These authors show that on the basis of quantities like
option-implied skewness and, ultimately, option–implied betas, investment strategies with
very favorable risk-return trade–offs can be constructed. However, their construction of
option–implied beta estimates requires very strict assumptions which have been heavily
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criticised. The handbook chapter by Christoffersen, Jacobs, Young (2012) goes beyond the
univariate option implied density and also consider results on option–implied covariance,
correlation and beta forecasting, as well as the use of option-implied information in cross-
sectional forecasting of equity returns. It also involves a discussion of how option–implied
information can be adjusted for risk premia to remove biases in forecasting regressions.
Demand–based Option Pricing: At index level and under the plausible assumption
that aggregate net exposure to the market and to changes therein is positive, investors
are willing to pay for protection against large downward movements in the market up to
medium–term horizons. A hedge against long–term downside exposure using options is
expensive and would eliminate much of the equity risk premium. Accordingly, there should
be low demand for deep–out–of–the–money put options with long time to expiry. As ad-
dressed earlier, the risk–neutral density is observed only truncated as there might be more
attractive investing or hedging instruments at long horizons. At stock level, rationalising
aggregate net exposure to changes in the stock price of up to medium–term horizons is
less straightforward taking primary and derivative security markets into account.
Garleanu, Pedersen, and Poteshman (2009) show theoretically how demand pressure
increases an option’s price by an amount proportional to the variance (covariance) of
the unhedgeable part of the option (two options). Empirically, they show how demand
helps explain the overall expensiveness and skew patterns of index options and single-stock
options in the cross–section. Also Carr, Geman, Madan, and Yor (2003) hypothesize that
large open interest in out-of-the-money puts are a possible source of the negative skewness
observed in option-implied distributions. For their CGMY model they conjecture that
the structure of open interest in the market is an important determinant of the shape of
market risk premia as reected in the constructing of their measure change function.
Aggregation Properties: Individual and Market Skew At long horizons default
risk generates a steep skew in the cross–section of options, evidenced by high correlation
with CDS spreads based on the unit recovery claim methodology introduced by Carr
and Wu (2010). New information is first reflective in the CDS market due to higher
liquidity compared to long–term options with large spreads (Giamouridis, Angelopoulos
and Nikolakakis 2013). This potential mechanism of index implied volatility shapes might
not be so interesting when default risk is assumed to be diversifiable, deteriorating stocks
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leave the index prior to bankruptcy or a too big to fail argument holds for e.g. the Dow
Jones 30 constituents.
BKM have shown that the risk–neutral index distribution is always more negatively
skewed than those for constituent stocks which they attribute to risk–averse investor and
physical fat–tailed not necessarily skewed distributions (BKM 2003, BM 2006) over hori-
zons of up to 120 calendar days.
Determinants of RNS While BKM conclude that variations in the risk–neutral skew
are instrumental in the differential pricing of individual equity option, Taylor et al. (2009)
pin down that cross–sectionally RNS varies negatively with firm characteristics, market
volatility, positively with market skewness with most of the variation in individual RNS
explained by firm–specific rather than market–wide factors.14 Surprisingly, in Taylor et
al. volatility asymmetry is not relevant for RNS. In a formal setting, BKM demonstrate
that leverage effect imparts a negative skew to individual stocks and aggregate index but
predictions for the skew magnitudes are at odds with their theorem (3), i.e. index skew will
be less negative compared to individual stocks. Probably the leverage effect for individual
stocks is not as pronounced in the real–world as assumed in their model and the higher
index skewness is stemming from other factors: demand–hedging–related option pricing
which might well be related to P–measure fat–tails and risk–aversion. It would thus be
in line with Taylor ’s finding that greater option market liquidity (not underlying security
liquidity is associated with more negative RNS.
In a P– to Q–measure comparison, physically detected jumps seem to be mean zero
and even jump tails, which avoid the peso–type problems of detecting jumps, appear to
be symmetric for index and stocks (Bollerslev Todorov 2011), whereas only large negative
jumps with a high arrival rate could generate large skewness at short horizons.
Nevertheless, in a Q–measure only setting, judging from only slightly negative sloping
individual stock implied volatility curves and thus almost symmetric, though fat–tailed
risk–neutral distribution such jump features of the index dynamics are questionable.
Revisiting RNS and Asymmetric Correlations Instead, the following point, also
related to demand and hedging arguments which are neglected in a univariate framework,
focusses on asymmetric correlations. In light of higher individual implied volatilities than




at index level any sort of downside risk is less manageable to be diversiable (hedgable). At
short to medium term horizon we might equally well disentangle the proportion of skewness
of the risk–neutral distribution stemming from jumps and the unexplained proportion
stemming from asymmetric correlations among constituents return series which might
mimic the features of downward jumps at index level when option prices are observed
at daily frequency only.15 Consequently, at index level we might want to add a third
generating mechanism determining the shape of index implied volatility curves and thus
the moments of its risk–neutral density: Implied (heterogeneous or asymmetric) correlation
between constituent stock return series.
Fengler, Herwartz, and Werner (2012) suggest to go the other direction and try to
recover index implied volatility from option prices computed from discrete time risk–
neutralised copula asymmetric DCC multivariate process which are estimated under the
P measure. They corroborate the common jump hypothesis of Branger and Schlag (2004)
as their model contributes to but explains only partly implied index skew. Suggestions
are to go beyond the exponentially affine pricing kernel and employ the more sophisti-
cated specifications as suggested in Christoffersen et al. (2011) and Monfort and Pegoraro
(2011). Second, given the importance of dependence beyond correlation, one could employ
alternative copula models which strictly separate the marginal volatility processes and the
copula, as suggested by Granger et al. (2006), Patton (2006), Kim et al. (2008), Fantazzini
(2009), Jin (2009), Christoffersen, Errunza, Jacobs and Langlois (2011). Unfortunately,
the risk–neutral asset price process is unobservable, only option prices (implied volatili-
ties) are observable. Heterogeneous or asymmetric implied correlations might not only be
relevant among asset price return series but also among their volatility processes which de-
termines option prices. Nevertheless this would not explain why constituent stocks implied
volatility curves are relatively flat.
15One might want to argue that instead of asymmetric correlation among all stock return series, just
higher correlation between certain stocks (heterogeneous correlations) might be sufficient or indistinguish-
able from asymmetric correlation.
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A review of the classical skewness estimator, estimates, and
a robust alternvative(?)
Daily Skewness and its Quantile–based Variations
Point estimates of skewness are very sensitive to large returns in magnitude of either sign,
which are amplified due to the third power function in the numerator of the standard
measure of skewness, while, on the other side, the impact of small returns seems to be
almost diminishing. The former apparent stylised fact can be inferred from Fig. 1 when
large returns leave the one year rolling observation window. There also appears to be a
common factor driving the skewness of all three representative market proxies.16 In the
following, we should be able to concentrate on inference results based on the S&P 500 only
without much loss of generality. All returns are excess returns over the one–month T-bill
rate.
In order to analyse daily measures of skewness more precisely while at the same time
knowingly sacrificing some time–variation, we increase the length of the observation win-
dow from one to ten years of daily returns, rolled forward on a monthly basis, and bootstrap
each time series to create confidence intervals.
Then the average estimate of skewness is -0.076 over 193 overlapping samples, up from
previously -0.176 (-0.154 for non–overlapping samples) for daily skewness based on yearly
observation windows in Fig. 1. Skewness is a measure around the first moment: Here, it is
negatively correlated with the sample mean (-0.262), non–centralised skewness estimates
are slightly positively correlated (0.126).
In their Monte Carlo study Kim and White (2004) criticise the robustness and thus
usefulness of conventional measures of skewness and suggest looking beyond the standard
textbook formula of skewness to gain further insight into market dynamics. Robust al-
ternative measures of skewness based on deviations of all return pair combinations from
the median have been suggested by Brys, Hubert, and Struyf (2004), which we will review
and put to the test in the next section. Another way is to truncate the distribution and
model their conditional multi–quantiles jointly as in Kim, Manganelli, and White (2008).
Ghysels, Plazzi, and Valkanov (2012) find that a quantile–based measure of conditional
16The figure also reveals that estimates of the standard textbook measure of skewness based on daily S&P
500 close–close returns seems to be a good proxy for the skewness of the broader Fama–French definition of




Figure 1: Skewness estimates of daily US indices and aggregate market returns
X–AXIS: Denotes the end of the one year backward–looking return periods, rolled forward daily over
data spanning Jan. 1988 to Dec. 2013. RED: S&P 500. BLUE: DJIA. GREY: Fama–French definition











































































































































































































































































































































skewness (or asymmetry) of returns also varies significantly over time and demonstrate its
economic significance in an international portfolio setting.
So–called ’robust’ interquartile skewness seems to be significantly negative from the ten
year period ending in Feb. 2008 onwards, see Fig. 3. When return innovations are small
but the unconditional mean return is large, skewness can become more negative versus the
non–centralised skewness measure. Nevertheless, correlation between centralised skewness
and the first moment of the interquartile range is 0.556 (0.427 in first differences) computed
over all overlapping sample estimates. Over shorter rolling observations windows, also
interquartile–based skewness is very erratic as can be inferred from the lightblue line in
Fig. 1.
The tails of the return distributions in Fig. 3 are mean negative but positively skewed
in recent periods and vice versa in early periods, although the bootstrapped standard
error bands under the null of no skewness suggest no significance. The return period
ending Oct. 2002 throughout to Oct. 2007 are virtually flat with the Oct. 2008 Lehman
bankruptcy pushing up the confidence intervals whose shapes resemble those seen in the
previous figure. Centralised skewness to first moment correlations are -0.723 (0.196 in first
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Figure 2: Skewness estimates of daily S&P 500 close–to–close returns
X–AXIS: Denotes the end of the ten year backward–looking return periods, rolled forward monthly over
data spanning Jan. 1988 to Dec. 2013. RED: Skewness estimates. RED DOTTED: Non–centralised
skewness estimates. GREY: Two standard deviation confidence intervals obtained by bootstrapping
each original time series 10,000 times letting the sign of returns follow a Bernoulli random variable
with probability half, i.e. we randomly flip the sign via the two point distribution, which preserves
























































































































































































































































































Figure 3: Interquartile and corresponding tail skewness estimates
Interquartile (LHS) and corresponding tail (RHS), joint 1st and 4th quartile, skewness estimates based
on monthly rolling forward ten year empirical S&P 500 daily return distribution corresponding to Fig.






















Skewness as a Function of the Return Horizon
The previous figures, particular Fig. 2, put the unconditional negative skewness of daily
index returns into question. Fig. 4 shows skewness as a function of the return horizon
ranging from one day to four months (84 trading days) with bootstrapped two standard
deviations confidence intervals based on previously used daily S&P 500 returns from 1988–
2013. The null hypothesis of zero skewness can be rejected more often than the expected
type II error rate.
Figure 4: Skewness estimates over extending return horizons up to four months
X–AXIS: Denotes the length of the return horizon with one denoting one trading day up to 84 trading
days (four months). RED: Skewness estimates of entire S&P 500 time series from January 1988
to December 2013 corresponding to the respective return horizon. RED DOTTED: Non–centralised
skewness estimate. RED DASHED: Average skewness estimate for each return horizon (one day to
four months) based on one time unit rolling return periods of the respective frequency. GREY: ±
2 std. confidence intervals calculated by bootstrapping each aggregated return series eight times its
length using the same methodology as before. When the bootstrapping is performed on the highest
(here daily) frequency before the return series are aggregated, the standard deviations are on average
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Also, there seems to be significant interquartile skewness of up to at least one month
return horizons, Fig. 4. Overall, skewness is more pronounced when all observations are
considered versus its tail skewness measure in Fig. 5. It is interesting to note that the
tails are mean negative at short horizon but positive with although insignificant negative
skewness at long horizons. When bootstrapping, the obtained mean tail skewness estimates
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Figure 5: Interquartile & tail skewness estimates corresponding to Fig. 4
Legend see Fig. 1. Standard deviations are on average 1.1 (2.4) times higher for interquartile (tail)































as a function of the horizon decreases linearly from almost zero at one day to -0.15 at four
month horizon which might be due to the fact that the ratio of negative to positive returns
of the demeaned tail series decreases to approx. 45% at four month horizon.
Skewness of Large Cap Stocks at Monthly Return Horizon
In a theoretical context of a stationary asset pricing model, Albuquerque (2012) reconciles
negatively skewed index returns with positively skewed stock returns via heterogeneity in
firm announcement events which can lead to conditional asymmetric stock return correla-
tions and further to negative skewness in aggregate returns.
In Fig. 6, we examine the average skewness of monthly returns over rolling ten year
periods of all 247 stocks which were constituents of the S&P 500 throughout the 1988 to
2013 period. we examine only surviving firms, which is indeed the case in the theoretical
analysis of Albuquerque (2012) as there appears to be no default probability.
Then, as before skewness is driven by the largest returns in magnitude. The point
estimate of skewness across all series is 0.080 with s.e. 0.026 (0.184 with s.e. 0.052 when
skewness is calculated once per series and not over rolling ten year periods of monthly
returns). Repeating the analysis over rolling three year instead of ten year periods yields
a point estimate of skewness across all series of only 0.039 with s.e. 0.014, not shown here
for brevity. Bootstrapped confidence intervals are not reported as the returns are so large
in magnitude that a null of zero skewness can clearly not be rejected.
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Figure 6: Point estimates of monthly return horizon skewness of S&P 500 constituents
RED: Each bar represents the average skewness for one S&P 500 constituent stock, computed by
averaging the skewness estimates obtained from monthly rolling forward over–lapping ten year periods.
GREY: Each bar shows the maximum and minimum monthly return for each constituent throughout










Finite Sample Properties and Alternative (Robust) Skewness Measure
In the following, we are investigating the finite sample properties of the moment–based
skewness estimator versus the medcouple, an alternative, more robust, measure of asym-
metry.
The medcouple, denoted MCn (Brys et al., 2004), is not based on the third and second
moment as classical skewness but defined as a scaled median difference of the right and
left half of a continuous univariate distribution. For n independently sampled and sorted
observations Xn = {x1, . . . , xn} such that x1 ≤ . . . ≤ xn with median mn of Xn, the




where ∀ xi 6= xj the kernel function h applies,
h(xi, xj) =
(xj −mn)− (mn − xi)
xj − xi .
For the important situation when xi = xj = mn, as might easily be the case for discretely
sampled financial returns when several observations are zero, denote the indices of those
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observations by m1 < . . .mk; i.e. xml = mn ∀ l = 1, . . . k. The kernel function is then
h(xmi , xmj ) =

−1 if i+ j − 1 < k
0 if i+ j − 1 = k
1 if i+ j − 1 > k
.
Thus, the kernel measures the (standardized) difference between the distances of xj and
xi to the median, and due to the denominator MCn lies between -1 and 1. It is location
and scale invariant and, unlike classical moment–based skewness, can be computed for
distribution without finite moments as it is based on ranks only.
However, the investor’s interest might rather lie in the classical skewness measure,
when say a risk premium earned is assumed to be linear in skewness or a distribution is to
be estimated in terms of its moments rather than its medcouple, which belongs to the class
of incomplete L–statistics.17 Nevertheless, it might be possible to establish a finite sample
link between the medcouple and the standard skewness estimator through Monte Carlo
simulation. Therefore, we consider realization from the skewed generalized t distribution
(Theodossiou, 1998) whose pdf is given by












with restrictions σ, p, q > 0,−1 < λ < 1. Setting
m = 2vσλq
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makes µ and σ2 the mean and variance of the SGT distribution with the h’th moment






8λ2B(2p , q − 1p)3 − 3(1 + 3λ2)B(1p , q)B(2p , q − 1p)B(3p , q − 2p)
+2(1 + λ2)B(1p , q)
2B(4p , q − 3p)
)
.
The SGT distribution has recently been applied in a parametric setting to model the
residuals in various GARCH in mean specifications uncovering a more stable risk return
link in intertemporal asset pricing models, see Theodossiou and Savva (2015). In Fig.
17Note MCn is not applied to all possible pairwise combinations (xi, xj).
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7, we plot their respective EGARCH–M residual densities for daily, weekly, and monthly
market excess returns versus the standard normal distribution, and compute analytically
their respective coefficients of skewness based on Eq. (0.0.9)—which are reported in the
first row in Table 2.
Figure 7: Daily, weekly, monthly SGT EGARCH–M residual distributions
BLUE (daily): SGT(µ = 0, σ = 1, λ = −0.095 [s.e. 0.008], p = 1.706, q = 11.285). ORANGE (weekly):
SGT(µ = 0, σ = 1, λ = −0.242 [s.e. 0.022], p = 2.225, q = 8.038). RED (monthly): SGT(µ =
0, σ = 1, λ = −0.285 [s.e. 0.048], p = 2.111, q = 9.788). Parameter estimates from Theodossiou and
Savva (2015) when CRSP market excess returns are winsorized at plus/minus four standard deviations.
GREY: Benchmark standard normal distribution, SGT(µ = 0, σ = 1, λ = 0, p = 2, q →∞).








In order to grasp the finite sample properties, we then simulate 100,000 times ten18,
five, two years, and three months of daily, weekly, and monthly return residuals to obtain
the standard deviations of the empirical distributions of skewness estimates around their
means based on their respective sample sizes of, e.g. in case of the ten year horizon 2,500
daily, 520 weekly, and 120 monthly draws. We look at GARCH residuals rather than raw
return data directly as these are free of volatility clustering effects.
As noted in Hsieh (1989), the conditional distribution of the data is expected to be
less skewed (and leptokurtic) than the unconditional distribution as can be inferred from
Jensen’s inequality. As the sample size decreases the downward bias becomes more severe
and finite sample standard deviations are decreasing as skewness cannot build up from
18Thus, we refrain ourselves from using horizons longer than ten years after which the time series might
not be stationary any more.
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relatively few observations whenever it is not caused by outliers. While the simple 6/n
approximation formulae19 provides the finite sample variance of skewness under the hy-
pothesis of zero skewness, the simulations provide the standard deviation over different
time horizons and sampling frequencies under presence of the respective skewness.
When the data is weakly skewed to the left (negative) as in the case of daily data, the
finite sample standard deviations are much larger compared to those when the underlying
distribution is standard normal, by factors of 1.71, 1.69, 1.66, 1.41 over the four horizons.
It is also clear that moment–based skewness is not a very efficient estimator but the
medcouple, despites being more robust (not tested here), appears to be even less efficient.
In order to illustrate the large confidence intervals of the medcouple estimator in terms
of the moment–based skewness measure, we consider Hansen’s (1994) skewed t distribu-
tion, varying its moment–based skewness between minus one and zero in steps of 0.05.20
Simulating from these 21 distributions provides consistent estimates of medcouples along
with estimates of their standard deviations. Somewhat surprisingly, the latter seem to be
invariant across the different degrees of asymmetries considered in finite sample (ten year
of daily realizations, N=2,500), and there appears to be a linear relationship between the
medcouple and moment–based skewness. Based on this linear relation, we can then infer
the plus/minus two standard deviations confidence intervals of moment-based skewness
from those of the medcouple; shown in the right/left graph in Fig. 8.
Preliminary Take–away
Based on the standard textbook definition of skewness, it is hard to obtain precise esti-
mates with low standard errors both at short and long horizons. Large returns in mag-
nitude drive up the standard deviations of the bootstrapped skewness distribution and
even advocated tail–truncated interquartile daily skewness measures are not significantly
negative throughout two thirds of the sample. There is some evidence although weak in
significance that skewness becomes more negative as the return horizon increases.
19The more precise formulae for the variance of the skewness estimator used here is 6n(n−1)
(n−2)(n+1)(n+3) .
20The skewed t distribution is a special limiting case of the SGT distribution with zero mean, unit
variance, and fixed p = 2. The asymmetry of the distribution is defined over the plus/minus one range,




Table 2: Finite sample properties of moment–based skewness and medcouple
Finite sample properties of classical moment–based skewness (Sk) measure and medcouple (MC) under
the three parameterizations of the SGT distribution as in Fig. 7. Reported are theoretical skewness,
Sk SGT (theo.), of the distribution based on Eq. (0.0.9). The moment–based skewness means, Sk
m., and standard deviations, Sk std., refer to the empirical distribution of skewness estimates from
simulating 100,000 times over each of the four time horizons at the three sampling frequencies (daily,
weekly, and monthly); e.g. for the ten year horizon under the daily sampling scheme we simulate 250
million realizations. Equivalently, we conduct the same experiment for the medcouple based on the
same seed for which we obtain MC m. and MC std.. As benchmark we also report the finite sample
standard deviation of skewness for the standard normal distribution, denoted Sk std. ND (theo.).
Skew stats. d’ly wk’ly m’ly d’ly wk’ly m’ly
Sk SGT (theo.) -0.230 -0.403 -0.487 -0.230 -0.403 -0.487
10 yrs / 5 yrs n=2,500 n=520 n=120 n=1,250 n=260 n=60
Sk m. SGT (sim.) -0.230 -0.397 -0.456 -0.228 -0.390 -0.423
Sk std. SGT (sim.) 0.084 0.129 0.257 0.117 0.179 0.339
Sk std. ND (theo.) 0.049 0.107 0.221 0.069 0.151 0.309
MC m. SGT (sim.) -0.045 -0.073 -0.089 -0.044 -0.073 -0.087
MC std. SGT (sim.) 0.022 0.050 0.101 0.032 0.070 0.140
2 yrs / 3 m n=500 n=104 n=24 n=63 n=12 n=3
Sk m. SGT (sim.) -0.225 -0.372 -0.349 -0.197 -0.210 -0.027
Sk std. SGT (sim.) 0.181 0.267 0.447 0.426 0.496 0.272
Sk std. ND (theo.) 0.109 0.237 0.472 0.302 0.637 1.225
MC std. SGT (sim.) -0.044 -0.072 -0.083 -0.042 -0.060 -0.029
MC std. SGT (sim.) 0.049 0.108 0.207 0.140 0.259 0.277
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Figure 8: Medcouple confidence intervals in terms of moment–based skewness
X–AXIS: Medcouple. Y–AXIS: Moment–based skewness. MIDDLE (BLUE): Empirical means of
medcouple estimates for realizations of 21 SGT distributions with zero mean, unit variance, fixed p = 2,
q = 30 degrees of freedom, and λs to yield moment–based skewness measures ranging from minus one
to zero in steps of 0.05 based on re–arranging Eq. (0.0.9). 10,000 simulation loops with n = 2, 500 for
each of the 21 parameterizations. RIGHT/LEFT (RED): Upper/lower 95% confidence interval bounds
based on the estimated standard deviation of medcouple estimates (via simulation), moment–based
coefficients of skewness are obtained by plugging in the computed upper and lower medcouple confidence
interval bounds into the estimated linear regression equation of theoretical skewness on the empirical
means of the medcouples, i.e. through the blue data points, SkewnessfST (λ) = 0.01697+5.261×MCn(λ);
R-square = 0.9993.



































Volatility, and Volatility Feedback
Co–Author: Stephen J. Taylor1
Abstract
Over multi–day and longer horizons aggregate stock market returns appear
to display negative skewness, the propensity to generate large negative returns
with greater probability than suggested by a symmetric distribution. So far the
literature on realized skewness is sparse and has either focussed on the skewness
of intraday returns or lent itself to option prices. We provide a measure for
long horizon skewness by making use of the dependence structure inherent in
intraday asset returns only. The measure shows the accumulation of skewness
over time as it builds up from the asymmetry between return and variance at
the intraday level. As estimates of spot variance are generally noisy, we show
how more robust volatility proxies can better be used instead. In a theoretical
model analysis we propose how one could impose stepwise more structure on
the covariance terms between return and volatility proxy in order determine
skewness at long horizons more precisely in the context of a very general two
factor non–affine log linear stochastic volatility model and its reduced form
specifications.
Keywords: model–free/semi–parametric realized skewness, realized power vari-
ations, asymmetric volatility/statistical leverage effect, discrete time multifac-
tor stochastic volatility models
1Stephen Taylor is Professor of Finance at the Department of Accounting and Finance at The Mange-
ment School, Lancaster University, United Kingdom.
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CHAPTER 1. REALIZED SKEWNESS, ASYMMETRIC VOLATILITY, AND RISK MANAGEMENT
1.1 Introduction:
A New Estimator of Realized Skewness
A large and still growing body of literature focuses on estimating the second moment more
precisely using high–frequency data. This has brought forward the ’realized’ methodology
with different estimators horse–racing between efficiency gains and microstructure noise
robustness in computing the quadratic variation or integrated variance of a realized asset
price path over any horizon, see e.g. Aı¨t–Sahalia and Jacod (2012) for a review of different
estimators.
The conventional realized variance set–up relies on aggregating selected positive quan-
tities.2 An analogy for the third moment does not follow intuitively, as aggregating third
powers of returns does not provide useful limits as the (intraday) sampling frequency
increases.
Consider instead the p’th N–period return moment when the N–period return is the
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where the denominator requires a suitable estimator of quadratic variation to the power






















[r2t,irt,j ] = 0. (1.1.2)
In particular, the second term on the right–hand side of Eq. (1.1.1) applies for many
well–known asymmetric volatility models in both discrete time, such as the class of general
2i.e. integrated power functions of increasingly finer sampled innovations of the underlying asset price
process of the form
∫
σ2ps ds, where σs can be thought of as spot volatility, p = 1 defines quadratic variation,
and p = 2 defines quarticity used in hypothesis testing.
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stochastic volatility models in Harvey and Shephard (1996) and its multi–factor extensions,
and in continuous time such as the Heston (1993) model or, more generally the broad class
of affine models falling under the Duffie et al. (2000) framework.
Under asymmetric volatility, negative skewness will build up over time from symmetric
high–frequency returns. Then, skewness is a function of the horizon, first decreasing, then
increasing towards zero due to some functional central limit theorem when the time horizon
goes to infinity; see Das and Sundaram (1999), Taylor (2005, Chapter 11).
The cross–correlation structure between returns and volatility proxies at different lead
orders satisfying the assumptions in Eq. (1.1.2) has previously been documented by Boller-
slev, Litvinova, and Tauchen (2006) for 5–minute S&P 500 futures. Semi–parametric
return volatility asymmetries (new impact curves) have been further revisited at high–
frequency index level data by Chen and Ghysels (2011). Patton and Sheppard (2015)
provide further insight on the different persistency of negative versus positive shocks onto
future volatility for the S&P 500 index and constituent stocks. Nevertheless, work on
asymmetric volatility at high frequencies (relative to the target frequency of interest) has
not yet been extended to realized skewness in a model–free or semi–parametric way.
The research objective is to provide robust insight into the apparent prevailing stylized
fact of negatively skewed equity index returns and positively skewed constituent stock re-
turns, see Albuquerque (2012) and the many references therein. Similar to what realized
variance does for the second moment, we expect to gain from efficiency, i.e. in terms of
obtaining a more precise estimator, by using high–frequency intraday data for inference
about the third moment, and thus in estimating realized skewness over longer horizons.
While previously one would have to rely on long time series of data at one frequency to
estimate a coefficient of skewness for that frequency, it is possible to document skewness
more precisely by building on the aggregational properties of functions of the return series
only. When the underlying asset price path is filtered at one frequency, such as the stan-
dard choice of 5–minutes for index data, and e.g. 11–minutes for liquid constituent stocks
to avoid arising microstructure noise, it is possible to construct a completely model–free
estimator. Going further, we suggest a framework under which it is possible to construct
a more precise semi–parametric skewness estimator taking into account the information
captured in the asset price path sampled at potentially multiple (different) intraday fre-
quencies.
In the multi–frequency approach, we first look at high–frequency M1, i.e. when the
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intraday sampling frequency M is large, and then stepwise reduce M for which we hope
the underlying model dynamics hold approximately. If the frequency is too high the results
may be mainly driven by MMN not present at a lower frequency.3 On the other hand,
when the sampling frequency is too low we might average out some of those potentially
very short lived effects occurring at high–frequency. Consequently, there is a small subset
of M .
As per definition of the discrete time nature of our semi–parametric model, skewness
for very short horizons (at one or two lags) will be different and depend on the sampling
or, moreover, the generating frequency at which realizations of the process are being
produced.4 However, we are interested in skewness over longer horizons relative to the
sampling/generating frequency such as the skewness of monthly returns relying on finely
sampled 5–minute returns, and we show in our analysis that it does not make a difference
between the asymmetric effect being generated at any of the most frequently encountered
(different) values of M .
1.2 Literature Review:
Skewness, Realized Skewness, and the Statistical Lever-
age Effect
The standard textbook formula of skewness measures asymmetry of the generating process
at one sampling frequency. It does not relate the dynamics of functions of high–frequency
returns to the properties of low–frequency returns over various time horizons by addressing
asymmetric return–volatility effects, i.e. the so–called ’leverage effect’. Consequently, the
literature review is structured as follows: We briefly summarise the properties, empirical
and theoretical findings related to conventional skewness measures from coarse to fine
frequencies. We will then point out advances in the asymmetric volatility literature at
high frequency and show the gap in its application to skewness.
In a theoretical context of a stationary asset pricing model, Albuquerque (2012) recon-
ciles negatively skewed index returns with positively skewed stock returns via heterogene-
ity in firm announcement events which can lead to conditional asymmetric stock return
correlations and further to negative skewness in aggregate returns.
3Note that correlation between two random variables will be downward biased whenever the series are
observed with white noise.
4Note the sampling frequency can be different (usually coarser) compared to the generating frequency.
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The empirical measurement of a standard coefficient of skewness is heavily plagued by
outliers, in particular when there are only few few observations available as is the case for
monthly returns, which puts the negative skewness of index index returns into question
(Kim and White, 2004). In their extensive Monte Carlo study they criticise the robustness
and thus usefulness of conventional measures of skewness and suggest looking beyond the
standard textbook formula of skewness to gain further insight into market dynamics.
Robust alternative measures of skewness based on deviations of all return pair combi-
nations from the median have been suggested by Brys et al. (2004). However, a comparable
interpretation of their measure is vague; refer to the last section in the introduction for
a detailed investigation. Another way is to truncate the distribution and model their
conditional multi–quantiles jointly as in Kim et al. (2008). Ghysels et al. (2012) find
that a quantile–based measure of conditional skewness (or asymmetry) of returns varies
significantly over time and demonstrate its economic significance in an international port-
folio setting. But in both studies the relation between their (reduced–form) processes
and the unconditional or conditional third moment and thus skewness of returns is not
straightforward.
In the context of high–frequency data, Amaya, Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Vasquez
(2015) find their estimator of ’realized skewness’ in Eq. (1.2.3) below to be priced in the
cross–section of the most liquid US stocks when computed at the five–minute level per




















The measure circumvents the fact that skewnesss in high–frequency returns decays
very fast. If returns {rt,j}j=1,2,··· ,N were i.i.d., skewness at high–frequency ∆, Skewt,∆,
i.e. the third moment over the second moment to the power 3/2, would be related to










with moments of N–period returns being proportional to N .
Consequently, Eq. (1.2.3) and related measures tells us something about the joint
pricing of sign and activity level of large returns over relatively ’short–lived’ (weekly)
horizons from an asset pricing perspective. Bollerslev and Todorov (2011) point out that
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positive and negative jump tails at S&P 500 index level appear to be largely symmetric,
which, in combination with the fast decay rate in Eq. (1.2.4) put the hypothesis of the
source of negatively skewed equity index returns calculated from very long time series
into question. The standard textbook formula of skewness applied to high–frequency data
cannot generate the pronounced skew patterns we would expect to encounter. Skewness
attributable to high–frequency realized third moment only indirectly contributes to but
does not directly measure realized skewness of the return distribution over the horizon of
interest.
Realized skewness over longer horizons stems from two sources, skewness at high fre-
quency and asymmetric volatility, i.e. negative correlation between returns and consec-
utive volatility innovations. Bollerslev et al. (2006), henceforth BLT, find these cross–
correlations to be significantly negative for several days, consistent with a prolonged
’leverage effect’, whereas the reverse cross–correlations, which would refer to some sort
of ’volatility feedback effect’, are generally negligible for index level data. It is this finding
which paves the path towards aggregating skewness according to Eq. (1.1.1) under the
assumptions in Eq. (1.1.2).
A non–parametric measure for the ’leverage effect’ has recently been studied by Myk-
land and Wang (2014) under the stochastic volatility model, based on the ratio of changes






where X refers to the log asset price process, σ its spot volatility, and 2ft refers to the
time–varying ’leverage’ parameter of interest. But, as noted in their Section 7, their
corresponding estimator of ’leverage’ does not yield a method of estimating skewness as
it is defined over the correlation between returns and changes in spot volatility at high
frequency,5 while we define asymmetric volatility as in BLT via the correlation between
returns and the level of volatility, which naturally extends to the calculation of skewness.
Nevertheless, their analysis reveals a theoretical connection between skewness and their
’leverage effect’, previously pointed out by Meddahi and Renault (2004).
Also Aı¨t–Sahalia, Fan, and Li (2013) focus on the correlation between returns and
changes in volatility, however, at the daily level and coarser frequencies. They show
5Changes in spot volatility are inherently difficult to estimate empirically, especially under the diurnal
intraday volatility pattern.
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different asymptotic biases which arise in estimating the ’leverage effect’ once allowing for
’more realistic’ estimators of integrated volatility6 and propose a simple correction based
on the assumption that biases are linear in the horizon. Our conjecture from these studies
is that using more sophisticated integrated volatility estimators is counterproductive in
estimating asymmetric volatility effects, particularly at the intraday level when arising
biases might not be that simple (linear). Further light is shed on the non–parametric
efficiency of the standard ’natural’ realized volatility estimator of Mykland and Zhang
(2009) in Renault, Sarisoy, and Werker (2016). We expect our measure of realized skewness
to be time–varying as Bandi and Reno` (2012) find economically important time–variation
in ’leverage’ with more negative values associated with higher variance levels.
On the risk–neutral side, Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003), henceforth BKM, show
how to replicate implied skewness of the risk–neutral return distribution from a continuum
of option prices in the cross–section of moneyness at a target expiry. The implied skewness
measure put forward by BKM naturally extends to the fixed leg of a skew swap contract,
EQ[Skew]. But no consensus has yet been reached on the definition of the floating leg of
such a swap contract. Neuberger (2012) suggests a concept of skewness, denoted realized
skewness, which is a hybrid real/risk–neutral measure as it lends itself to option prices
at daily frequency, and is thus biased in the presence of risk premia. Recall that our
definition of realized skewness will instead be based on functions of the high–frequency
return series only and should thus be an unbiased estimator. Then, ’Neuberger skewness’
of equity index returns increases with horizons up to one year with economically important
magnitude. The dependence of negative skewness on the time horizon proportinal to the
(negative) correlation between return and volatility innovations, first increasing and then
decreasing from a central limit theorem, has previously been pointed out in the context of
a general stochastic volatility model by Taylor (2005, Chapter 11).
The floating leg of Schneider (2012)’s skew swap is based on high–frequency returns
instead of mixed inference of daily returns and option prices as previously employed. It
builds on functional differences of log and arithmetic returns such that local deviations
from one another are captured through higher order terms. It does not relate the dynamics
of functions of high frequency returns to the properties of low frequency returns over the
horizon of intert for the construction of the floating leg of such a swap. His approach
6Such as the pre–averaging volatility (PAV) estimator of Jacod et al. (2009) and the two scales realized
volatility (TSRV) estimator of Aı¨t-Sahalia, Mykland, and Zhang (2005).
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resembles the idea used by Jiang and Oomen (2008) who apply a similar methodology,
however, to detect jumps in high–frequency data.
The literature on forecasting realized skewness is sparse in the absence of a suitable
estimator and has previously focussed on predictable patterns in risk–neutral skewness,
henceforth RNS. In their multi–horizon study, Neumann and Skiadopolous (2013) find
one–day ahead RNS to be predictable but not exploitable under transaction costs. Con-
sequently, in line with volatility forecasting studies, we might expect RNS to contain
incremental information about future realised skewness conditionally on the forecast hori-
zon.
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1.3 Methodology:
Designing Realized Skewness Estimators
1.3.1 Model–free Realized Skewness
We here provide a non–parametric results for long–horizon realized skewness and its non–
centralized counterpart which nests the parametric example in Taylor (2005, Chap. XI, p.
296, Eq. (11.58)) as a special case. Note that we refer to long–horizon, e.g., a week or a
month, as being long relative to the sampling times, or if we impose a model in the next
section the generating frequency at which realizations are being drawn from a discrete
time stochastic process, such as five minutes.
In order to illustrate the idea, ignore possibly non–zero expected returns for now and
consider the p’th N -period return moment when the N -period return is the sum of N
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where t could exemplarily refer to the one month horizon from January 1st to January 31st
2016, which can be disentangled into N = D ×M high–frequency returns when there are
D trading days with M equally spaced high–frequency returns per day.
















)2 ])3/2 . (1.3.7)
Note that Eq. (1.3.7) may be biased because the ratio of two unbiased estimators is not
in general an unbiased estimator of the ratio, which can be shown via Jensen’s inequal-
ity; E(x 1y ) = ExE
1
y ≥ Ex 1Ey =
Ex
Ey . Nevertheless, the coefficient can be interpreted as
a lower (upper) bound conditional upon prior knowledge of its sign, i.e. the numerator
being positive (negative). Also note that in principle for known joint characteristic func-
tion of numerator and denominator, with the latter one being positive, the distribution
function of the ratio could be reconstructed via Fourier inversion techniques. We here
focus throughout on the simpler case above in Eq. (1.3.7).
The denominator is well researched in the literature, with Andersen and Bollerslev
(1998), Comte and Renault (1998), Andersen et al. (2001), Barndorff-Nielsen and Shep-
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hard (2002) and Meddahi (2002), among others, having established the theoretical basis
and empirical properties of estimators of quadratic variation for a broad class of stochastic
processes in finance. In particular, Andersen et al. (2003, their Corollary 1) shows that,
under empirically realistic conditions, the conditional expectation of quadratic variation is
equal to the conditional variance of returns. The numerator of Eq. (1.3.7) and related ob-
jects instead is less well researched and we present analysis for both, plain and centralized
moments.
Multi–period building blocks of long–horizon skewness. With the literature offer-
ing a variety of estimators for the denominator, each having its own merits and caveats in
terms of microstructure noise robustness and efficiency gains, essentially, we are interested
in the third moment of long–horizon returns.










such that the centralized 3rd N–period return moment can be disentangled into the fol-
























see Eq. (1.A.1) in Appendix 1.A. The last term on the right–hand side of the Eq. (1.3.8)
can be thought of as centralization correction when we are interested in the centralized



































)3]− E[(r(N)t − µ(N)t )3] = 3µ(N)t Var(r(N)t ) + (µ(N)t )3. (1.3.9)
Naturally, if the expected return µ
(N)
t > 0, then the non–demeaned third moment (NDTM)
is larger than the centralized third moment (CTM) and vice versa. Basically, we have to
add back on all those terms which were previously subtracted in the covariance terms,
therefore it makes more sense to define the non–centralized third moment in terms of
simple expectations of products of returns and functions thereof rather than covariances,
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see Eq. (1.3.14ff.) further below in this section.
The resulting differences in the two skewness measures as a function of the expected
return and total variation over horizons from one day to three months are shown in Table
1.B.1 in Appendix 3.A. The difference (NDTM - CTM) in terms of its contribution to
units of skewness accumulates to 0.28 on a quarterly (0.04 on a daily) horizon when the
expected return is 3% with volatility being at the typically encountered long–run average
value of 16%. Consider the situation when the expected return is 8% p.a. with volatility at
40% p.a. the resulting difference accumulates to only 0.04 units at the daily level, whereas
it is, ceteris paribus, around 0.3 units at the quarterly horizon. Situations in which low
levels of volatility meet high expected returns in Table 1.B.1 are empirically less relevant
as are long–run volatility levels in the lower range reported.
Realized third moment of long–horizon returns relative to the sampling fre-
quency
A high–frequency decomposition of covariances. Regarding the first term on the
right–hand side, which is identical in both Eq. (1.3.8) and Eq. (1.3.9), we have the































Now under the empirically realistic assumption that covariance terms spanning three
random, non–overlapping (i 6= j 6= k) high–frequency returns are zero when the efficient
return process is assumed to be uncorrelated,
corr
i 6=j
(rt,i, rt,j) = 0,
Cov
i 6=j 6=k
(rt,irt,k, rt,j) = E[rt,irt,krt,j ]− E[rt,i, rt,k]E[rt,j ] = µ3t − µ2tµt = 0,
where µt,i = µt,k = µt,j = µt. Then, the second part on the right–hand side of the
covariance decomposition in Eq. (1.3.10) reduces to those cases when either j = i or
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where we have further grouped covariance terms according to their return lead–lag orders,
i.e. those involving return combinations of the form r2t,irt,j ∀ j < i, which refers to the
volatility feedback effect (VFB), and those involving rt,ir
2
t,j ∀ j > i, which refers to the
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- the second equality follows, without loss of generality for long horizons, from the
assumption that demeaned high–frequency returns are symmetric, which is the stan-
dard theoretical assumption in continuous time and seems to hold well empirically
near the in–fill limit even in the presence of discontinuities (jumps) superimposed on
an otherwise continuous price path, see Bollerslev and Todorov (2011, their Table
III). To further illustrate the negligible impact of this assumption hypothetically
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consider the situation in which we impose high–frequency return residuals were gen-
uinely asymmetric at, e.g., one minute frequency, coming from a Skewed T Distri-
bution with skewness equal to -0.20,7 then the contribution of the instantaneous
skewness to long–horizon skewness (relative to the observation times) of aggregated
five minute, hourly and daily returns equals -0.089, -0.026, -0.010, and is virtually
zero for longer horzions of interest.
- the last equality stems from the assumption that the current level of volatility is
uncorrelated with future returns, which is the standard assumption in discrete and
continuous time models (Harvey and Shephard, 1996; Duffie et al., 2000), and has
been shown to hold well empirically (Bollerslev et al., 2006). Also note that the first
term on the right–hand side directly related to the expected return very small such
that skewness at long horizons builds up from the asymmetry between returns and
the future volatility at the intraday level almost exclusively.
A high–frequency decomposition of expectations. As previously mentioned, with
regard to Eq. (1.3.9), it is perhaps more natural to define the non–centralized third moment
in terms of its expectation decomposition only rather than in terms of covariances. Then,





























where combining terms for j = i and j = k leads to the latter term on the right–hand side

































Combining these terms and stepwise imposing the same assumptions as before, starting






7For example, fSGT (rt,i;µ = 0, σ, λ − 0.124113711767968, p = 2, q = 200), where the level of σ is
irrelevant.
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where as before the second equality stems from the assumption of symmetrically dis-
tributed return residuals at the intraday level, and the last equality follows from the
non–significant volatility feedback effect. The small contribution from the primarily the
first of the two terms of the righ–side hand above can be inferred from Table 1.B.2, where
even at the quarterly horizon the contribution to non–centralized skewness stemming from
these two terms combined accumulates to only 0.0158 when the long–run volatility is at
the typically encountered value of 16% p.a. for the S&P 500 and expected returns are at
relatively high 8% p.a.
Candidate functional forms of covariation Albeit very appealing for the analysis
beforehand, the most straightforward estimator of covariation between returns and future
variation, i.e. when θ = 1 and λ = 2 below, is likely to be extremely noisy. Recall, we are





∀ i < j, (1.3.18)
and we will focus on the interesting, and potentially less noisy case, when θ = λ = 1 in
the semi–parametric part of this paper which requires additional assumptions (structure)
to relate these functional forms of covariation back to the original measure of interest.
There are also a variety of non–parametric candidate functions for the second argu-
ment above, which essentially requires an estimator of spot variation, under very mild
assumptions. In particular, there is the class of multipower variation (MPV) measures,
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derived in a series of papers8 by Barndorff–Nielsen and Shephard and their co–authors,
which are defined via m products of adjacent absolute return increments raised to the
r/m’th power. The following product term delivers an unbiased estimate of the respective
power of spot variation,
MPV(m; r) = µ−mr/m
j+m−1∏
j=1
|rt,j | rm , (1.3.19)
with µr/m = E[|uj |p] = 2p/2pi−1/2Γ(p + 1)/2), U ∼ N(0, 1), if adjacent returns are i.i.d.
Gaussian. Eq. (1.3.19) also nests the building block of the natural realized variance
estimator, MPV(2; 1), and the first estimator of integrated variance, bipower variation
MPV(2; 1), which is “somewhat robust” to rare jumps. Potentially more interesting are
the tripower variations MPV(3; 2) and MPV(3; 1), as first explored in Huang and Tauchen
(2005), and the MedRV estimator suggested in Andersen, Dobrev, and Schaumburg (2012).
from a theoretical perspective, while these are asymptotically less efficient, they appear to
better dampen the impact of large returns, i.e. in a continuous time setting discontinuities
superimposed on an otherwise continuous price path, the latter measure has an asymptotic
distributional result under the alternative unlike bipower variation, and works in particular
better in finite samples when some of the discretely sampled returns are in fact zero9 due




6− 4√3 + pimed
(|rt,j−1|, |rt,j |, |rt,j+1|)2, (1.3.20)
and delivers an unbiased estimate of the underlying spot variance under the standard
assumption that the high–frequency returns are locally a sequence of i.i.d. Gaussian vari-
ables.
In terms of implementing multi–power variation measures, it seems advisable to not
construct estimates of the level of spot volatility when the local increments are spanning
different days. Figure 1.1 visualizes the chosen computational algorithm, i.e. the matching
pairs of return and volatility proxy at lead lag order one for computing realizations of the
asymmetric volatility and the volatility feedback effect, denoted AVL and VFB, from
return increments spanning three different days.
8The reader is referred to Barndorff-Nielsen, Shephard, and Winkel (2006) and the many references
therein.
9In practice, this also restricts the parameter m to be of low order despite its theoretical appeal to be
large.
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Figure 1.1: Computing multi–power variation–based realizations of AVL and
VFB
Consider three consecutive days t − 1, t, t + 1 each with M equally spaced observations. The left figures
refers to the computation of realizations (via simple multiplication of return and volatility proxy) of the
asymmetric volatility effect (AVL) at lag one only and the right figure refers to the computation of realiza-
tions of the volatility feedback effect. The return increments are marked on the left side of each subfigure
and highlighted in blue from A to N , the corresponding chosen volatility proxies span the multi–power
variation function over the corresponding red increments from a to n. For the grey return increments F,G
and volatility proxies f, g realizations are chosen to not be computed at lead lag order one for the afore-
mentioned reason. However, the neglected returns will be useful again for the computation of realizations
of the respective measure at lead lag order two, three etc.
AVOL at lag 1 VFB at lag 1
r_{t-1,M-2} MPV(r_{t-1,M-1}:r_{t,1}) r5
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r_{t-1,M} MPV(r_{t,1}:r_{t,3}) rM a
r_{t,1} A MPV(r_{t,1}:r_{t,3}) r1 A b
r_{t,2} B MPV(r_{t,2}:r_{t,4}) a r2 B c
r_{t,3} C MPV(r_{t,3}:r_{t,5}) b r3 C d
r_{t,4} D MPV(r_{t,4}:r_{t,6}) c r4 D e
r_{t,...} E MPV(r_{t,...}:r_{t,...}) d r5 E f
r_{t,M-2} F MPV(r_{t,M-1}:r_{t+1,1}) e r6 F g
r_{t,M-1} G MPV(r_{t,M}:r_{t+1,2}) f r… G h
r_{t,M} H MPV(r_{t+1,1}:r_{t+1,3}) g rM H i
r_{t+1,1} I MPV(r_{t+1,1}:r_{t+1,3}) h r1 I j
r_{t+1,2} J MPV(r_{t+1,2}:r_{t+1,4}) i r2 J k
r_{t+1,3} K MPV(r_{t+1,3}:r_{t+1,5}) j r3 K l
r_{t+1,4} L MPV(r_{t+1,4}:r_{t+1,6}) k r4 L m
r_{t+1,...} M MPV(r_{t+1,...}:r_{t+1,...}) l r5 M n
r_{t+1,M-2} N MPV(r_{t+1,M-1}:r_{t+2,1}) m r6 N
r_{t+1,M-1} MPV(r_{t+1,M}:r_{t+2,2}) n r…
r_{t+1,M} MPV(r_{t+2,1}:r_{t+2,3}) rM
Estimators of Quadratic Variation
The denominator should be a suitable estimator of the quadratic variation of the asset
price sample path taking the previously addressed autocovariance structure into account.
Realized kernels introduced by Barndorff–Nielsen, Hansen, Lunde, and Shephard (2008);
Barndorff–Nielsen et al. (2009), henceforth BNHLS, are particularly well suited to estimate
the quadratic variation of the efficient price process from noisy high frequency data. Their












with their preferred choice of k() being the Parzen kernel following Gallant (1987),
k(x) =

1− 6x2 + 6x3 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2
2(1− x)3 for 1/2 < x ≤ 1
0 for x > 1
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which satisfies the smoothness conditions, k′(0) = k′(1) = 0, guarantees a non–negative
estimate, and has a faster convergence rate than e.g. the Bartlett kernel. The optimal
bandwidth H in terms of achieving the best asymptotic bias variance trade-off, see BNHLS,
is when H ∝ m3/5, in particular













where c∗ = (122/0.269)1/5 = 3.5134 for the Parzen kernel, and ξ2 is a data driven ratio
of noise variance to volatility of volatility over the course of one day. We estimate ξ2
following BNHLS as
ξˆ2 = ωˆ2/IˆV, (1.3.23)













10 In fact, we can regard IˆV as an estimator for the lower
bound of the integrated quarticity. In specific, we use
IˆV = RVSS,sparse (1.3.24)
where RVSS,sparse is the subsampled, sparse RV estimator introduced by Zhang, Mykland,





The subsampling technique involves averaging over the RVsparse estimates obtained by
rolling the time grid of price observations in small steps forward while keeping the length
of the high frequency return period fixed.11 Following BHNLS, the noise variance ω2 is
computed by averaging over the dense realized variance estimators using trades every q’th












10Alternatively, one could explore the use of nearest neighbourhood trunction in estimating integrated
quarticity as in Andersen, Dobrev, and Schaumburg (2014) in order to determine the bandwidth of the
realised kernel estimator but this is beyond the scope of the work presented here.
11Exemplarily, RVsparse can be computed using 5–minute returns ending 9:35, 9:40, . . . 16:00 EST. But
we can also compute it using 5–minute returns starting at 9:31 and ending 9:36, 9:41, . . . etc. which
eliminates the ’arbitrary’ choice of a particular set of grid points.
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Note that upward biased estimates of ω2 increase the bandwidth, and thus robustness to
the autocovariance structure.
1.3.2 Addressing the periodicity component in intraday volatility
Genuine high–frequency volatility time series Genuine high–frequency volatility
time series, as opposed to daily volatility estimators based on aggregating high–frequency
returns such as realized variance, are subject to a pronounced periodicity component which
has a strong impact on the dynamics of the high–frequency returns and functions thereof.
Standard volatility models which do not address these systematic patterns in volatility
across, e.g., a trading day, often fail to converge in terms of their volatility factor persis-
tences and volatility–of–volatility estimates. Thus, when interested in imposing structure
on the return–volatility dynamics, the arising systematic pattern needs to be precisely
accounted for to uncover and preserve the fine complex structure of asset returns at very
short lead and lag orders.
High–frequency return decomposition In a model–free setting, i.e., without impos-
ing any structure on the high–frequency return dynamics, we do not expect the intraday
periodicity component to fundamentally change a non–parametric estimate of the asym-
metric volatility effect, i.e. between returns and the level of volatility.12 In that case,
the estimate will just be driven primarily by large returns occurring during the determin-
istically high volatility periods, and we expected to achieve a more precise estimate by
accounting for the periodicity factor in a preliminary step.
For clarity of exposition, let t now denote one day with subscripts i running from
i = 1, 2, . . . to M only.13 Then, the data generating process for the high–frequency return
subject to intraday periodicity effects can be written as
Rt,i,M = Sd,i,Mσt,i,Mut,i,M , (1.3.27)
12Intuitively and loosely speaking, this follows from the fact that at ultra high–frequency, near the
in–fill limit, adjacent returns are symmetrically distributed. Then, the product of symmetric ultra high–
frequency returns with subsequent spot levels of volatility involving a deterministic periodicity component
will only be scaled by the periodicity factor. As the periodicity factor repeats and we multiply returns
from deterministically low (high) volatility periods with volatility from high (low) volatility periods, the
periodicity should be averaged out approximately.
13Recall previously t denotes the observation window and subscripts run from i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where
N = T ×M with T counting days.
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where Sd,i,M is a deterministic function of the periodicity component based on the time of
the day indicated by subscript i of M , and with d distinguishing weekdays and recurring
macroeconomic announcement days, i.e., the periodicity component does only vary across
weekdays and announcement days with scheduled news releases.
Non–stochastic periodicity factors There is inconclusive evidence that level and
shape of the periodicity component depend directly on the characteristics of each trading
day such as a measure of its volatility, especially once we allow for an intraweek peri-
odicity component as in Boudt, Croux, and Laurent (2011) and Lahaye, Laurent, and
Neely (2011), plus distinctly filtered announcement cyclicalities. However, high–frequency
periodicity components estimated from raw high–frequency returns might be distorted
through high and low volatility regimes (volatility clustering). As we group observations
across days, it seems reasonable to control for changing volatility in general in order to
isolate high–frequency periodicity effects. Following Andersen and Bollerslev (1998) and
subsequent studies, we estimate the deterministic component in intraday volatility from
high–frequency returns standardized by an estimate of the average volatility in the local
neighbourhood, i.e. here the same day in line with Boudt et al. (2011),
R¯t,i,M = Rt,i,M/σ¯t, (1.3.28)
where σ¯t is estimated using an estimator of quadratic variation such as a standard realized
variance or the more efficient realized kernel. The standardized high–frequency return
R¯t,i/M has variance approximately equal to the squared periodicity factor.
14
The Taylor and Xu (1997)–type, henceforth TX, periodicity estimator, here for stan-



















where Dd denotes the collection of indices t which are subject to the same cyclicality
component d = 1, 2, 3, . . . and with Nd denoting the number of elements in set Dd. The
standardization condition in the denominator above ensures that the mean squared peri-
14Note its distribution is actually truncated over the [−√M,√M ] interval and cannot be truly Gaussian
even under simplest assumptions as pointed out by Andersen et al. (2007).
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S2d,i,M = 1. (1.3.30)
This setting might be considered less restrictive than imposing the absolute periodicity
factor (not its square) to be one over a local window such as one day (not over the entire
cycle) which resembles the notion of constant volatility through the day. Using squares, i.e.
variances, allows us to use simple aggregation results over different sampling frequencies.
The Nadaraya–Watson (NW) kernel regression is particularly well suited to obtain
a smooth non–parametric intraday periodicity pattern when very finely sampled data
is available, and it is thus particularly popular in the financial duration literature, see
e.g., Nolte, Taylor, Zhao (2016) for applications. The Nadaraya–Watson estimate of the

























































j=1wj = 1. As before, the factors average one when we set






and Eq. (1.3.30) applies. Once the NW kernel regression is estimated at very high fre-
quency such as, e.g., three or 15 seconds to avoid so–called bounce back effects and prevent
domination of the periodicity components by microstructure noise effects, it can be fur-
ther aggregated at a lower target frequency of choice. This is particularly useful when
considering the class of average realized (co)–variation estimators computed by alternat-
ing the starting grid points. The piecewise periodicity components can be computed to
match the respective grid points exactly; refer to Section 1.3.1, Footnote 11 regarding the
sub–sampling methodology.
High–frequency returns adjusted for deterministic intraday volatility factors
For the main analysis, we are interested in sparsely sampled high–frequency returns such
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as, e.g., five–, eleven–minute and even coarser frequencies. For any random t in a set Dd
the respective sparsely sampled high–frequency returns of interest, adjusted for intraday





where the denominator, ˆ¯Sh,K(d, i,Msparse, all), is the resulting ’realized’ Msparse periodicity
component, computed over the Mdense, i.e., “all”, periodicity component estimates in the
corresponding Msparse interval.
When overnight and opening period returns are disregarded say over the first m ≥ 1








applies to the periodicity component for the Rt∈D,i,Mexo , where Mexo. = (M −m) denotes
the total number of equally spaced return increments over primary market trading hours.15
For clarity of exposition, we set the first i’th return free from overnight and opening effects






where as before we use all available data (dense sampling) for the construction of the
periodicity component.
1.3.3 Semi–parametric and model–based approaches
Continuous vis–a`–vis discrete time general stochastic volatility return pro-
cesses
The pragmatic choice of a lognormal distribution for stochastic volatility has gained cred-
ibility several years after its adoption for daily data based on the evidence reported in
several high–frequency studies, e.g. Andersen et al. (2000), Andersen et al. (2001), and
Areal and Taylor (2002). The general lognormal stochastic volatility model below is
often preferred over the square–root process formulation as it also produces quite rough
volatility paths through the exponential function. It is the benchmark model when the
15As it is straightforward to cover the after market closure period as well.
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focus is on real–world asset price dynamics rather than fast option pricing formula under
risk–neutrality and has been used in simulation of high frequency returns in Huang and
Tauchen (2005), henceforth HT, and BNHLS, among many others. Its continuous time
formulation in standard notation reads
dpt = µdt+ σtdWt (1.3.34)
σt = exp(β0 + β1%t)
d%t = κ%tdt+ dBt
corr(dWt, dBt) = ρ
Assume an integer value of M intervals over the [0, 1] time span such that ∆ = 1/M .
Then, the set of Equations (1.3.35) defines a discrete time process for times [0, 1/M ], here
denoted model M*,
p(j+1),M = pj,M + µ∆ + σj,M
√
∆εWj (1.3.35)
σj,M = exp(β0 + β1%j,M )




which follows from the General SDE solution in Appendix 1.A.2 with εWj
εBj







Rearranging terms for the volatility process as shown in App. 1.A.2 yields







1− exp(2κ∆)εB(j−1),M . (1.3.36)
While the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, {d%}, has an exact iterative discretization
scheme16 based on the solution in 1.A.2, the set of Eqs. (1.3.34) cannot be discretized in
the sense that the distribution of the p1,M , p2,M , . . . is precisely that the the continuous
time process at times j = 1, 2, . . . for the same value of p0,M and σ0,M . However, when
the discretization step is small, the discretization bias will be small. The impact for the
analysis presented here will be quantified exemparily in the following Section 1.3.3.
The discrete time lognormal SV model originated in Taylor (1982, 1986), and subse-
16A slightly simpler Euler scheme entails some discretization error, which can be inferred from the results
in Glasserman (2004).
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quently popularized in Harvey and Shephard (1996), can be written in the following way
for times [0, 1/M], here denoted model M,
rj,M = µ∆ + σj,M
√
∆uj,M (1.3.37)





where the variables (uj,M , η(j+1),M )
′ are bivariate normally distributed with uj,M
η(j+1),M )














The first line above equalizes the scaling factors, the second equality refers to the sensible
choice when we set ln(φM ) = κ∆ = κ/M ,
17 and the third line stems from the fact that









with β2 set equal to
β21
−2κ such that ση,M = β
√
1− φ2M = β1√−2κ
√
1− exp(2κ∆).
As shown in Yu (2005) the contemporaneous formulation is inferior to the general
specification, as the return process then ceases to be a martingale difference sequence and
a strict interpretation of the statistical leverage effect is not obvious. Henceforth, we will
focus on the discrete time version, model M, with parameters α, φM , β, δ with discretiza-
tion step M , as it is more natural to the way we observe discrete returns and proxy the
latent volatility under sparse sampling due to arising microstructure noise.
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Skewness in the one factor general SV model: Analytical results
Assume E[rt,i,M ] = 0 for clarity of exposition for now, then as in the setup for model–
free inference in the Section 1.3.1, Eq. (1.3.6) and Eq. (1.3.7), with N indexing return
increments and M denoting the assumed integer number of equally spaced intraday returns




























j=2(N − j + 1)Cov[rt,1,M , r2t,j,M ](
NVar[rt,i,M ]
)3/2 , (1.3.38)





= M−1 exp(2α+ 2β2), (1.3.39)














(5 + 4φjM )β
2), (1.3.40)
which follows from the respective proofs in App. 1.A.2. Also note that the dependence on
M of the two equations above cancels out in Eq. (1.3.38).
Still as preluded in Section 1.3.3, for fixed φ@M=1, invariant δ, and invariant standard
deviation of the log volatility β, skewness depends on the generating frequency M as
it accumulates over time. Interestingly, Figure 1.2 shows that even for the N = M
case, that is skewness of the one day return horizon, there is still a substantial skewness
being produced for typically encountered values of M in the empirical integrated variance
literature due to arising microstructure noise at very fine frequencies.
Table 1.1 shows that the (intraday) generating frequency M is of negligible importance
for the skewness of longer return horizons, i.e. N being a multiple of M , which is the focus
of interest here. Then, the magnitude of skewness of the three month return horizon is
almost regardless of asymmetry being generated at either high frequency or at as coarse
as daily frequency. Even for small integer values of M , the magnitude of skewness of the
two day return distribution are virtually the same.
When the asymmetric effect is being generated at a frequency higher than can empiri-
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Figure 1.2: Analytical skewness for a one day return horizon, as a function of
the intraday generating frequency M
X–AXIS: Denotes the generating frequency M = 390, 389, . . . , 1 corresponding to one minute returns down
to one daily open–close return at which there is zero skewness, note here N = M . DASHED BLUE LINE:
Analytical one day return horizon skewness, Eq. (1.3.38) as a function of the generating frequency M .
SOLID GREY LINE: Benchmark analytical one day return skewness when the generating frequency is one
second (N = M = 23, 400) with a value of -0.15196. The underlying model is the one factor general SV










Table 1.1: Comparison of analytical skewness as a function of the generating
frequency M across extending return horizons
Gen. Freq. denotes the generating frequency with M = 23, 400, 390, 78, 39, 26, 13, 1 for 1sec, 1min, 5min
etc. and multiplied by 1, 2, 5, 10, 21, 42, 63 to yield 1 day, 2 days, ..., 3 months return horizons with
parameter values as in Figure 1.2.
Gen. Freq. 1 day 2 days 1 week 2 weeks 1 month 2 months 3 months
1sec -0.1520 -0.2130 -0.3282 -0.4449 -0.5902 -0.7158 -0.7641
1min -0.1516 -0.2128 -0.3280 -0.4448 -0.5901 -0.7157 -0.7641
5min -0.1500 -0.2117 -0.3273 -0.4443 -0.5898 -0.7156 -0.7640
10min -0.1481 -0.2103 -0.3265 -0.4438 -0.5895 -0.7153 -0.7638
15min -0.1461 -0.2089 -0.3257 -0.4432 -0.5891 -0.7151 -0.7637
30min -0.1403 -0.2049 -0.3232 -0.4415 -0.5881 -0.7145 -0.7632
1x Daily 0.0000 -0.1066 -0.2628 -0.4009 -0.5627 -0.6993 -0.7525
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cally be anticipated due to arising microstructure noise, the high–frequency return at the
respective (lower) sampling frequency will appear to be skewed—which may also be due
to genuine skewness. On the other side, Meddahi and Renault (2004) note the presence of
the leverage effect at a low frequency implies the same feature at higher frequencies (their
Proposition 3.4).
Multifactor GSV models: More analytical results
Although appealing for coarser frequencies, one volatility factor seems to oversimplify the
volatility dynamics at high frequency implying almost a unit root for volatility shocks in
contrast to the relatively more short–lived shocks reported in the high–frequency litera-
ture.18 Therefore, consider model M with modified volatility dynamics
ln(σj,M ) = ln(σ1,j,M ) + ln(σ2,j,M ), (1.3.41)
where each of the, here k = 2, volatility components is independent from one another and
follows, as before in the set of equations (1.3.37),





with mean αk and variance β
2
k. The random variables (uj,M , η1,(j+1),M , η2,(j+1),M )
′ have

















The definition of the unconditional realized skewness holds and it is given as before
by Eq. (1.3.38) but now covariance terms are driven by the dynamics of two volatility
components with the unscaled return innovations uj,M ,
Cov(ri,M , r
2





























18Such as macroeconomic news or, more generally, market participants with different decision horizons,
see Taylor (2005, Chapter 12) for a review.
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following the same logic as before in 1.A.2, and with the direct dependence on M cancelling
in the definition of skewness. Note that also the mean level of volatility, αk, is just a scaling
factor leaving the skewness estimator unchanged.
Realizing precision gains through imposing stepwise more structure
The above covariance terms between plain and consecutive squared returns are appealing
in the sense that they map one–to–one into our definition of skewness, URS
(N)
t . However,
the correlation structure between a white noise process and a persistent autoregressive
process might be better inferred for a certain transformation of the series, i.e. when the
power function of the white noise series is near or here simply equal to one, and a positive
real–valued power function of a consecutive random absolute return at lead order j which
is smaller than one.19 Denote these generalized statistical leverage terms as
Cov(ri/M , |r(i+j)/M |λ) = ζj/M (λ,Θ),
where Θ denotes a parameter vector. The exact analytical expression for a generalized
stochastic volatility model with (potentially) two factors, denote it by GSV2F, is stated
in Eq. (1.A.10) in Appendix 1.A.2.
Consequently, it seems reasonable to make inference about the correlation structure
when it is easiest from a statistical point of view, and the challenge is then to relate it
back to the object of interest, i.e. when λ equals two, in order to reconstruct an estimator
of realized skewness. There are different approaches available subject to the dependencies
which show up in the data eventually.
A weakly specified semi–parametric estimator:
It turns out that there is a convenient scaling result when going from say ζj/M (ξ, θ) to
ζj/M (λ, θ) when one of the volatility processes is orthogonal to innovations in the return
process, i.e. say ηk=2,i+1 ⊥ ui, write ζO,j(ξ, θ). Then, as outlined in Eq. (1.A.11), the
19Some evidence, although applying for functions of volatility in the standard SV model can be found in
Taylor (2005, Figure 11.2) whose autocorrelation attain maxima for power functions below one for different
values of the invariant standard deviation of the log volatility distribution. The same intuition should hold
for the generalized SV model.
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only depends on the invariant standard deviation βk of each of the here two volatility
processes, their persistencies φk,M , and the mean level of volatility α =
∑2
k=1 αk—but it
does not depend on the correlation between the (white noise) shock term generator in the
return process and innovations in the volatility process.
Consequently, the ζO,j(λ,Θ) can be written as a function of the lag j grouping constant
terms together,




(λ+1) ς(λ, αk=1,2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
const.


















which follows from the results in Appendix 1.A.2, and furthermore also grouping multi-
plicative components together such that we relax the tight structure of the model, we can




2 , or 1
















with S() the estimator of ς(), which includes A the estimator of the sum of the mean
volatility levels, α1+α2, Bk denotes the estimator for β
2
k, and Cξ,k,M denotes the estimator
for the product terms δkσηk,M × C(ξ, βk=1,2), vk,M the estimator for φk,M , and use these
coefficients for the case λ = 2 in the following way,


















for which there is only one unknown, Cλ,1,M , the estimator for the product term δ1ση1,M ×
C(λ, βk=1); as Cλ,2,M = Cλ,1,M
Cξ,2,M
Cξ,2,M
. Then, Θ = (A,Bk=1,2, Cξ,k=1,2,M , Cλ,k=1,M , vk=1,2,M )
has eight parameters, with restrictions 0 ≤ vk=1,2,M ≤ 1, Bk=1,2 ≥ 0 for which we use in-




2 , or 1 and λ = 2.
One could also argue that the case λ = 2 is uninformative and base inference solely
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on absolute power functions ξ smaller than two. We can plug in Bk into the Cξ,k,M ,
and evaluate say C
Bk=1,2
ξ,k,M at δkσηk,M × C(ξ,Bk=1,2), i.e. we use knowledge of the term
C(ξ, βk=1,2) and in effect only estimate the two products of correlation and volatility–of–
volatility. Then, Θ = (A,Bk=1,2, C
Bk=1,2
ξ,k,M , vk=1,2,M ) has seven parameters for which we use




2 , or 1 only, imposing the same restrictions as before.
Note that while C(λ, βk=1,2) does not depend on M , Cξ,k,M and C
Bk=1,2
ξ,k,M depend on M
such that we cannot address multiple frequencies, e.g. M = 78, 39, 26, . . ., at the same time
in the spirit of MIDAS regressions (Ghysels, Santa–Clara, and Valkanov, 2005). However,
the dependency only occurs through the terms σηk,M .
A more tightly specified prodecure based only on covariance terms:
Imposing even more structure, we could impose the model equality σηk,M = βk(1 −
φ2k,M )
1
2 . Then, Θ = (A, dk=1,2, Bk=1,2, vk=1,2,M ) has seven parameters, where dk estimates






2 , or 1, potentially also
including λ = 2, in this more tightly parameterized version, as higher power function
should tell us more about βk=1,2, with additional restriction −1 ≤ δk=1,2 ≤ 1. Note that
this procedure now allows for multiple frequencies as we can relates difference frequencies
to one another—φk,M is scaleable in the frequency domain M .
Imposing moments of the unconditional distribution of volatility
Another way to address the expectation of the log volatility directly, while at the
same time taking a step further towards parametrization lies in specifying more moments,
in particular moments of the unconditional distribution of volatility. We can extend the
result from 1.A.2, recall ln(σθk) = θ ln(σk) with distribution N(αkθ, θ
2β2k), to k independent
volatility factors, whose distribution is of course also independent of M . More information
about α =
∑2





k can be obtained via E[|rj/M |θ], in specific
E[|rj/M |θ] = M−
1
2





E[|uj/M |θ] = 2θ/2pi−1/2Γ((θ + 1)/2),
for θ = 1, 2, and possibly also for θ = 12 ,
3
2 , where Γ() denotes the gamma function. These
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A fully specified model with variance and covariance dynamics
The fully specified model should yield the highest precision, although being potentially
more biased. In particular the interest lies in incorporating the persistence in volatility
and variance in the simple form when θ = λ, i.e.
E



































as shown in Appendix 1.A.2.




Available financial instruments The empirical analysis is based on US equity–related
market data. The primary interest lies in determining and differentiating between instan-
taneous, lead and lag effects at high frequency as well as, in case of the latter two, the
joint decay pattern from which more important aggregational results for lower frequencies
follow. When different tradable financial instruments are available for the same underlying
such as the S&P 500 index, which is a mathematical construct, the most liquid one should
be chosen in order to minimize the effect of market microstructure noise onto the inference
results.
However, it is less obvious a priori which financial instrument to choose over which time
period and to what extend the choice of instrument changes inference results and makes
established results invalid. The large SP futures contract tends to lead the underlying
cash market in terms of price discovery according to Hasbrouk (2003). Since then, newly
available CME E–mini futures on the S&P 500 index, denoted ES, have quickly gained in
popularity due to their smaller notional value compared to standard SP futures contracts.
However, recently the cash market has also brought forward highly liquid exchange traded
funds (ETFs) such as the State Street Global Advisors SPYDR S&P 500 ETF, which
also tracks the level of the S&P 500 index.20 A standard no–arbitrage condition, which
depends on the respective interest rate, the index dividend yield, the bid–ask spreads, and
potentially the depth of the order book (liquidity in the respective market) ties the prices
of these instruments together, see Taylor (2015) for some new results in this direction.21
The grey area in Fig. 1.3, commencing with the 2003 H futures contract, marks the
chosen cut–off after which we deem ES futures trading more informative and liquid than
to SP futures trading following a large drop in the latter’s intraday liquidity, and ES
trading picking up pace (not shown here for brevity). The SP futures contract has become
a (large) position holding instrument with the S&P 500 e–mini futures being the active
(intra–)day trading vehicle.
20The State Street Global Advisors SPYDR S&P 500 ETF is the largest ETF on the S&P 500 index
with 872.3mn shares outstanding vs. the iShares Core S&P 500 ETF with 333.7mn shares outstanding as
of November 2015.
21Discrete rebalancing with a remaining cash position and accruing of management fees may result in a
tracking error of the ETF versus the index construct but this is not expected to be important for intraday
no–arbitrage arguments.
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Table 1.2: Liquid S&P 500 financial instruments over time
SP and ES futures contracts data bought by Lancaster University from Price Data Inc. SPY data
until end of 2013 downloaded from the TAQ database, which Lancaster University subscribes to. SPY
data before 2003 is usually disregarded when inference is to be conducted at high frequency such as at
5–minute intervals and we here start using it along with the ES e–mini futures.
Financial Instrument Start Date End Date Frequency
SPY ETF Dec. 13th, 2002 Dec. 31th, 2013 Tick, second time stamp
ES futures Dec. 13th, 2002 March 6th, 2013 Tick, minute time stamp
SP futures Jan. 4th, 1988 Dec. 12th, 2002 Tick, minute time stamp
Table 1.3: CME S&P 500 futures contracts (SP and ES) liquidity measures,
1988–2013H
SOLID BLUE (LHS scale): Median number of transactions per ordinary trading day between 9.30 and
16.00 EST for the most liquid traded CME S&P 500 futures contract from 1988H to 2013H, where
H, M, U and Z denote contracts with expiry in March, June, September and December respectively.
DASHED RED (RHS scale): CME S&P 500 futures contract median number of one–minute intervals
without any transaction taking place out of 390 minutes. SOLID ORANGE (RHS scale): ES futures
contract median number of one–minute intervals without any price change taking place out of 390
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In order to validate and extend results previously brought forward in the literature,
we concentrate on instruments used in those studies over the same time period but extend
the analysis to cover newer instrument which show higher liquidity today.
Trading Hours The primary NYSE cash market trading hours extend from 9.30 until
16.00 EST during which the underlying stocks are traded and recorded in the Trade and
Quote (TAQ) database, which is why we limit ourselves to this daily observation window
only. Moreover, opening returns are usually disregarded following the lengthy discussion in
Andersen and Bollerslev (1997, their Appendix A.2), which is also in line with the related
study on high–frequency return–volatility asymmetries by Bollerslev et al. (2006). From
2003 onwards we can further include trading days with early closure at 13.00 EST based
on the NYSE special closing list (NYSE, 2013), see our Table 1.B.8. Nevertheless, it is
possible to trade the SPY contract outside this time frame when we consider trades across
all exchanges.
Sampling scheme The sampling scheme is throughout in “calendar” time rather than
in “tick” time. These two schemes represent different views on the dependence structure
between price innovations and observation times. In tick time, there is a one–to–one
mapping between the observation times and the ex–post variation of the realized asset
price path. In calendar time, sampling times are imposed exogenously. The latter assumes
independence between the trade arrival process and changes in spot volatility which can
largely be alleviated by sampling at a frequency lower than data is available. The resulting
efficiency loss can be compensated by sub–sampling the estimator, as originally proposed
in Zhang et al. (2005). Moreover, while tick time sampling could potentially diminish the
systematic component in intraday volatility, it turns out to persist when sampling takes
place at either all ticks or at a one second tick grid (Andersen et al., 2012).
Realized variation over time For illustrative purposes, we plot estimates of quadratic
variation, here five–minute realized variance, sub–sampled every minute, over all 6,464
days excluding holidays in our sample from 1988 until 2013. Despite the obvious spikes
during the financial crises, a visual inspection seems to suggest that volatility behaves more
smoothly throughout the second half of the period while there were more sudden short–
lived volatility busts in earlier years in tranquil market environments. Also the e–mini
futures appear to show a higher level of variation on particular volatile days compared
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Table 1.4: Realized variances (sub–sampled) of S&P 500 instruments,
1988–2013
For consistency purposes, we here show five–minute realized variance, sub–sampled every minute, in
volatility p.a. × 100, instead of using a more efficient kernel–based estimator due to the availability of
only minute time stamps for the SP futures. BLUE: SP futures. RED: ES futures. GOLD: SPY ETF.









to the SPY ETF, albeit the standard error of any estimator of quadratic variation or
integrated variance might be very large on those days as well.
1.4.2 Intra–weekday and macroeconomic announcement day volatility
patterns
We consider ordinary weeksdays (Mondays to Fridays) and the following scheduled U.S.
macroeconomic announcements in Table 1.5, which occur during primary cash market
trading hours from 9.30–16.00 EST, based on a comprehensive list of major scheduled
U.S. macroeconomic announcements (Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Vega, 2007, their
Table 4).
Real activity indicators such as non–farm payroll information and GDP reports fall
outside these boundaries and will thus be reflected in the opening return. Once accounted
for weekday and announcement day effects we do not expect the level and shape to vary
significantly across days. However, high volatility regimes might bias the calculation such
that it is advisable to account for the overall level of volatility as in AB and later studies
such as Boudt et al. (2011).
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Table 1.5: Selected U.S. macroeconomic announcements during primary cash
market trading hours, 2003–2013
FOMC, MTS, and CC announcement observations (Obs.) over the sample period from January, 1st
2003 to December 31st 2013. When announcements occur on the same day, FOMC ∩ MTS = 7,
FOMC ∩ CC = 2, MTS ∩ CC = 0, we always allocate it to the FOMC set as it constitutes the
dominating effect. We further separate plain FOMC funding level announcement days from those
on which the FOMC releases their projection material at 12.30 EST. In more recent years, FOMC
announcements are released at 14.00 EST. Sources: Bureau of the Fiscal Service (BFS) available at
www.fiscal.treasury.gov, and Federal Reserve Board (FRB) available at www.federalreserve.gov. Dates
are listed in Appendix 3.A, Tables 1.B.5, 1.B.6, and 1.B.7. For the earlier period w.r.t. FOMC
announcements for SP futures, 1988–2002, refer to Appendix 3.A, Table 1.B.4.
Announcement Obs. Source Time Frequency
Federal Funds Target Rate (FOMC) 97 FRB ∼14.15 EST six–weekly
Consumer Credit (CC) 132 FRB @15.00 EST monthly
Treasury Statement (MTS) 132 BFS @14.00 EST monthly
To ratify the procedures outlined in Section 1.3.2, we exemplarily present detailed
step–by–step results for, here, FOMC announcement days only.22 The significant role of
FOMC announcements for the equity premium and its negative price of risk have recently
been highlighted in Lucca and Moench (2015) and Sarisoy (2015). Overall, we find that
- working with devolatized returns, Eq. (1.3.28), for the construction of the periocidity
component eliminates the effects of occasional (randomly–timed) large returns in
magnitude distorting the periodicity estimates at high, see Fig. 1.3 Panel A, and
also at l frequencies,
- working with finely sampled increments such as 15–second returns, and then ag-
gregating the squared quantities at a lower target frequency such as five minutes,
increases the smoothness of the obtained intraday volatility pattern versus working
with coarser frequencies directly, without having to rely on additional filtering rules
as in, e.g. Boudt et al. (2011), see Fig. 1.3 Panel B. Furthermore,
- applying a kernel to squared return increments in the local neighbourhood helps
in determining the periodicity component more precisely when working at very
high frequencies, which is in turn also important when a sub–sampling technique
is to be applied looping over coarser frequencies at consecutive starting times,
- a large kernel bandwidth choice spanning, e.g., five minutes, might lead to over
22Detailed inference results for other days are available upon request from the author.
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smoothing abrupt changes in the diurnal volatility pattern; then, computed pe-
riodicity estimates overstate (understate) the true cyclicality component before
(after) such scheduled news releases, or smooth out short–lived volatility busts
such as the 10.00 am news release completely, see the iceblue and orange graphs
in Fig. 1.3 Panel B,
- a kernel regression should be refrained from being conducted at highest avail-
able frequency (one second) as it is prone to bounce effects showing up in the
periodicity components,
- choosing a sampling frequency is a trade–off between obtaining a more pre-
cise estimate (sampling more frequently within the coarse frequency bin) ver-
sus capturing more (high–frequency) noise variance not being present at lower
frequency—inflating coarse low periodicity and deflating coarse high periodicity
factors as can be inferred from Fig. 1.3 Panel B.
Thus, the choice for the NW kernel regression made here covers throughout squared 15–
second returns, devolatized by the realized kernel estimator, with a 60–second bandwidth,
which can be aggregated at any coarser target frequency of choice. Somewhat surprisingly,
monthly treasury statements (MTS) and consumer credit (CC) release days do not exhibit
very large announcement effects in terms of their intraday volatility patterns.23 For the
earlier time period from 1988–2002, with regard to SP futures contract trading, we thus
consider only FOMC announcement days and ordinary weekdays for distinct intraday
volatility cyclicalities with dates given in in Appendix 3.A, Table 1.B.4.
The intra–weekday periodicity factors in Fig. 1.4 obtained via the advocated choice
of kernel regression estimation exhibit a sharp decline just before news releases such as
at 10.00am which immediately shoot up on the time stamp of periodic news releases.
At coarser frequencies the effect is captured with some delay even when compared to the
five–minute aggregate kernel regression estimates based on finely sampled data; not shown
here for brevity. It is further interesting to note certain spikes not captured using coarser
frequencies such as on Wednesdays, which are likely to be related to roll–over and contract
expiries in the derivative markets and which persist throughout sub–samples of the data.
Vice versa, there appear to be several outliers in the periodicity factors when inference
is conducted at coarse frequency not showing up in the 15–second squared return NW
23For brevity, results are not reported for these two cases. Available from the author upon request.
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Figure 1.3: Smoothing the intraday volatility periodicity factor by example of
FOMC announcement days, SPY ETF 2003–2013
PANEL A Factors based on Eq. (1.3.29) for plain (GREEN) and devolatized (BLUE) 15–second SPY
returns, Eq. (1.3.28) using realized kernels. PANEL B NW Epanechnikov kernel regression based on
Eq. (1.3.31) using previously filterd devolatized returns. BLUE (preferred choice): 15–second increments,
bandwidth h = 60 seconds. RED: 3–second increments, h = 60 seconds. ICEBLUE: 15–second increments,
h = 300 seconds. ORANGE: 3–second increments, h = 300 seconds. GREY: 300–second devolatized
increments, Eq. (1.3.29) estimate. The procedure based on the automatic Silverman bandwidth selection
oversmooths. X–AXIS: Denotes the cash market trading hours from 9:35 EST to 16:00 EST in 15–second
increments. BLACK DOTTED: Benchmark constant periodicity factor of one across the trading day.
Realized kernels are constructed using 20–minute RV sub–sampled very minute as integrated quarticity
estimates and one–minute RV sub–sampled every 15 seconds as noise variance estimate.
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regression. As the latter methods yields 20 times more data points (it is less affects by
single outliers) plus there is the kernel smoothing effect, it is the preferred choice.
The intraday volatility factors when the NYSE closes regularly at 1.00pm, days pro-
vided in Appendix 3.A Table 1.B.8, exhibit two hikes just after the offical NYSE close at
1.00.45pm (at a level of 2.09×) and at 1.06.45pm (at a level of 2.98×) with a low of 0.88
in between when multipliers are defined to average one between 9.35am and 1.15pm. We
also cover these half trading days yielding 44, 20, 6, and 4 return increments per day at
5–, 11–, 35–, and 55–minute sampling frequency.24
The same analysis in terms of intraday volatility cyclicalities has been conducted for
the SP futures and the ES e–mini futures which we choose not to present here for clarity
of exposition but are available from the author upon request. As is the case for the SPY
ETF weekday cyclicalities, it turns out that also for the SP futures the difference from one
day to another is mainly driven by the magnitude of the volatility surge around 10.00am,
with different news being released on different days of the week.
1.4.3 The Class of Non–parametric Realized Skewness Estimators
Remark: Numerical truncation error. As all estimators of realized skewness em-
ploy sums of power functions of high frequency returns, which are very small in magnitude,
the computational accuracy of an estimator, i.e the accuracy of the sum of floating point
numbers, is limited by the numerical truncation error.25 The error grows with the num-
ber of input elements N such that the error of a sum of N standard normal variates,
sum(randn(N,1)), is about eps*(N/10), where eps denotes the floating–point relative
accuracy, i.e. the distance from 1.0 to the next larger double–precision number, which is,
eps = 2−52 ≈ 2.2204e-16. Sums, which enter the covariance terms are numerically more
precise when calculating sums with error compensation such as when using the Knuth or
Knuth2 algorithm, see Knuth (1998), which yields approximately 15 and 30 more valid
digits equivalent to a 128 and 190-bit float. However, even in the latter case covariance
estimates between very finely sampled high frequency returns and high frequency volatil-
ity proxies at different lags differ only by 1 to 100 × e-25 when covariance estimates are
24In case of 35–minute sampling, we let the day end at 1.05pm rather than at 1.40pm and hope that
most of the variation has already been captured. Periodicity factors then average one between 9.35am and
1.05pm.
25As an extreme example, sum([-1e16,1,1e16]) in Matlab returns zero instead of one, while
sum([-1e16,1e16,1]) returns one.
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between 1 and 100 × e-12, and can thus be safely ignored.
Unconditional Realized Skewness
We have (jointly) reliable data available for the E–mini futures contract and the SPY and
DJIA ETF over the period Dec., 12th 2002 – Mar., 6th 2013. Figure 1.5 shows the most
straight forward standard realized skewness estimator for the E–mini futures, the SPY
contract and the Dow Jones industrial average ETF vis–a`–vis their classical skewness
estimators. All index instruments share the same pronounced negative realized skewness
pattern with the DJIA being slightly less pronounced in magnitude.
Figure 1.5: Realized Skewness vs. classical skewness over extending horizons
SOLID LINES: Realized skewness as a function of the horizon based on the aggregation formula, Eq.
(1.3.13) for ES (BLUE), SPY (RED), and DJIA (GREY) with distinct intraday volatility pattern
adjustment for weekdays and announcements days. The denominator of the ratio is based on the
realized kernel methodology. BARS: Classic skewness estimator for respective series and horizon (for
integer number of days only). One week (1w) contains 5 × 77 increments up to 4,651 increments for
the three month (3m) period. Data spans from Dec., 12th 2002 – Mar., 6th 2013.








It is also apparent that the classical skewness estimator behaves very erratic, in partic-
ular when less and less data points become available as the return horizon increases, even
changing sign when the return horizon is altered by as little as one day.
The efficiency gain of the realized skewness estimator rests on the use of intraday data,
moreover relying on its inherent dependence structure, it is a richer information set, and
excluding noise terms which are zero on average. This explains why we have a nice and
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clean accumulation over time.
Remark: Non–centralized realized skewness. We carry out the same experiment
for the non–centralized realized skewness estimator, Eq. (1.3.16), yielding the same albeit
slightly less pronounced pattern with differences being at -0.0118 (1d), -0.0175 (2d), -0.0280
(1w), -0.0388 (2w), -0.0566 (1m), -0.0789 (2m), -0.0918 (3m) for the horizons stated in
parenthesis.26
Remark: Cubic HF returns. While we assume the expectation of the third power of
high–frequency returns to be zero, i.e. ultimately the instantaneous skewness at sampling
frequency such as five minutes, sample estimates thereof are very noisy for the same reasons
as outlined before and removing one large observation can change the sign of the sample
estimate. The instantaneous skewness at 5–minute frequency for the SPY ETF equals
-0.2448 and its contribution to long return horizon skewness relative to the sampling
frequency vanishes at a fast rate yielding a contribution to realized skewness of hourly
returns of only -0.0704 and -0.0277 at the daily horizon, and is of negligible empirical
relevance thereafter. Equivalent estimates for the ES e–mini futures are -0.3644, -0.1047,
-0.0413, and -0.0509, -0.0143, -0.0056 for the DJIA ETF.
Remark: Volatility feedback effect. Incorporation of the volatility feedback noises
up the realized skewness estimator when we are in fact trying to isolate the signal. Note
that including all cross–product terms of the cubic expansion of the sum of high–frequency
returns, as elaborated upon in Section 1.3.1, Eq. (1.3.6), should be equivalent to and thus
be as noisy as the classical skewness estimator. Figure 1.6 shows the asymmetric volatility
effect and the volatility feedback effect in terms of correlations when the absolute return
is used as a simple volatility proxy. In the subsequent analysis, we will thus follow the
literature and focus on the asymmetric volatility effect as the building block of long–horizon
skewness relative to the sampling frequency.
Remark: The use of multi–power variations. Using squared returns as a proxy for
the local level of volatility directly extends to the definition of realized skewness but it
is also very noisy. In this case, the equivalent asymmetric volatility feedback effect with
26Here, results are for the SPY ETF with a sample mean of only 0.83% p.a. over the period considered,
otherwise the impact would be more severe.
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Figure 1.6: Asymmetric volatility and volatility feedback correlation at +/- 1
month lead–lag order
RED: Asymmetric volatility effect in terms of correlation between return and subsequent volatility
innovation at up to one month lead order, i.e. corr
j>i
[rt,i, |rt,j |]. GREY: Volatility feedback effect in
terms of correlation between return and preceding volatility innovation at up to one month lag order,
corr
j<i
[rt,i, |rt,j |]. One week (1w) contains 5 × 77 increments up to 1,617 increments for the three month
(1m) period. Based on 5–minute SPY ETF data from Dec., 12th 2002 – Mar., 6th 2013. The equivalent
figure for the ES e–mini futures and the DJIA ETF look virtually identical and are available from the
author upon request.










regard to the right–hand side of Figure 1.6 is also much less persistent, i.e. it reverts faster
towards zero, as shown theoretically based on the parametric SV model specification.
Instead of using squared or absolute returns as simple volatility proxies in Figure 1.6,
we revert to using multi–power variation measures as elaborated upon in Section 1.3.1
, Eq. (1.3.19f.), in specific the tripower–variation, bi–power variation and the MedRV
estimators, which can be used more directly in place of squared returns entering the
asymmetric volatility realizations in a non–parametric way. Note over long time spans
using these MPV–type estimator produces virtually the same, i.e. insignificantly different
results as can be inferred from Figure 1.C.1 in Appendix 1.C, which compares in the upper
panel the standard realized skewness estimator against those using more sophisticated
MPV measures for the same asset for the SPY ETF over a return horizon of three months.
In the lower panel, we compare the RSkew measure based on the RV–type against the
RSkew measure based on tripower variation (TPV). While RV–type based estimators
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produce slightly different estimator for realized skewness at horizons of up to one day
only, the TPV–type RSkew measure produces remarkably similar estimates for the two
different assets considered (SPY ETF vs. ES E–mini futures in the lower panel only).
These become more important when considering shorter time spans of data, see the next
subsection further down below.
Remark: Optimal sampling frequency. Within the framework of the realized method-
ology, the optimal sampling frequency has been well researched and established for the
natural realized variance estimator, which ranges from around one to two minutes for
highly liquid index tracking investment vehicles to around five to 17.5 minutes for liquid
and less liquid stocks.
In terms of advisable lower sampling interval bounds for the univariate realized skew-
ness case there are no non–synchronicity issues. If co–skewness is considered between
the market return and its impact on future stock return volatility, we can revert to pop-
ular lower bounds in the co–jump detection and realized beta literature to mitigate the
non–synchronicity effects. These are ranging from eleven minutes (Gilder, Shackleton, and
Taylor, 2014) to 22.5 (Bollerslev and Todorov , 2010) and 25 minutes (Patton and Verardo,
2012) up to 75 minutes (Bollerslev, Li, and Todorov, forthcoming). The optimal sampling
frequency for realized variance (RV) has historically been based on volatility signature
plots, originated in Fang (1996), for which as the length of the sampling interval increases,
the microstructure noise bias of RV remains constant or is absent in the best case, and
more recently based on the model confidence set methodology as employed in (Liu, Pat-
ton, and Sheppard, 2015). We will leave the latter case for future research and focus on
the most straight forward sampling frequencies when the trading days is considered over
the 385 minutes from 9.35–16.00 EST. Further, increasing the length of the return interval
from five minutes upwards is expected to help eliminate microstructure noise issues related
to zero return increments caused by the discrete price grid and infrequent trading, bounce
back effects.
While the absence of autocovariance is clearly important, it is secondly also important
to, loosely speaking, allow some time for the market to respond to negative and positive
news as can also be inferred from the time lag in Andersen, Bondarenko, and Gonza´lez–
Pe´rez (2015), although their asymmetric volatility effect is defined based on the correlation
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between E–mini future contract returns and high–frequency option data.27 Thirdly and
most importantly, realizations of the asymmetric volatility effect depend on the sign of the
return innovation whose magnitude must be relevant and large enough to move the level
of volatility over subsequent periods. While near the in–fill limit the effect can hardly
be determined or is not present at all as assumed in most theoretical non–parametric
frameworks (Mykland and Zhang, 2009), sampling not frequently enough might render
the estimation of these potentially very short–lived effects at low lead–lag order infeasible.
The last two points above are linked but different: The former describes the presence of
the time lag and the latter allows for an accumulation of the lagged effect over very short
periods of time.
In Table 1.6 we present standard and MPV–type RSkew estimates over horizons rang-
ing from one day up to three months based on the long time span of SPY ETF data for
different sampling frequencies. Overall, all estimators perform remarkably well in terms
of estimates produced lining up nicely across frequencies and across estimators.
Taking 5–minute standard RSkew estimates as the benchmark, the magnitude of skew-
ness is decreasing with sparser sampling when the return horzion is as short as one day
only—which is anticipated based on the theoretical results presented earlier, and it is gen-
erally advisable to sample frequently relative to the return horizon of interest for which
an RSkew estimate shall be obtained.
In terms of MPV–typed RSkew measures, the MedRV–based RSkew estimator pro-
duces slightly more negative estimates for dense sampling frequencies but slightly less
pronounced estimates when the return horizon to be considered is long under the sparse
55–minute sampling scheme. Leaving the question of significance in differences aside, at
dense sampling frequencies this estimator might be less prone to outliers while at sparse
sampling the estimator misses the relative immediate impact related to the asymmetric
volatility effect by construction which is why we do not pursue investigating further into
this direction.
Note that when we include all terms, the volatility feedback effect and the instantaneous
skewness of high–frequency returns, the standard RSkew estimates at longest horizon
considered (here three months) are down by 0.1%, 3.8%, 6.3%, and 9.4% as the sampling
27In a parametric setting (Yu, 2005) points out that the asymmetric volatility effects appears well to be
lagged rather than instantaneous when estimating SV–type models.
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Table 1.6: Standard and MPV–type RSkew when altering the sampling
frequency
Standard and MPV–type RSkew estimates over horizons ranging from one day (1d) up to three months
(3m) based on the SPY ETF data from Dec., 12th 2002 – Mar., 6th 2013 with distinct intraday
volatility pattern adjustment for weekdays and announcements days. The denominator of the ratio
is based on the realized kernel methodology at a 15–second frequency. Classic skewness estimates
obtained via sampling at the respective return horizon of interest directly for integer number of intervals
(observations) only, thus Nfloor. The four panels provide estimates when sampling takes place at 5–
minute, 11–minute, 35–minute, and 55–minute intervals. For 5–minute and 11–minute frequency the
the MPV–type RSkew estimates are calculated based on the algorithm illustrated in Figure 1.1. As for
the 35– and 55–minute frequency this would translate in a serious loss of data, we construct MPV–based
spot measures from data spanning consecutive days as well.
Horizon 1d 2d 3d 1w 2w 3w 1m 6w 2m 3m
5–min
RSkew -0.88 -1.08 -1.16 -1.24 -1.46 -1.60 -1.69 -1.74 -1.78 -1.79
RSkewTPV -0.74 -0.96 -1.07 -1.19 -1.42 -1.58 -1.68 -1.74 -1.79 -1.81
RSkewBV -0.80 -1.01 -1.10 -1.20 -1.42 -1.56 -1.66 -1.71 -1.75 -1.76
RSkewMedRV -0.90 -1.09 -1.16 -1.25 -1.49 -1.64 -1.74 -1.79 -1.82 -1.82
11–min
RSkew -0.65 -0.94 -1.05 -1.17 -1.39 -1.54 -1.63 -1.67 -1.70 -1.73
RSkewTPV -0.70 -0.95 -1.10 -1.24 -1.45 -1.61 -1.70 -1.72 -1.76 -1.78
RSkewBV -0.65 -0.94 -1.07 -1.20 -1.40 -1.56 -1.64 -1.66 -1.69 -1.71
RSkewMedRV -0.71 -0.98 -1.11 -1.23 -1.43 -1.59 -1.67 -1.69 -1.73 -1.77
35–min
RSkew -0.63 -0.89 -1.04 -1.18 -1.42 -1.54 -1.61 -1.63 -1.66 -1.69
RSkewTPV -0.68 -0.83 -1.00 -1.14 -1.38 -1.51 -1.57 -1.58 -1.63 -1.66
RSkewBV -0.78 -0.96 -1.12 -1.25 -1.44 -1.56 -1.62 -1.62 -1.66 -1.69
RSkewMedRV -0.87 -1.04 -1.17 -1.26 -1.45 -1.55 -1.59 -1.60 -1.66 -1.70
55–min
RSkew -0.46 -0.83 -1.01 -1.18 -1.48 -1.65 -1.76 -1.79 -1.85 -1.88
RSkewTPV -0.55 -0.80 -0.91 -1.09 -1.33 -1.47 -1.58 -1.66 -1.74 -1.78
RSkewBV -0.52 -0.79 -0.92 -1.09 -1.35 -1.50 -1.61 -1.68 -1.76 -1.79
RSkewMedRV -0.50 -0.71 -0.79 -0.96 -1.19 -1.31 -1.43 -1.52 -1.59 -1.63
Skewclassic -0.24 -0.45 0.12 -0.41 -0.16 -0.66 -0.23 -0.43 0.53 0.23
Nfloor 2,523 1,261 841 504 252 168 120 81 60 40
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frequency decreases from 5– to 55–minutes, i.e. while there is almost no effect present
from introducing the noise terms at high frequency, realizations appear to be non–zero
when sampling very sparsely, as it is then less feasible to disentangle the effects happening
at higher frequencies which are only seen in aggregation.
Remark: The large SP futures contract For the large SP futures contract we con-
sider the same time span in terms of number of days/number of increments as we have
data available for the more recent period. This results in the time span from Sept., 18th
1992 – Dec., 11th 2002 (SPII). And we also consider the data from the earliest period
onwards for which we have data available, from Jan., 5th 1988 – Mar., 9th 1999 (SPI).
The two time spans are overlapping by approximately 2/3, nevertheless from Figure 1.C.2
we can see that the asymmetric volatility effect appears to be stronger but less persistent
resulting in more pronounced skewness at shorter horizon and less in magnitude at longer
horizons. Recall that the Black Monday on Oct., 19th 1987 just precedes the earlier period.
Noteworthy are the different magnitudes at -0.65 and -0.89 for the earlier and later period
respectively for monthly and longer return horizons. This compares to a staggering -1.7
(approximately) for monthly returns based on the latest period for the SPY ETF. These
differences can also to some extend be visually inferred from Figure 1.4 in which sudden
spikes in volatility before 1999 appear to occur more frequently and are less persistent
than in later periods. Note there are almost no volatility busts in the period 2003 – 2007
and after 2012 unlike in earlier periods. The average realized volatility p.a. over the three
periods are 12.96% (SPI), 15.32% (SPII), 16.01% (ES), 16.16% (SPY). But the net impact
on RSkew estimates is not at all straightforward as the (quadratic) variation of return
affects both numerator and denominator. Further, trading at the end of the 1980s was
less automated and took place primarily through the open outcry market so results might
not be straightforward to compare.28
Realized Skewness of Dow Jones stocks
In this section, we set out to shed light on the realized skewness of individual stocks. We
analyze all stocks which were at some point constituent of the Dow Jones index over the
same time period as in the previous section. Focusing on these stocks only largely mitigates
the impact of microstructure noise onto our inferences results as these are among the most
28I’m thankful to Ingmar Nolte for pointing this out.
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liquid US stocks.
In specific, for each of the 36 stocks in our market representative sample, we analyse
the contribution of the three components asymmetric volatility (AVL), volatility feedback
(VFB) and the instantaneous skewness (IA) to the realized skewness of enlargening return
horizons, which are long relative to the sampling frequency. Sampling at a high intraday
frequency leads to more precise estimates of the different effects at work which might
otherwise be only observed jointly at a coarser frequency and are then potentially offsetting
each other. This can be identified when at a relatively high sampling frequency such as 5–
minutes, returns are symmetric but appear to be either positively skewed when VFB>AVL,
or negatively skewed when AVL>VFB at a coarser intraday sampling frequency, keeping
in mind that the expected instantaneous return at high frequency is usually assumed
symmetric which has been empirically documented for price discontiunities as well, see
the relevant section in the literature review. Sampling too densely, below five minutes,
often renders the identification of the effects infeasible.29
We consider the impact of the sampling frequency, 5–, 11–, 35–, and 55–minutes, onto
the realized skewness estimates for nine different return horizons, 1–, 2–, 3–day(s), 1–, 2–
3–week(s), 1–, 2–, 3–month(s) when using different proxies for the spot variation measure,
where the latter ones are, as before, of type realized variance (RV), tripower variation
(TPV), bipower variation (BV), and median realized variance (MedRV).30
While for aggregate stock market returns there appears to be only the asymmetric
volatility effect at work in terms of creating (negative) skewness in the unconditional
return distribution over extending return horizons, the notion for single name stocks is
rather different and we establish the following six categories into which we group the
selection of stocks. In order to be classified into a certain category the respective effects
have to be consistent throughout all of the 16 cases considered, i.e. 4 frequencies × 4
different RSkew (multi–)power variation measures, for each of the 36 individual stocks.
Category A: Negative AVL, no or almost no VFB.
A-1: Negative AVL, no VFB. The following five stocks CAT, GE, MO, IBM, and DD
(see Fig. 1.C.4 – 1.C.9 in Appendix 1.C) exhibit strong asymmetric volatility effects
resulting in large negative realized skewness at all return horizons ranging from one
29Not reported for brevity.
30We do not report results for the bipower variation–based RSkew estimator as it resembles very close
similarity with the TPV–based RSkew estimator.
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day to one quarter without consistent patterns in terms of volatility feedback effects,
which are changing sign around zero across measures and frequencies.
A-2: Negative AVL, Z–shaped VFB. The stocks categorized in this subsection, i.e.
MSFT, KO, KRFT, T, MRK, BAC (Fig.1.C.10 – 1.C.15), are labeled as featuring a
Z–shaped volatility feedback effect. In contrast to A-1, these stocks appear to show a
positive contribution of VFB to the realized skewness of short horizon returns span-
ning less than two weeks time which turns into a negative contribution at monthly
and quarterly return horizons throughout measures and frequencies examined. This
translates into shocks to the level of current volatility being positively correlated
with future returns at the short end and negatively correlated at the long end of
the horizons considered. We could interpret this as investors rewarding risk (or risk
taking) of companies such as Microsoft, Coca Cola, and Kraft Foods in the short
run, while requiring a premium for this in the long run.
Category B: Negative AVL dominating positive VFB at long return horizons
B-1: Negative AVL larger in magnitude than positive VFB. Stocks MMM, CSCO,
HON, PFE, UNH, and INTC (see Fig. 1.C.15 – 1.C.22) have consistently negative
AVL and consistently positive VFB effects with AVL being the dominating factor.
In category B-1, the sum of the three individual components results in consistently
negative realized skewness for long return horizons and produces either negative
estimates at the short end or these are scattered around zero such that we summarize
RSkew ≤ 0 for the stocks in this subcategory at all horizons considered.
B-2: Negative AVL, positive VFB, Z–shaped RSkew. Here, the difference to the
previous subcategory is given by the larger magnitude of VFB versus AVL effects at
very short horizons only resulting in combined positive RSkew estimates for horizons
shorter than one week with, however, AVL being the dominating factor at longer
horizons resulting in a Z–shaped RSkew pattern (see Fig. 1.C.23 – 1.C.28 which
presents estimates for MCD, UTX, VZ, BA, and JNJ).
Category C: RSkew not consistently present. For only one stock, HPQ (Fig.
1.C.29), we attribute RSkew as not being consistently present with AVL, VFB and IA
all semingly fluctuating randomly in a narrow bandwidth around zero.
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Category D: Positive VFB dominating negative AVL at all horizons. Category
D builds the counterpart to category B, with AVL and VFB still being negative and positive
respectively but with VFB dominating AVL effects in terms of being more pronounced in
magnitude at all horizons. This holds for stocks CVX, HD, WMT, DIS, AXP, and JPM;
see Fig. 1.C.30 – 1.C.35 in the appendix.
Category E: AVL and VFB being both negative. This category groups stocks
AA, TRV and C all of which feature both negative AVL and negative VFB effects, see
Fig. 1.C.36 – 1.C.38. In terms of economic reasoning, for Citigroup (C), a distressed
investment banking stock, we might deduce that any increase in risk, i.e. changes in the
current level of volatility are negatively correlated with future return innovations, or in
other words there is a negative premium attached to increases in the level of volatility of
distressed stocks which accumulates in subsequent periods. The negative VFB effect also
appears to be present for Alcoa (AA), a commodity–related stock with primary activities
as a lightweight metal producer and manufacturer of products thereof. Here, negativity
in VFB might be related to volatile commodity prices which induces subsequent lower
returns. The company has undergone a corporate turnaround in 2007 shifting its focus on
higher–value added products. Note that the effects appear to be very short–lived as these
are hardly present at the 55–minute sampling frequency. The Travelers Companies (TRV)
is a writer of U.S. commercial property casualty and personal insurance, previously owned
by Citigroup, alleged of anticompetitive practices, which might explain negative VFB
effects, however, these are not as stable throughout measures and frequencies as for the
other two stocks.
Category OTHER:
GM: Potentially multiple correlated volatility processes with different signs.
General Motors (GM), Fig. 1.C.39, features negative AVL effects and thus negative
RSkew estimates across measures and frequencies for three week and longer hori-
zons. However, for shorter horizons there appears to be large positive AVL effects
when sampling densely (5–35 minutes) which are almost not present at the coarsest
frequency considered, i.e. finely sampled positive returns appear to increase (i.e. are
on average positively correlated with) volatility at very short lead lad orders (below
one hour), cumulative returns over 55–minutes then show the typically encountered
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negative AVL patterns from the two day return horizon onwards which are increasing
in magnitude over longer horizons. Thinking in a parametric way, a credible model,
which is capable of explaining the observed RSkew patterns, should consequently fea-
ture at least two volatility processes, one highly persistent, low volatility–of–volatility
process which is negatively correlated with return innovations, and one which is pos-
itively correlated with higher vol–of–vol and low persistency parameter. Note that
GM filed for a government–backed bankruptcy under Chapter 11 on June 8th, 2009
from which it emerged through the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) of the
US Treasury and further measures. As trading of the stock was consequently sus-
pended, we do not have data after this point and the effect of the rescue program
are consequently not identifiable, while investors’ speculation of a potential bailout
prior to the actual filing might well be present in the data, which might give some
economic intuition of why large positive returns could increase future volatility at
short lead lag order.
AIG: Negative RSkew at long horizons, short–lived positive VFB effects at
short horizons. A similar picture in terms of the combined (AVL+VFB+IA)
RSkew estimates in Fig. 1.C.40 emerges for AIG which are positive for horizons
up to three weeks for the two finer sampling frequencies considered and increasingly
negative thereafter for all sampling frequencies. However, unlike for GM, the positive
combined RSkew estimates come from short–lived positive VFB effects which are
most pronounced at the 11–minute frequency and not present or identifiable at the
coarsest frequency.
XOM: Potentially multiple negatively correlated volatility processes with posi-
tive VFB. Exxon Mobile (XOM), see Fig. 1.C.41, has negative AVL and positive
VFB effects resulting in combined negative RSkew estimates up to three week hori-
zons and slightly positive RSkew estimates thereafter in a narrow bandwidth around
minus/plus a half. At the 55–minute sampling frequency, the contribution of AVL to
RSkew is slowly increasing in magnitude from near zero whereas for finer sampling
frequencies such as 5–minutes the contribution of AVL to RSkew starts high (near
one) and is declining thereafter towards a half which points to the existence of at
least two volatility factors with one of them being more negatively correlated with
return innovations than the other and exhibiting very low persistence.
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Dispersion of RSkew estimates across stocks In order to compare RSkew estimates
across stocks we analyze the dispersion of these in terms of boxplots, grouping stocks for
each of the nine horizons ranging from one day to three months together, see Fig. 1.7. We
then analyze the dispersion for different horizons in terms of their median values and their
interquartile ranges. Note that interquartile ranges are constructed based on winsorized
data as explained in the figure notes with classified outliers being plotted individually; the
standard technique for presenting boxplots.
The first three quartiles of RSkewAVL estimates across stocks are all in the negative
domain from the one day horizon onwards and increasing in magnitude with the medians
of one day, one week and two month horizons being significantly different from one another
based on the boxplot notches with standard assumptions.
The upper three quartiles of the RSkewVFB estimates across stocks are in the positive
domain up to and including the two week return horizon.
The combined (AVL + VFB + IA) RSkew estimates are centered around zero at
the one day horizon with the first three quartiles being in the negative domain from the
one week horizon onwards. These results for the one day horizon stand in clear contrast
to the strongly negative RSkew estimates of index returns at short horizons. The strong
index asymmetry is determined by the dependence structure among the constituent stocks
and cannot be reconciled through simply averaging RSkew estimates across constituents.
In this part of the thesis we will not focus on reconciling index and constituent stock
asymmetries.
1.5 Conclusions
Various measures of skewness have been suggested in the literature mostly focusing on
achieving robustness but neglecting arising biases.
The literature on realized skewness is sparse and has either focused on the skewness
of intraday returns or, contrary to what the name might suggest, lent itself to option
prices. Most importantly, suggested estimators usually estimate a coefficient of skewness
at a target sampling frequency but then naturally fail to relate estimates to the dynamics
governed by the DGP.
Instead we provide a measure for long horizon returns (relative to the sampling fre-
quency) by making use of the dependence structure inherent in intraday asset returns only.
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1.5. CONCLUSIONS
The measure shows the accumulation of skewness over time as it builds up from three com-
ponents at the intraday level: 1.) asymmetric volatility 2.) volatility feedback effects, and
3.) instantaneous skewness. All these terms are functions of the horizon and have to be
analysed separately. Statements about positive or negative coefficients of skewness based
on one sampling frequency are vague and have perhaps led to contradicting evidence in
the literature.
We present an extensive empirical analysis of these, sometimes offsetting, effects at
various frequencies and horizons. As estimates of spot variance are generally noisy, we
show how more robust volatility proxies can better be used instead. Patterns across
individual assets are dispersed and we group stocks into distinct categories showing the
same behaviour. Portfolios of these stocks should lead to important implications for asset
pricing studies. Aggregate stock market returns appear to be largely subject to asymmetric
volatility effects only with negligible volatility feedback effects and are also less subject to
instantaneous skewness, which is in line with the current literature. Index return series
are then suitable candidates for semi–parametric skewness estimators which we suggest.
In a theoretical model analysis, thus suitable for aggregate market returns or stocks not
subject to volatility feedback effects such as, e.g., CAT, GE, MO, IBM, and DD, we
propose how one could impose stepwise more structure on the covariance terms between
return and volatility proxy in order determine skewness at long horizons more precisely in
the context of a very general two factor non–affine log linear stochastic volatility model
and its reduced form specifications. An estimation of these semi–parametric estimators is




1.A Proofs for Chapter 1
1.A.1 Decompositional & aggregational results of realized skewness mea-
sures
Multi–period building blocks of long–horizon skewness and its non–centralized counterpart.







































































































































Realized skewness: High–frequency decomposition of covariances. Regarding the first term
on the right–hand side, which is identical in both in Eq. (1.3.8) and Eq. (1.3.9), we have
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Now under the empirically realistic assumption
corr
i 6=j
(rt,i, rt,j) = 0,
Cov
i 6=j 6=k
(rt,irt,k, rt,j) = E[rt,irt,krt,j ]− E[rt,i, rt,k]E[rt,j ] = µ3t − µ2tµt = 0,
where µt,i = µt,k = µt,j = µt. Then, the second part on the right hand side of the













































r2t,irt,j ]− E[rt,irt,j ]E[rt,j ] = E
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r2t,irt,j ]− E[r2t,i]E[rt,j ] = E
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E[(rt,i − µt)3] + 2µtVar(rt,i)
)
,
combining all terms leads to the result in Eq. (1.3.11). 
Non–centralized realized skewness: High–frequency decomposition of expectations. In anal-
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= (N − 2)(N − 1)N
2
µ3t ,






k=i+1 1 = N
(N−1)N
2 summands
31 from which we
separated those having either j = i or j = k. Combining these terms, yields the result in
Eq. (1.3.15f). 
1.A.2 Properties and analytical moments of SV–type models
Proof of Eq. (1.3.35). The set of Eq. (1.3.34) is a special case of the general Gaussian
Markov process specified by
d%(t) = [g(t) + h(t)%(t)]dt+ σ(t)dW (t)
with g, h, and σ deterministic functions of time with solution, see e.g. (Glasserman, 2004),







31This simply follows from the fact that 1, 2, · · ·+N = N(N + 1)/2.
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For the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process in Eq. (1.3.34) the general equation above specializes
to




i.e. with κ < 0 the innovations are conditionally normal distributed
%t|%u ∼ N
(
exp(κ(t− u))%u, 1−2κ(1− exp(2κ(t− u))
)
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and thus as shown in Eq. (1.3.36)









Proof of Eq. (1.3.39). The random variable ln(σt) is normally distributed independent of
the generating frequency with mean β0 and variance
β21
−2κ such that we can suppress the
subscript M or ∆ respectively.32 More generally, as ln(σθt ) = θ ln(σt), it has distribution
32It can be interpreted in a similar manner to the way interest rates are modeled and quoted in annualized
terms.
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−2κ). Consequently, by the property of the lognormal distribution, σ
θ
t has mean











i.e. E[σ2t ] = exp
(
2β0 + 2
( β1√−2κ)2), and variance
















( β1√−2κ)2)( exp(θ2( β1√−2κ)2)− 1),
i.e. Var[σ2t ] = exp
(
4β0 + 4
( β1√−2κ)2)( exp(4( β1√−2κ)2)− 1).




t ] integrates to unity with variance Var[σ
2




which is a useful result to compare it to constant volatility cases. 
Analytical moments of the General SV model with one volatility factor
Proof of Eq. (1.3.40). When interested in the third N–period return moment (Eq. (1.3.6))
under model M (Eqs. (1.3.37)), we only need to evaluate
E[rt,i,Mr
2
t,(i+j),M ] = M
− 3
2 E[ut,i,Mσt,i,Mσt,(i+j),M ] for j > 0 (1.A.5)
as ut,(i+j),M is independent of {ut,i,M , σt,i,M , σt,(i+j),M}, and as the following terms are all
zero in expectation;
E[r3t,i,M ] = 0, because ut,i,M is indep. of σt,i,M ,
E[rt,i,Mrt,(i+j),Mrt,(i+k),M ] = 0, because ut,(i+k),M is indep. of
{ut,i,M , ut,(i+j),M , σt,i,M , σt,(i+j),M , σt,(i+k),M︸ ︷︷ ︸
0<j<k
},
E[r2t,i,Mrt,(i+j),M ] = 0, because ut,(i+j),M is indep. of {σt,i,M , ut,i,M , σt,(i+j),M︸ ︷︷ ︸
0<j
}.
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With α = 0 for now, note that the log volatility process at lead order j can be rewritten
as
log(σt,(i+1),M ) = φM log(σt,i,M ) + ηt,(i+1),M ,
log(σt,(i+2),M ) = φM log(σt,(i+1),M ) + ηt,(i+2),M
= φ2M log(σt,i,M ) + ηt,(i+2),M + φMηt,(i+1),M ,
...
log(σt,(i+j),M ) = φ
j
M log(σt,i,M ) + ηt,(i+j),M + φMηt,(i+j−1),M + . . .+ φ
(j−1)
M ηt,(i+1),M︸ ︷︷ ︸
j terms
,










and the product term on the RHS of Eq. (1.A.5) above for the calculation of the third
moment under model M has the explicit form
ut,i,Mσt,i,Mσ
2














2(ηt,(i+j),M + . . .+ φ
(j−2)




The expectation of this term can be evaluated as follows: Using the result of the proof of
Eq. (1.3.39) above, note that
E[A] = E[σ
1+2φjM













M ηt,(i+1),M ∼ N(0, 4φ2(j−1)M σ2η,M ).
Then, the expectation of the product of the terms of interests is the covariance of the
bivariate normal–lognormally distributed variables. From the Auxiliary results in the
last subsection of this Appendix 1.A.2 further down below, for the case g(ui,M) = ui,M,
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M − 2φ2jM + 12
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With non–zero α, the covariance terms will be scaled by a factor, exp(3α), which leads to
the result stated in Eq. (1.3.40). 
Analytical moments of the General SV model with two volatility factors
Proof of Eq. (1.3.43) Part I: Re–visiting and extending the framework.
For clarity of exposition, we now drop the subscript t marking the time window under
consideration. Let kx denotes the x’th volatility process such that we can easily differen-
tiate, e.g., σk1,i,M from σk2,i,M . Initially assume αkx = 0 for x = 1, 2 and consider only
j ≥ 1. For now, we are primarily interested in the case when θ = 1 with any positive real
λ. Covariance terms are
Cov
(
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As before the kx’th logarithmic volatility process can be recursively written as
ln(σkx,i+j,M ) = φ
j
kx,M


















































λ(ηk1,i+j + . . .+ φ
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which enters the expectation of the product of A×B×C, and thus extends to the definition
of the third moment, and eventually skewness. 
Proof of Eq. (1.3.43) Part II: The explicit case of Eq. (1.A.9) leading to Eq. (1.3.43).
Continuing the analysis above, we want to evaluate Eg[ABC] for the specification of Eq.
(1.A.9) in which g(ui) = ui. Using the result for Eq. (1.A.9) when g(ui) = ui, see Eq.
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Gj(λ, φkx,M ) =











where we use partial sum formula to combine contributions from B and C. Note that with
αkx 6= 0 for x = 1, 2 the following scaling factor must be included,
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and


























where Θ denotes the parameter vector, and recall that the persistencies and the (instan-
taneous) volatilities of the the two volatility factors are all functions of M . 
Remark: The one volatility factor case. For only one volatility component and
λ = 1, 2 Eq. (1.A.10) becomes



























as Eq. (11.54) for λ = 1, for the case j = 1 only, and Eq. (11.58) for λ = 2 in Taylor
(2005, Chapter 11).


































only depends on βkx , φkx,M , and j for one volatility factor. It does depend on δkx only
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As a function of j
Cov(ri,M , |ri+j,M |λ) = M− 12 (1+λ)C(λ, βk1 , βk2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
const.







































for example, for λ = 1, 2
































λ2 − ξ2]β2kx)E[|ui+j |λ]E[|ui+j |ξ] .
Further results related to the persistence and autocorrelation in functions of
volatility
Using the auxiliary result for the two volatility factor case from the subsection below, i.e.
































Gj(θ, λ, φkx,M ) =
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which produces the result,
E


























































Also note that covariances, θ = λ = 2, with E[|ux|2] = 1,
Cov(r2i,M , r
2




























































And, again using the auxiliary result for the two volatility factor case from the subsec-
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(1− δ2kx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from B
+ 12λ
2σ2ηkx ,M (1 + φ
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Also note that for covariances we have the result,
Cov(|ri,M |, |ri+j,M |) = E
[|ri,M ||ri+j,M |]− E[|ri,M |]E[|ri+j,M |]
= E




































































Auxiliary results for analytical moments of certain power functions of corre-
lated normal/lognormal distributed variables
Proof of Eq. (1.A.7) and related product terms in the presence of one volatility factor.
Consider the bivariate normally distributed variables (ui,M , η(i+1),M )
′ from the original set
of Equations (1.3.35), where we can exploit the standard property of correlated normal
random variables in which
η(i+1),M = v(i+1),M + δση,Mui,M ,
with v(i+1),M being independent of ui,M , and having a normal distribution with zero mean,
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which follows from the first moment33 of the non–central chi–squared distribution.









2 × E[V ]×
(√
2/pi exp
(− 12λ2φ2pMδ2σ2η,M)− λφpMδση,M(1− 2Φ(−λφpMδση,M ))),








)− µ(1− 2Φ(θ)) with θ = −µσ , from Elandt (1961), and E[V ] as given before. 
Proof of Eq. (1.A.9) and related product terms in the presence of two volatility factors.
Building upon the previous results above for the one volatility factor specification, consider
now the multifactor case with kx for x = 1, 2, where for clarity of exposition we drop



















33The degrees of freedom times the centrality parameter.
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for two factors there remains a non–cancelling cross–product term involving δkx from the
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1.B Tables for Chapter 1
Table 1.B.1: Differences in non– to centralized realized skewness as a
function of mean and total variation only over horizons up to three months





)3] − E[(r(N)t − µ(N)t )3] based on Eq. (1.3.9) with the annualized
expected return being either 3% (Panel A) or 8% (Panel B) scaled by the total variation in the range of
8%–40% volatility in annualized terms to the power 3/2 over the respective horizon of interest.
Vol. p.a. 1 day 2 days 1 week 10 days 1 month 2 months 3 months
Panel A 3% expected return p.a.
8% 0.07 0.10 0.16 0.22 0.33 0.46 0.57
12% 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.31 0.38
16% 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.16 0.23 0.28
20% 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.18 0.23
40% 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.11
Panel B 8% expected return p.a.
8% 0.19 0.27 0.43 0.61 0.89 1.29 1.63
12% 0.13 0.18 0.28 0.40 0.58 0.84 1.04
16% 0.09 0.13 0.21 0.30 0.44 0.62 0.77
20% 0.08 0.11 0.17 0.24 0.35 0.49 0.61
40% 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.25 0.30
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Table 1.B.2: The contribution of third powers of high–freqeuncy returns to
non–centralized skewness over horzions up to three months






, of third powers of high–
frequency returns, in specific
(
1 + (N − 1)3)µ3t + 3∑Ni=1 µtVar(rt,i) in Eq. (1.3.16), scaled by the total
variation to the power 3/2 over the respective horizon of interest for expected returns being either 3%
(Panel A) or 8% (Panel B) and volatility in the range of 8%–40% in annualized terms.
Vol. p.a. 1 day 2 days 1 week 10 days 1 month 2 months 3 months
Panel A 3% expected return p.a.
8% 9.2E-04 6.8E-04 5.5E-04 7.0E-04 1.5E-03 3.7E-03 6.7E-03
12% 6.1E-04 4.4E-04 3.1E-04 3.1E-04 5.1E-04 1.2E-03 2.0E-03
16% 4.6E-04 3.3E-04 2.2E-04 2.0E-04 2.6E-04 5.2E-04 8.8E-04
20% 3.6E-04 2.6E-04 1.7E-04 1.4E-04 1.6E-04 2.9E-04 4.7E-04
40% 1.8E-04 1.3E-04 8.2E-05 6.1E-05 5.0E-05 5.7E-05 7.6E-05
Panel B 8% expected return p.a.
8% 2.7E-03 2.4E-03 3.9E-03 8.6E-03 2.5E-02 6.8E-02 1.3E-01
12% 1.7E-03 1.3E-03 1.5E-03 2.8E-03 7.5E-03 2.0E-02 3.7E-02
16% 1.2E-03 9.4E-04 8.9E-04 1.4E-03 3.3E-03 8.7E-03 1.6E-02
20% 9.8E-04 7.3E-04 6.1E-04 8.1E-04 1.7E-03 4.5E-03 8.1E-03
40% 4.9E-04 3.5E-04 2.4E-04 2.2E-04 3.0E-04 6.2E-04 1.1E-03
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Table 1.B.3: CME S&P 500 futures contract rollover dates, 1988H–2013H
Trading floor convention is to roll the expiring quarterly futures contract eight calendar days before the
contract expires. From the rollover date on, it is customary to identify the second nearest expiration month
as the ’lead month’ for the index futures as the nearest expiring contract will terminate soon and will have
a less liquid market than the new ’lead month’ contract (CME 2013). This convention is followed here
unless the lag (lead) month has still (already) higher liquidity in terms of number of transactions per day.
The days below refer to the rollover days, i.e. the first trading day of the lead month future contract.
1988-01-04
1988-03-10 1989-03-09 1990-03-08 1990-03-08 1991-03-07 1992-03-12
1988-06-09 1989-06-08 1990-06-07 1990-06-07 1991-06-13 1992-06-11
1988-09-08 1989-09-07 1990-09-13 1990-09-13 1991-09-12 1992-09-10
1988-12-08 1989-12-07 1990-12-13 1990-12-13 1991-12-12 1992-12-10
1993-03-11 1994-03-10 1995-03-09 1996-03-07 1997-03-13 1998-03-12
1993-06-10 1994-06-09 1995-06-08 1996-06-13 1997-06-12 1998-06-11
1993-09-09 1994-09-08 1995-09-07 1996-09-12 1997-09-11 1998-09-10
1993-12-09 1994-12-08 1995-12-07 1996-12-12 1997-12-11 1998-12-10
1999-03-11 2000-03-09 2001-03-08 2002-03-07 2003-03-13 2004-03-11
1999-06-10 2000-06-08 2001-06-07 2002-06-13 2003-06-12 2004-06-10
1999-09-09 2000-09-07 2001-09-11 2002-09-12 2003-09-11 2004-09-09
1999-12-09 2000-12-07 2001-12-13 2002-12-12 2003-12-11 2004-12-09
2005-03-10 2006-03-09 2007-03-03 2008-03-13 2009-03-12 2010-03-09
2005-06-09 2006-06-08 2007-06-07 2008-06-12 2009-06-11 2010-06-10
2005-09-08 2006-09-07 2007-09-13 2008-09-04 2009-09-10 2010-09-09
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Table 1.B.4: FOMC announcement days for SP futures, 1988–2002
Source: Federal Reserve Board (FRB) available at www.federalreserve.gov.
1988-02-04 1988-08-17 1989-02-02 1989-08-16 1990-02-03 1990-08-15
1988-03-30 1988-10-05 1989-03-22 1989-09-20 1990-03-21 1990-09-26
1988-05-18 1988-11-16 1989-05-17 1989-11-15 1990-05-16 1990-11-14
1988-06-30 1988-12-21 1989-07-06 1989-12-20 1990-07-05 1990-12-19
1991-01-31 1991-08-21 1992-01-30 1992-08-19 1993-02-04 1993-08-18
1991-03-27 1991-09-25 1992-03-25 1992-09-23 1993-03-24 1993-09-29
1991-05-22 1991-11-14 1992-05-20 1992-11-12 1993-05-19 1993-11-11
1991-07-05 1991-12-18 1992-07-02 1992-12-16 1993-07-01 1993-12-15
1994-02-03 1994-08-17 1995-02-02 1995-08-23 1996-02-01 1996-08-21
1994-03-30 1994-09-28 1995-03-29 1995-10-04 1996-03-20 1996-10-02
1994-05-18 1994-11-16 1995-05-17 1995-11-15 1996-05-15 1996-11-14
1994-06-30 1994-12-21 1995-06-29 1995-12-20 1996-06-27 1996-12-18
1997-01-30 1997-08-20 1998-01-29 1998-08-12 1999-01-28 1999-08-11
1997-03-19 1997-10-01 1998-03-18 1998-09-23 1999-03-17 1999-09-15
1997-05-14 1997-11-05 1998-05-06 1998-11-05 1999-05-05 1999-10-27
1997-06-26 1997-12-10 1998-06-25 1998-12-09 1999-06-24 1999-12-08
2000-01-27 2000-08-09 2001-02-01 2001-08-08 2002-01-30 2002-08-07
2000-03-15 2000-09-20 2001-03-21 2001-09-19 2002-03-27 2002-09-19
2000-05-03 2000-11-09 2001-05-02 2001-10-31 2002-05-09 2002-10-24
2000-06-29 2000-12-13 2001-06-29 2001-12-12 2002-06-28 2002-12-11
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Table 1.B.5: FOMC announcement days for ES futures and SPY ETF,
2003–2013
Source: Federal Reserve Board (FRB) available at www.federalreserve.gov.
2003-01-29 2003-06-25 2003-12-09 2004-06-30 2004-12-14 2005-06-30
2003-03-18 2003-08-12 2004-01-28 2004-08-10 2005-02-02 2005-08-09
2003-03-25 2003-09-16 2004-03-16 2004-09-21 2005-05-03 2005-09-20
2003-05-06 2003-10-28 2004-05-04 2004-11-10 2005-06-22 2005-11-01
2005-12-13 2006-06-29 2006-12-12 2007-06-28 2007-09-18 2008-01-10
2006-01-31 2006-08-08 2007-01-31 2007-08-07 2007-10-31 2008-01-22
2006-03-28 2006-09-20 2007-03-21 2007-08-10 2007-12-06 2008-01-30
2006-05-10 2006-10-25 2007-05-09 2007-08-16 2007-12-11 2008-03-18
2008-04-30 2008-09-29 2009-03-18 2009-08-12 2010-01-27 2010-06-23
2008-06-25 2008-10-29 2009-04-29 2009-09-23 2010-03-16 2010-08-10
2008-08-05 2008-12-16 2009-06-03 2009-11-04 2010-04-28 2010-09-21
2008-09-16 2009-01-28 2009-06-24 2009-12-16 2010-05-10 2010-11-03
2010-12-14 2011-06-22 2011-12-13 2012-06-20 2012-12-12 2013-06-19
2011-01-26 2011-08-09 2012-01-25 2012-08-01 2013-01-30 2013-07-31
2011-03-15 2011-09-21 2012-03-13 2012-09-13 2013-03-20 2013-09-18
2011-04-27 2011-11-02 2012-04-25 2012-10-24 2013-05-01 2013-10-30
2013-12-18
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Table 1.B.6: Consumer credit (CC) announcement days for ES futures and
SPY ETF, 2003–2013
Source: Bureau of the Fiscal Service (BFS) available at www.fiscal.treasury.gov.
2003-01-08 2003-05-07 2003-09-08 2004-01-08 2004-05-07 2004-09-08
2003-02-07 2003-06-06 2003-10-07 2004-02-06 2004-06-07 2004-10-07
2003-03-07 2003-07-08 2003-11-07 2004-03-05 2004-07-08 2004-11-05
2003-04-07 2003-08-07 2003-12-05 2004-04-07 2004-08-06 2004-12-07
2005-01-07 2005-05-06 2005-09-08 2006-01-09 2006-05-05 2006-09-08
2005-02-07 2005-06-07 2005-10-07 2006-02-07 2006-06-07 2006-10-06
2005-03-07 2005-07-08 2005-11-07 2006-03-07 2006-07-10 2006-11-07
2005-04-07 2005-08-05 2005-12-07 2006-04-07 2006-08-07 2006-12-07
2007-01-08 2007-05-07 2007-09-10 2008-01-10 2008-05-07 2008-09-08
2007-02-07 2007-06-07 2007-10-05 2008-02-07 2008-06-06 2008-10-07
2007-03-07 2007-07-09 2007-11-07 2008-03-07 2008-07-08 2008-11-07
2007-04-06 2007-08-07 2007-12-07 2008-04-07 2008-08-07 2008-12-05
2009-01-08 2009-05-07 2009-09-08 2010-01-08 2010-05-07 2010-09-08
2009-02-06 2009-06-05 2009-10-07 2010-02-05 2010-06-07 2010-10-07
2009-03-06 2009-07-08 2009-11-06 2010-03-05 2010-07-08 2010-11-05
2009-04-07 2009-08-07 2009-12-07 2010-04-07 2010-08-06 2010-12-07
2011-01-07 2011-05-06 2011-09-08 2012-01-09 2012-05-07 2012-09-10
2011-02-07 2011-06-07 2011-10-07 2012-02-07 2012-06-07 2012-10-05
2011-03-07 2011-07-08 2011-11-07 2012-03-07 2012-07-09 2012-11-07
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Table 1.B.7: Monthly treasury statement (MTS) announcement days for ES
futures and SPY ETF, 2003–2013
Source: Bureau of the Fiscal Service (BFS) available at www.fiscal.treasury.gov.
2003-01-21 2003-05-20 2003-09-17 2004-01-15 2004-05-12 2004-09-13
2003-02-21 2003-06-19 2003-10-20 2004-02-12 2004-06-10 2004-10-14
2003-03-20 2003-07-18 2003-11-17 2004-03-11 2004-07-13 2004-11-10
2003-04-18 2003-08-19 2003-12-12 2004-04-13 2004-08-11 2004-12-10
2005-01-12 2005-05-11 2005-09-13 2006-01-12 2006-05-10 2006-09-13
2005-02-10 2005-06-10 2005-10-14 2006-02-10 2006-06-12 2006-10-12
2005-03-10 2005-07-13 2005-11-10 2006-03-10 2006-07-13 2006-11-13
2005-04-12 2005-08-10 2005-12-12 2006-04-12 2006-08-10 2006-12-12
2007-01-12 2007-05-10 2007-09-13 2008-01-11 2008-05-12 2008-09-11
2007-02-12 2007-06-12 2007-10-11 2008-02-12 2008-06-11 2008-10-14
2007-03-12 2007-07-12 2007-11-13 2008-03-12 2008-07-11 2008-11-13
2007-04-11 2007-08-10 2007-12-12 2008-04-10 2008-08-12 2008-12-10
2009-01-13 2009-05-12 2009-09-11 2010-01-13 2010-05-12 2010-09-13
2009-02-11 2009-06-10 2009-10-16 2010-02-17 2010-06-10 2010-10-15
2009-03-11 2009-07-13 2009-11-12 2010-03-10 2010-07-13 2010-11-10
2009-04-10 2009-08-12 2009-12-10 2010-04-12 2010-08-11 2010-12-10
2011-01-12 2011-05-11 2011-09-13 2012-01-12 2012-05-10 2012-09-13
2011-02-10 2011-06-10 2011-10-14 2012-02-10 2012-06-12 2012-10-15
2011-03-10 2011-07-13 2011-11-10 2012-03-12 2012-07-12 2012-11-13





Table 1.B.8: NYSE early closure trading days at 13.00 EST, 2003–2013
Source: NYSE special closing list until 2011 (available from the author), thereafter NYSE website. Verified
with TAQ database trading activity measures, i.e. number of trades and trading volume after 1.00pm.
2003-07-03 2004-11-26 2007-07-03 2008-11-28 2010-11-26 2012-12-24
2003-11-28 2005-11-25 2007-11-23 2008-12-24 2011-11-25 2013-07-03
2003-12-24 2006-07-03 2007-12-24 2009-11-27 2012-07-03 2013-11-29
2003-12-26 2006-11-24 2008-07-03 2009-12-24 2012-11-23 2013-12-24
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1.C Figures for Chapter 1
Figure 1.C.1: MPV–type based RSkew vis–a`–vis the standard RSkew
estimator (long time span)
UPPER PANEL: Realized skewness as a function of the return horizon based on the aggregation
formula, Eq. (1.3.13) for the SPY ETF with distinct intraday volatility pattern adjustment for week-
days and announcements days up to 4,651 5–minute increments yielding a maximum return horizon
of three months. Data spans the time period from Dec., 12th 2002 – Mar., 6th 2013. RED: Standard
RSkew measure, ORANGE: TPV–based RSkew measure. GOLD: BV–based RSkew measure. GREY:
MedRV–based RSkew measure. Note GREY is the most negative of the four estimators considered.
Here we want to emphasize that estimators behave very similar. LOWER PANEL: Zoom into the
finite sample behaviour of the different estimator when the return horizon of interest is very short.
SOLID LINES (BLUE and RED): Standard RSkew estimates for SPY ETF and ES E–mini futures.
DOTTED LINES (BLUE and RED): TPV–based RSkew estimates which virtually coincidence for the
two assets considered.
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Figure 1.C.2: Standard and MPV–based RSkew vs. classical skewness over
extending horizons (SP futures)
This figure is equivalent to Figure 1.5 but for the SP futures data over the immediately preceding ten
year period, i.e. from Sept., 18th 1992 – Dec., 11th 2002 shown in BLUE and from Jan., 5th 1988 – Mar.,
9th 1999 in GREEN, approximately 2/3 of the data is overlapping. SOLID LINES: Standard RSkew
estimates as a function of the horizon based on the aggregation formula, Eq. (1.3.13) with distinct
intraday volatility pattern adjustment for weekdays and announcements days. The denominator of the
ratio is based on the realized kernel methodology. DOTTED LINES: TPV–based RSkew estimates.
BARS: Classic skewness estimator for respective series and horizon (for integer number of days only).
One week (1w) contains 5 × 77 increments up to 4,651 increments for the three month (3m) period.
All estimates based on 5–minute sampling frequency.
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Notes for Tables 1.C.4 – 1.C.41
For each of the stocks considered here, sorted columnwise unless stated otherwise, we present standard
RSkew, i.e. RSkew–RV, RSkew–TPV, and RSkew–MedRV estimates as a function of enlargening return
horizons. The four rows from top to bottom refer to the respective estimates when sampling takes
place at either 5–, 11–, 35–, or 55–minute frequency. Each of the twelve individual subfigures presented
on each page is split into four sets. The first set of nine (DARK BLUE to YELLOW) colored bars
in each of the graphs refers to the realized skewness building up from asymmetric volatility (AVL),
the second set refers to the realized skewness building up from volatility feedback (VFB), and the
third set refers to the realized skewness building up from the instantaneous skewness (IA). The last set
represents the sum of these three components, see Eq. 1.3.11 for details. The bars themselves show
the estimated magnitudes for enlargening return horizons ranging from 1–, 2–, 3–day(s) in BLUE, 1–,
2–, 3–week(s) in GREEN, and 1–, 2–, 3–month(s) in YELLOW. The data spans the time period from
Dec., 12th 2002 – Mar., 6th 2013 with distinct intraday volatility pattern adjustment for weekdays
and announcements days for each stock based on the previously employed Nadaraya–Watson kernel
regression method (not shown for brevity). The denominator of the ratio is based on the realized kernel
methodology at 15–second frequency. For 5–minute and 11–minute frequency the MPV–type RSkew
estimates are calculated based on the algorithm illustrated in Figure 1.1. As for the 35– and 55–minute
frequency this would translate in a serious loss of data, we construct MPV–based spot measures from
data spanning consecutive days as well.





























































































Figure 1.C.4: Category A-1 stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for CAT, GE, and MO

































































































































Figure 1.C.5: Category A-1 stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for CAT, GE, and MO



























































































































































Figure 1.C.6: Category A-1 stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for CAT, GE, and MO

































































































































Figure 1.C.7: Category A-1 stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for IBM and DD







































































































































Figure 1.C.8: Category A-1 stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for IBM and DD













































































































Figure 1.C.9: Category A–1 stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for IBM and DD







































































































































Figure 1.C.10: Category A-2 stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for MSFT, KO, and KRFT

























































































































Figure 1.C.11: Category A-2 stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for MSFT, KO, and KRFT



















































































































































Figure 1.C.12: Category A-2 stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for MSFT, KO, and KRFT

























































































































Figure 1.C.13: Category A-2 stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for T, MRK, and BAC



















































































































































Figure 1.C.14: Category A-2 stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for T, MRK, and BAC

























































































































Figure 1.C.15: Category A-2 stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for T, MRK, and BAC

































































































































































































Figure 1.C.16: Category B-1 stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for MMM, CSCO, and HON



















































































































































Figure 1.C.17: Category B-1 stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for MMM, CSCO, and HON

























































































































Figure 1.C.18: Category B-1 stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for MMM, CSCO, and HON



















































































































































Figure 1.C.19: Category B-1 stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for PFE, UNH, and INTC

























































































































Figure 1.C.20: Category B-1 stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for PFE, UNH, and INTC



















































































































































Figure 1.C.21: Category B-1 stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for PFE, UNH, and INTC

























































































































Figure 1.C.22: Category B-1 stocks: RSkew–RV, –MPV measure estimates across frequencies for PG















































































































































Figure 1.C.23: Category B-2 stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for MCD, UTX, and VZ

















































































































Figure 1.C.24: Category B-2 stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for MCD, UTX, and VZ











































































































































Figure 1.C.25: Category B-2 stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for MCD, UTX, and VZ

















































































































Figure 1.C.26: Category B-2 stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for BA and JNJ







































































































































Figure 1.C.27: Category B-2 stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for BA and JNJ













































































































Figure 1.C.28: Category B-2 stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for BA and JNJ





















































































































































































Figure 1.C.29: Category C stocks: RSkew–RV, –MPV measure estimates across frequencies for HPQ

















































































































































































Figure 1.C.30: Category D stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for CVX, HD, and WMT















































































































































Figure 1.C.31: Category D stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for CVX, HD, and WMT





















































































































Figure 1.C.32: Category D stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for CVX, HD, and WMT















































































































































Figure 1.C.33: Category D stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for DIS, AXP, and JPM









































































































































Figure 1.C.34: Category D stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for DIS, AXP, and JPM



































































































































































Figure 1.C.35: Category D stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for DIS, AXP, and JPM

















































































































































































































Figure 1.C.36: Category E stocks: RSkew–RV measure estimates across frequencies for AA, TRV, and C





























































































































Figure 1.C.37: Category E stocks: RSkew–TPV measure estimates across frequencies for AA, TRV, and C























































































































































Figure 1.C.38: Category E stocks: RSkew–MedRV measure estimates across frequencies for AA, TRV, and C





































































































































































































Figure 1.C.39: Category OTHER: RSkew–RV, –MPV measure estimates across frequencies for GM

































































































































Figure 1.C.40: Category OTHER: RSkew–RV, –MPV measure estimates across frequencies for AIG







































































































































































Figure 1.C.41: Category OTHER: RSkew–RV, –MPV measure estimates across frequencies for XOM















































































































1.D.1 Extended Trading Hours
We also investigate into the return volatility asymmetries and volatility feedback effects
related to the following closed market and overnight period. However, as these do not lead
to any coherent findings these are excluded from the main anlysis but available from the
author upon request.
S&P 500 Depositary Receipt (SPDR) Trust ETF – Trading Hours It is possible
to trade the SPY contract outside this time frame. In order to grasp when trading starts
effectively the time stamps of the first two trades are exhibited in Figure 1.D.1 for all
trading days over the eleven year period from 2003 until end of year 2013 across all
exchanges feeding into the TAQ database. Five periods can be distinguished with trading
Figure 1.D.1: Time stamp of 1st and 2nd SPY trade for every day, 2003–2013
RED: Time stamp of the 1st trade during any given day. BLUE: Time stamp of the 2nd trade. Y–
AXIS: Time in EST format. X–AXIS: Time line denotes the 2,769 trading days in the TAQ database
from 2003 until end of year 2013.








commencing at I.) 8.00am until April 8th, 2005 with few trades taking places before
8.30am, II.) 4.00am until February 23th, 2007 with only few trades actually taking place
before 7.00am or even 8.00am, III.) 7.00am until July 31th, 2007 with few trades taking
place before 8.00am, IV.) 4.00am until July 30th, 2010 with almost no trades taking place
before 4.15am and only few trades before 7.00am, V.) 4.00am from August, 1st 2010
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onwards. Based on this information, we do not recommend to make any inference at using
trades before at least 8.30am in period I.), 8.00am in period II.) and III.), 7.00am in period
IV.), and 6.00am in the remainder. When interested in lead–lag effects at high–frequency
we need to be even more conservative in the choice of the intraday observation window.
Figure 1.D.2: Crude dirunal volatility periodicity component extended
trading hours, Periods I.-V.
The diurnal volatility periodicity components are calculated using a Naradaya–Watson kernel regression
on squared five second return increments with a bandwidth of 90 seconds. The smooth estimated are
standardized to yield 1 over each cycle. It is crude in the sense that no preliminary scaling has been
performed. BLUE: Period V. RED: Period IV. GREY: Period III. YELLOW: Period II. ORANGE:
Period I. Periods and data covered corresponds to the preceding Figure 1.D.1.












The mean intertrade duration during primary cash market trading hours averages
approx. two seconds before August 2007 and one and a half seconds thereafter. For the
15–minute period after the NYSE cash market close, the mean duration still averages
approx. four and two seconds for the respective time periods.
For a liquidity analysis we divide the trading day into five intervals: Trading before
6.00am is negligible as it represents approx. 0.001% of total volume in the latter period.
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Table 1.D.1: SPY liquidity summary statistics 4.00 EST - 18.12 EST
Period I.) Period II.) Period III.) Period IV.) Period V.)
Starting 2003-01-02 2005-04-11 2007-02-26 2007-08-01 2010-08-02
Ending 2005-04-08 2007-02-23 2007-07-31 2010-07-30 2013-12-31
A Bin percentage volume as total volume
4.00-6.00 - 0.00 - 0.01 0.05
6.00-7.00 - 0.02 - 0.04 0.07
7.00-7.30 - 0.06 - 0.18 0.17
7.30-8.00 - 0.12 0.10 0.26 0.23
8.00-8.30 0.11 0.59 0.44 0.83 0.62
8.30-9.00 0.27 1.38 1.13 1.28 1.05
9.00-9.30 0.19 0.89 0.68 0.96 0.99
9.30-16.00 93.29 91.91 93.88 92.45 91.46
16.00-16.15 4.06 3.03 2.54 3.48 5.14
16.15-16.45 1.41 1.39 0.56 0.65 1.12
16.45-17.15 0.38 0.34 0.17 0.28 0.46
17.15-17.45 0.19 0.18 0.20 0.10 0.15
17.45-18.12 0.12 0.10 0.27 0.10 0.19
B Ratio bin vs. average trading hours volume over same interval length
4.00-6.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 0.00
6.00-7.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 0.00
7.00-7.30 - 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02
7.30-8.00 - 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.03
8.00-8.30 0.02 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.09
8.30-9.00 0.04 0.20 0.16 0.18 0.15
9.00-9.30 0.03 0.13 0.09 0.14 0.14
9.30-16.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
16.00-16.15 1.15 0.87 0.71 0.99 1.47
16.15-16.45 0.20 0.20 0.08 0.09 0.16
16.45-17.15 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.07
17.15-17.45 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02
17.45-18.12 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03
C Bin mean duration in seconds
4.00-6.00 - 503.5 - 393.6 261.3
6.00-7.00 - 300.8 - 156.5 126.6
7.00-7.30 - 136.0 103.8 28.0 30.7
7.30-8.00 - 113.9 94.3 18.3 23.4
8.00-8.30 97.4 54.0 41.3 6.6 9.2
8.30-9.00 69.8 32.4 22.5 5.0 5.7
9.00-9.30 58.1 26.1 21.1 4.7 4.8
9.30-16.00 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.3 1.3
16.00-16.15 3.8 3.8 2.8 2.0 2.4
16.15-16.45 25.5 26.3 41.9 10.6 9.6
16.45-17.15 79.8 93.4 97.7 29.0 24.6
17.15-17.45 116.5 120.9 122.8 46.9 41.5
17.45-18.12 137.9 127.4 138.2 51.4 40.6
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Table 1.D.2: SPY liquidity summary statistics 4.00 EST - 18.12 EST (cont’d.)
Period I.) Period II.) Period III.) Period IV.) Period V.)
Starting 2003-01-02 2005-04-11 2007-02-26 2007-08-01 2010-08-02
Ending 2005-04-08 2007-02-23 2007-07-31 2010-07-30 2013-12-31
D Bin median duration in seconds
4.00-6.00 - 117 - 143 89
6.00-7.00 - 98 - 52 45
7.00-7.30 - 55 34 11 14
7.30-8.00 - 48 37 7 11
8.00-8.30 42 20 15 3 4
8.30-9.00 27 10 8 2 3
9.00-9.30 22 10 9 2 2
9.30-16.00 1 1 1 1 1
16.00-16.15 2 2 1 1 1
16.15-16.45 9 8 14 4 4
16.45-17.15 25 35 38 11 11
17.15-17.45 42 41 51 14 15
17.45-18.12 49 36 46 16 14
E Bin median of the longest intertrade duration per day in seconds
4.00-6.00 - 2252 - 1444 1120
6.00-7.00 - 1000 - 691 549
7.00-7.30 - 453 434 155 162
7.30-8.00 - 401 337 124 137
8.00-8.30 363 259 228 51 64
8.30-9.00 306 182 134 40 43
9.00-9.30 274 162 135 37 41
9.30-16.00 35 32 23 13 14
16.00-16.15 27 31 23 16 16
16.15-16.45 212 225 283 93 77
16.45-17.15 352 381 378 168 144
17.15-17.45 429 447 421 240 222
17.45-18.12 482 503 462 234 215
F Bin median of the second longest intertrade duration per day in seconds
4.00-6.00 - 802 - 876 765
6.00-7.00 - 518 - 428 380
7.00-7.30 - 266 250 116 122
7.30-8.00 - 255 216 93 106
8.00-8.30 233 183 162 41 52
8.30-9.00 199 135 97 32 35
9.00-9.30 187 124 103 31 33
9.30-16.00 30 28 19 11 12
16.00-16.15 21 25 18 13 13
16.15-16.45 143 151 191 70 60
16.45-17.15 223 239 241 123 111
17.15-17.45 249 253 251 163 158
17.45-18.12 287 275 238 161 155
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Figure 1.D.3: Measurable intraday variance proportions over extended
trading hours, quarterly 2003–2013
Variance proportions (in percentages) per intraday bin over extended trading hours for non–overlapping
quarters 2003–2013 based on NW kernel regression on squared five second returns with a bandwidth
choice corresponding to 90 seconds (upper panel) and on squared one minute returns with a bandwidth
choise corresponding to two minutes (lower panel). DARK BLUE: 4.00–7.00am. BLUE: 7.00–8.30am.
LIGHT BLUE: 8.30–9.30am. TURQUOISE: 9.30am–4.00pm. GREEN: 4.00–4.15pm. YELLOW: 4.15–
4.45pm. ORANGE: 4.45—5.15pm. RED: 5.15–5.45pm. DARK RED: 5.45–6.12pm. X–AXIS: Year
’XX denotes the first quarter of the corresponding year with quarters adjusted to match starting and
ending periods I.–V. whenever necessary.
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CHAPTER 2. RECONCILING ASYMMETRIC DYNAMICS IN INDEX VOLATILITY AND CONSTITUENT CORRELATIONS
2.1 Introduction
Research concerning the asymmetry between, in particular, changes in stock returns and
changes in a measure of their volatility has a prolonged history in finance. Asymmetric
volatility effects have economically been motivated by primarily two theories, one ’leverage’
and two ’volatility feedback’. An older opinion is that debt/equity ratios increase in a
falling market and hence equity is more risky and so more volatile. But the asymmetric
effect, (1) is very large compared with changes in d/e ratios, (2) occurs for firms which are
debt-free.
We investigate into the former issue by estimating asymmetric ARCH–type models over
rolling, overlapping windows of data to assess time–variation in the parameter structure
for even small observation period changes and through time.
We document large changes in parameter values even when only 21 days are rolled over,
i.e. less than 1% of a time window of ten years with 2,500 daily observations. Overall,
the return–volatility index and constituent asymmetry seem to be getting stronger which
is NOT a new phenomenon. The explanation we suggest links the increase in downside
equicorrelation among the devolatized return series of constituent stocks to an increase
in index volatility. The analysis is based on a univariate framework in which we examine
the aggregate market return in terms of its constituents at each point in time. Doing so
puts this study apart from those papers which either model portfolios of stocks in a low
dimensional multivariate setting or incorporate the index returns into the multivariate
setting, neglecting the fact that the index is a weighted average of constituents with very
different persistencies and ARCH–type coefficients, which we point out. Focusing on the
Dow Jones index with a small number of constituents we are able to track asymmetric
patterns of index versus constituent stocks consistently since the 1920s and show the
link between asymmetric index return volatility and asymmetric correlations between the
return series of constituent stocks.
Asymmetric ARCH–type models are often assume to have a symmetric residual den-
sity at the daily level. There is then not much difference between a unit expectation
of an asymmetric (such as a GJR–GARCH) and a symmetric specification (such as a
GARCH(1,1)). However, the asymmetric properties in the model specification have im-
portant implications for the multi–horizon return distribution which introduces negative
skewness over time.





2.2.1 The leverage effect
The term ’leverage effect’ was first coined in Black (1976b), which, in its original meaning,
refers to the observation that a fall in equity value (a negative return) and thus an increase
in the debt–to–equity ratio leads to a rise in firm level risk, i.e. volatility.3 Christie
(1982) provides early evidence for Black’s financial leverage story by examining yearly
face value debt levels (assumed to be riskfree) to quarterly market values of equity in a
regression/maximum likelihood framework.
If in turn we allowed for multiple tranches of risky debt marked–to–market on a regular
basis or by taking credit spreads/credit defaults swaps into account, intuitively we might
not expect a large shift and perhaps even a weakening in the associated negative elasticity
of equity volatility with respect to its underlying stock price—as changes in denominator
of the debt–to–equity ratio will then be anticipated in the same direction by the numerator
as well. Loosely speaking, when the market value of equity drops, market price of debt
also drops,4 although in a non–linear way; for a discussion see also Aydemir, Gallmeyer,
and Hollifield (2006).
Daouk and Ng (2011) unlever firm–level volatility based on a Merton–KMV and thus
market–value based debt approach using quarterly debt data and returns data aggregated
at the monthly frequency. Based on cross–sectional regression results this reveals a re-
duction in the magnitude of the asymmetric effect but overall firm–aggregated unlevered
returns remain asymmetric and it does not provide an explanation of firm versus index
level asymmetries.
Another consideration to be made are changes in interest rates. In Christie’s contingent
claim model the sensitivity of volatility to interest rates is clearly negative as the wealth
transfer from bond to equity holders lowers the financial leverage, however, only conditional
upon the caveat that firm value is independent of the interest rate. Stocks react negative to
interest rate changes, i.e. a rise in expected or unexpected inflation (Fama and Schwert,
3Note that Black (1976b) uses an early predator to realized variance, i.e. squared daily returns ag-
gregated at the monthly level, which is surprisingly not encountered in follow up studies except French,
Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987), who further add twice the sum of products of adjacent daily returns to
account for non–synchronous trading.
4The elasticity should still be left bounded at minus one while dividends may cause it to be positive
when it should be right bounded at zero Black and Cox (1976, pp357-358).
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1977), such that the overall interest rate sensitivity of equity volatility depends on the
relative magnitude of these two effects and can only be tested empirically—the expected
sign is unsure.
Incorporating these ambiguous interest rate effects (Christie’s second model) leads to
a positive association between interest rates and ’gross volatility’ estimated from daily
data. Under the premise of no omitted variables, interest rates and financial leverage
have a positive impact on volatility at the quarterly horizon but cannot explain the entire
magnitude of the asymmetric effect; compare also Schwert (1989). Moreover, changes in
leverage are small while the asymmetric effect is comparatively large.
Inspired by Black (1976b) but not receiving much attention, Christie (1982b) also
analyses operating leverage (relative to fixed assets) with similar results which he even-
tually attributes along with swings in dividends and the ’asset mix theory’5 to firm level
volatility being a random variable (Christie, 1982, p428)—putting a feasible disentangling
of divergent economic explanatory effects generally into question.
Extending the previous work to finer frequencies and different lead–lag horizons but
using even simpler methods, Duffee (1995) finds a positive contemporaneous relation be-
tween returns and the level of volatility (qualitatively in line with positive skewness) at
the firm level while the sign between current returns and future one day ahead volatility
levels is positive and negative one month ahead. As the contemporaneous effect is larger
for both frequencies the effect on the net volatility change over the one month horizon,
log(σt+1σt ), turns out to be negative. While here the contemporaneous financial leverage
effect disappears when all 2,500 instead of only the largest AMEX and NYSE firms as in
Christie (1982) are examined, Duffee (1995) confirms the positive firm size effect of Cheung
and Ng (1992), i.e. larger firms exhibit less return–volatility innovation asymmetry, which
is driven by the weaker instantaneous ’reaction’ (correlation) of large firms’ volatility level
to return innovations.6 Loosely speaking small firms exhibit more positive skewness than
large firms, which Hong, Tu, and Zhou (2007), albeit in a very different methodological
setting, view as a compensation due to their significantly larger (asymmetric) downside
5A firm holding a mixture of assets with different volatilities exhibits changes in firm level volatility
whenever the relative weighting inside the portfolio changes with the exact change determined by the
variance–covariance structure of the holding portfolio. Note this is straightforward to view in the light of
different volatile projects, clients, target group behaviour etc. The change in total firm volatility can then
be well approximated by e.g. Brownian Motion or as news arrive at a finite rate more accurately by a
jump process perhaps.
6Note that here no separation is made between positive and negative innovations which have previously
been shown to have significant impact (Nelson, 1991; Glosten et al., 1993).
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correlation7 at the monthly horizon. Note our analysis is based on the largest US blue–chip
firms.
Duffee’s findings are interesting in so far as the positive contemporaneous return—
volatility innovation asymmetry contrasts the negative correlation asymmetry at the stock
market aggregate level of e.g. French et al. (1987), which Duffee tries to explains by
showing that in multi–factor models the market is negatively skewed, idiosyncratic firm
returns are positively skewed with an additional positive skewness factor attached to small
firms.
Nevertheless, all studies seem to have in common that the magnitude of the asymmetric
effect seems infeasible large to be explained by changes in financial leverage (Figlewski and
Wang , 2001). Moreover, somewhat counter–intuitive the asymmetry is larger for indexes
(aggregate market returns) than for individual stocks; see e.g. Kim and Kon (1994).
2.2.2 The volatility feedback effect
Concern regarding the direction of causality from returns to volatility has already been
expressed by (Christie, 1982), however, rather by addressing exogenous volatility shocks
than a volatility feedback effect. The volatility feedback effect is based on a time–varying
risk premia explanation mainly put forward by Pindyck (1984), Poterba and Summers
(1986), French et al. (1987) and Campbell and Hentschel (1992):8 Not news related to
instantaneous return shocks but news affecting the perceived level of future volatility will
trigger a sell–off in the asset until the expected return–risk ratio has been re–established
under the assumption that volatility risk is priced.9 However, this demand by risk–averse
investors induces itself a rise in volatility, termed volatility feedback. Thus, markets can
start declining immediately due to an anticipated expected rise in volatility, negative
innovations (either self–excited or news–induced) then increase this effect. Using ARCH–
M–type models French et al. (1987) document such a large negative contemporaneous
return–volatility innovation effect which cannot be explained by relying on the leverage
effect alone, however, as their ”results are so ambiguous” (ibid., p28) over the 1928–1984
period they refrain from advocating any particular model. Further, one might want to
raise stationarity concerns.
7Here, correlation between the asset and the market not the return–volatility correlation with regard
to the same asset.
8Expected (unexpected) returns are positively (negatively) related to the predictable (unpredictable)
component of volatility changes.
9This is somewhat paradox given that ARCH–type conditional volatility is known in advanced.
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While the previously mentioned articles argue in favour of a positive relation between
volatility and expected returns by relying on inter alia ARCH–M–type models, Nelson
(1991) and Glosten et al. (1993) formulate and estimate asymmetric GARCH models and
show that volatility increases more conditional on negative than on positive returns and
after incorporating this effect the expected returns–volatility relationship at the one day
horizon turns insignificant or even negative; although note the difference in sampling fre-
quencies compared to previous studies. Their coefficient, which links volatility to returns,
seems to depend on the horizon as it often turns out to be insignificant with low actual
impact on volatility (Campbell and Hentschel, 1992). We might want to argue the latter
observation might be due to a horizon mismatch, firstly, because the conditional volatility
is known in advance, whereas there is some unexpected news on day t (the ARCH–type
model problem in general), and secondly because the return might not (only) be related
to volatility at the daily lead–lag frequency. The volatility feedback hypothesis involves a
complicated economic process that passes through expectations and dividends to validate
the negative relation and only (weakly) explains the longer term return–volatility relation.
In addressing this problem, Ghysels et al. (2005) have proposed a mixed frequency data
sampling (MIDAS) GARCH approach in which, similar to French et al. (1987), they use
daily returns to forecast one–step ahead monthly variance. While their results are in line
with French et al. at the one–month horizon, the magnitude of the estimated asymmetric
coefficient increases and the coefficient becomes statistically significant when the rolling
lagged window is extended to the three– to four–month horizon and it does not change
sign and remains significant when an additional asymmetry coefficient is introduced, in
contrast to the results of Glosten et al. (1993).
2.2.3 Simultaneous comparison and differentiation of the two effects
On a theoretical basis, Wu (2001) endogenizes the volatility feedback based on the fact that
standard equilibirum models with expected utility maximising agents fail to generate time–
varying risk premia. In his simulated methods of moments model, uncertainty stems from
shocks to dividend growth as in Campbell and Hentschel (1992) but also shocks to dividend
volatility which in turn drive both stock returns and stock return volatility. Consequently,
when uncertainty rises stock volatility increases and the stock price declines—resulting in
asymmetric volatility independent of the leverage effect. The leverage itself is introduced
through allowing dividend growth and volatility to be correlated.
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Going further, Bekaert and Wu (2000)10 point out that the volatility feedback effect/
time–varying risk premium for the market portfolio is consistent with the CAPM model
but, now at the firm level, asymmetric covariance with the market is the important risk
measure to focus on, which responds particularly strong (positively) to negative systematic
market volatility changes.11 This necessary condition, covariance asymmetry to explain
the feedback effect at the firm level, can be identified by considering idiosyncratic shocks:
Given such a shock the covariance between the market and firm return should not change.
Consequently, the risk premium remains unchanged and idiosyncratic shocks generate
asymmetry in volatility only through the leverage effect. The strength of the firm–specific
feedback effect (market shock, magnitude of increase in covariance) then naturally depends
on the firm’s exposure to systematic risk. Multivariate results such as those of Bekaert
and Wu (2000), unlike this study, are often based on portfolios of stocks due to the well
known dimensionality issues.
The volatility and covariance asymmetry is particularly apparent for low leverage port-
folios (ibid., p33, Fig. 7), which is counter–intuitive to the leverage effect story. But the
absolute responses to changes in volatility/covariance are also considerably smaller for the
low leverage portfolio as the response itself is a function of the magnitude of shocks. Now
consider that low leverage portfolio shocks are generally much larger in magnitude of either
sign compared to the medium and high leverage sorted portfolios.
Moreover, in his theoretical model Wu (2001) has shown that volatility feedback dom-
inates in high volatility periods while dividend innovations are more important in tranquil
periods. Bae, Kim, and Nelson (2007) incorporate Markov–switching regimes in the joint
ARCH–type modelling of leverage and volatility feedback of Bekaert and Wu (2000) in or-
der to distinctly address the volatility feedback effect of persistent volatility changes. Their
results are in line with the theoretical study of Mayfield (2004): agents in low volatility
regimes demand an additional up–front risk premium for being exposed to sudden switches.
10In contrast to Christie (1982), Bekaert and Wu (2000) use semi–annual (not annual) face value debt
levels and daily (not quarterly) returns on portfolios of stocks grouped by leverage (not individual stock
returns) with dividends reinvested (instead of ex–dividend returns) which they then aggregate at the weekly
frequency over less than ten years of data (1985–1994) in the Japanese (not US) market.
11Under the assumption that the volatility feedback effect does not depend on leverage and a constant
price of risk in a CAPM world (constant positive betas).
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2.2.4 Economic explanations and ’investor sentiment’
The magnitude of the asymmetric volatility effect is too large to be explained solely by
relying on volatility feedback and leverage effects in the Epstein–Zin preference model of Li
(2003). Schwert (1989) and French and Sichel (1993) argue for asymmetry in the volatil-
ity of macroeconomic real variables linked to recessions. Then an anticipated expected
downward revision of GDP growth triggers an immediate decline in stock prices followed
by higher volatility.
From a very broad perspective, not related to firms but to 49 countries, Talsepp and
Rieger (2010) also observe that economic development, GDP and market capitalization are
important determinants of the asymmetric effect per se. Then, a higher participation of
private investors and financial analyst coverage are positively related to asymmetry which
in turn suggests ’investor sentiment’ as an underlying force of the effect.
A trading–based explanation for daily asymmetric effects at the firm level over the
period 1988–1998 is put forward by Avramov, Chordia, and Goyal (2006) who show that
daily volatility regressed on lagged returns, market leverage and trading activity varies with
selling activity thereby introducing time–variation (as selling activity is time–varying) in
the asymmetry effect: in the presence of negative unexpected returns higher selling activ-
ity increases one day head volatility and vice versa. Moreover, quite intuitively, sell order
initiated trades when returns are positive, denoted ’contrarian, informed sell trades’, de-
crease subsequent volatility while ’uninformed, herding sell trades’ increase volatility with
price changes tending to be reversed in the latter case12—resulting in the small empirically
observerd first order autocorrelation. Note that the former, ’contrarian sell trades’ (in the
presence of positive unexpected returns), have no impact on serial correlation.
In contrast, Ozdenoren and Yuan (2008) point out the incentives of coordinated strate-
gic trading activity of informed not uninformed investors. Informed investors’ learning
then generates self–fulfilling beliefs with resulting multiple equilibria. However, this new
source of volatility can be excessive only in illiquid markets when the signalling of in-
formed investors is particularly strong as, e.g., in the housing market, and might thus be
not particularly pronounced for very liquid stocks.
12For more literature on herding refer to review in Avramov et al. (2006, pp1243–44): Friedman (1953)
[irrational destabilisation], Cutler, Poterba, and Summers (1990) and De Long, Shleifer, Summers et al.
(1990) [positive feedback investment strategies can result in excess volatility], Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein
(1992) [herding on news unrelated to fundamentals]. For uninformed/informed trades refer to the noisy
rational expectations models of Hellwig (1980) and Campbell, Grossman, and Wang (1993) in Avramov
et al. (2006) [volatility increases with non-informational, liquidity–driven trades]
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Back to Avramov et al. (2006), they underpin some general results: 1.) incorporating
trading activity measures turns previously significant daily leverage effects insignificant
and 2.) high asymmetric effects are found for 117 NYSE stocks with less than 1% leverage.
The R2s for their daily volatility regression lie in the region of 15–22% over the total 2,232
firms considered and increase more than twofold to 38–52% for a subset of the largest 238
firms when realized instead of daily volatility measures are used.13 However, from their
findings we cannot infer the actual degree or magnitude of asymmetry explained. Here, a
simple conditioning of the left–hand side variable on the sign of lagged or current returns
might lead to further insights, e.g. we might expect a higher conditional R2 for negative
days.
Using a different methodology and without focusing explicitly on trading activity mea-
sures to distinguish between arguably herding (here temporary) and contrarian (here per-
manent) trades, Shively (2007) distinguishes regimes based on one–month lagged positive
and negative returns using non–linear bivariate threshold models and then considers im-
pulse response functions to find that more than two third of innovations are of ’temporary’
nature during the negative, higher volatility regime while almost all innovations in the pos-
itive, lower volatility regime are permanent. Loosely speaking, as temporary innovations
can be viewed as pure volatility and these occur extensively in the negative return regime,
which is also the high volatility regime, asymmetric and excess volatility are linked to-
gether. Adding trading activity measures in the spirit of Avramov et al. (2006) might lead
to potential refinements.
13Note this is not a forecast exercise as information available on day t is used on both sides of the
regression equations.
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2.3 Methodology
2.3.1 Generalized ARCH–type model setup
Following the ARCH–type literature, we define εt as a function of θ, {εt(θ)}, to be a
discrete time stochastic process with zero conditional mean,
Et−1[εt(θ0)] = 0 t = 1, 2, . . . , (2.3.1)
where Et−1[·] denotes the expectation operator conditional on the set of information avail-
able at t− 1 (It−1) and likewise the conditional variance ht as a function of θ, {ht(θ)},
ht(θ0) ≡ V art−1[εt(θ0)] = Et−1[ε2t (θ0)] t = 1, 2, . . . , (2.3.2)
which depends on the information set generated by past observations. Recall that we





sds. Both mean and variance functions are parametrized by the finite
dimensional vector θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rm, where θ0 denotes the true parameters. The stochastic
logarithmic return process {rt(θ)} obtained from the asset price process {Pt(θ)},
rloget (θ0) ≡ loge[Pt(θ0)/Pt−1(θ0)]
≡ pt(θ0)− pt−1(θ0) t = 1, 2, . . . ,
(2.3.3)
has conditional mean
µt(θ0) ≡ Et−1[rt(θ0)] t = 1, 2, . . . . (2.3.4)
As both µt(θ0) and ht(θ0) are both measurable w.r.t. It−1,
εt(θ0) ≡ rt − µt(θ0) t = 1, 2, . . . (2.3.5)
is then defined to follow an ARCH process and the conditional variance for the resid-
ual process {εt(θ)} equals the conditional variance for the return process {rt(θ)}. The





t = 1, 2, . . . , (2.3.6)
will constitute a conditional mean of zero with time invariant conditional variance of unity.
For a time invariant conditional distribution of zt with finite fourth moment, it follows
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by Jensen’s inequality for any real–valued convex function f(·), E[f(X)] > f [E(X)], that
E(ε4t ) = E(z
4
t )E[(ht)





> E(z4t ), (2.3.8)
where the inequality is strict unless the conditional variance is constant. Imposing a normal
distribution on the standardised residuals zt in Eq. (2.3.6), the unconditional distribution
of the residuals εt is leptokurtic. More generally, excess kurtosis in the distribution of
εt can arise from both time variation in ht and from excess kurtosis in the underlying
distribution of εt, i.e. zt.
2.3.2 Empirical Model Specification




t|Ft] where Ft denotes the information set
at time t. Conditional variance of rit is given by h
i
t = V ar[r
i
t|Ft]. rit displays asymmetric
volatility if
V ar[rit|It−1, εit−1 < 0]− hit−1 > V ar[rit|It−1, εit−1 > 0]− hit−1, (2.3.9)
i.e. unexpected negative innovations can trigger an upward updating of the conditional
volatility (depending on the threshold ARCH–type specification), whereas positive innova-
tions lead to less upward or even downward revision of conditional volatility. Consequently,
strong asymmetry is present when the left–hand (right–hand) side is smaller (larger) than
zero.
In order to examine the return volatilty asymmetries, we use an extension of the
ARCH model developed by Glosten et al. (1993) - the GJR–GARCH(1,1,1)-MA(1) model.























 1 if εit−1 < 00 if εit−1 ≥ 0 ,
where, i = 1, ..., N,N + 1 with N representing the number of individual assets and N + 1
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is the index and ωi ≥ 0, αi >, αi + αi,− > 0, and 0 < βi < 1. Note that these parameter
restrictions are necessary for the existence and stationarity of the conditional variance
process. In specific, the second constraint ensures that
∂hit
∂it−1
< 0 when it−1 < 0 and the
third constraint allows the parameter αi,− to be either positive or negative as long as
∂hit
∂it−1
> 0 when it−1 < 0.
The effect of the squared residual on the conditional variance of the return captures
the asymmetries via the parameter, αi,−. The squared residual, (εit−1)
2
, is multiplied by
αi if the return on asset i is larger than or equal to its conditional expectation, whereas it
is multiplied by αi + αi,− when the return i is lower than its conditional expectation. In
other words, if αi,− is positive, then negative residual will increase the conditional volatility
more than the positive residual with the exact same size. Moreover, larger value of αi,−
indicates the presence of stronger asymmetries.
The conditional distribution of returns are consequently represented by
rit|It−1 ∼ D(µit, hit), (2.3.11)
where we consider both the standard normal and the standardized t–distribution for
D(0, 1), where the latter density function is determined by one parameter, the degrees
of freedom ν. It appears that that excess kurtosis is not just a result of stochastic volatil-













pi(ν − 2)) ,
where ν > 2, and the kurtosis being finite when ν > 4, i.e. 3(ν − 2)/(ν − 4). As ν → ∞,
the density function converges to that of the standard normal distribution.
Moreover, in order to examine the robustness of our results we specify an exponential












t−1 − ωi). (2.3.12)
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∣∣∣] = E[zit−1] = √ 2pi ,




(ν − 2)Γ[(ν + 1)/2]√
pi(ν − 1)Γ[ν/2] .
2.3.3 Statistical Properties
Measures of Asymmetry We define the measure of asymmetry Ai ∈ [−1, 1] for GJR-
GARCH(1,1)-MA(1,1) specification as follows,
Ai = 2







• Ai converges towards one when αi tends to zero. In particular, Ai = 1 if and only if
αi = 0,
• Ai is zero in the symmetric case. In particular, Ai = 0 if and only if αi,− = 0,
• Ai is theoretically bounded at minus one for the reversed asymmetric case, i.e. αi >
−αi,−, as αi,− is not restricted to be positive.
We specify a corresponding asymmetry measure for the EGARCH model. It can be
defined by first calculating the two slopes of the news impact curve,
αiEGARCH = ν
i − γi and αi,−EGARCH = νi + γi (2.3.14)
an then inserting the slope coefficient in Eq. (2.3.13). Note that, however this ratio is not
bounded as the corresponding αiEGARCH coefficient is not restricted to be positive, which is
empirically relevant as we shall later see.









The persistency can be calculated as follows
φi = αi +
1
2
αi,− + βi, (2.3.16)
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1− φi , (2.3.17)
and the half–life of a variance shock is given by
H i = log(0.5)/log(φˆi). (2.3.18)
2.3.4 Correlations




































Hence, conditional correlation between return on asset i and return on asset j is equivalent
to the conditional covariance between the standardized residuals, here (zit, z
j
t ) and also
equivalent to the correlation coefficient between those standardized residuals.




t ) = ρ is constant over time and the same across all assets





















































































y2t −N)/[N(N − 1)]
)
(2.3.19)















where 30 corresponds to the diagonal covariance matrix entries with two times 435 off–
diagonal entries, which then yields a crude estimate of the (average) constituent equicor-
relation based on standardized residuals.
Asymmetric Correlations We can then further disentangle the correlation estimator
by conditioning on lagged aggregate market return innovations being either negative or
positive. And, going further, by making the conditioning indicator variable a threshold
function of the magnitude of standardized aggregate market residuals. Then, we define
the up and down threshold correlation in the following way,
ρˆ
(up)







/(2× (N − 1)), (2.3.20)
ρˆ
(down)







/(2× (N − 1)), (2.3.21)
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where the indicator function 1zxt−1<c is one when z
x
t−1<c is true and zero otherwise. Note
that zxt−1 can be either one of following: the standardized aggregate market return residuals
obtained from a univariate index return series, the mean or median of the standardized
residuals across constituent stocks with the exceedance level c being 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5.
Maximization in a likelihood framework
The success of ARCH–type models can probably be traced back to the relatively easy
to implement estimation procedure through the likelihood function L determined by the
product of conditional densities,
Li(θi) = f(ri2, . . . , r
i









where I is the information set. This is also the main feature in differentiating observation–
driven ARCH–type from parameter–driven SV models in which the predictable component
of the density of future returns is specified implicitly through the dynamics of the model,
i.e. the variance can be modelled separately leaving much flexibility to superimpose almost
any (often affine) dependence structure. The log likelihood (l) is straightforward to obtain,




























The degrees of freedom parameter νi is included in θi for asset i. Then hit and z
i
t
are functions of some subset θi
∗
of θi and the density function of zt is determined by











−12 ln(hit(θi∗)) + ln(f(zit(θi∗)|νi)) (2.3.26)
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whose maximization requires numerical methods in an iterative approach. The first vari-
ance estimate of hi1 is set equal to the unconditional variance estimate V̂arunc. and after the
optimization converges is included in the parameter vector θi which is to be re–estimated.
It can immediately be seen that a period of high volatility increases the likelihood
estimate l(θˆ) compared to a period of low volatility without yielding any suggestions about
the model’s implied adequacy of the data generating process (DGP) when evaluating non–
or overlapping time spans.
2.4 Empirical Analysis
2.4.1 Data Description
In the subsequent analysis we investigate into the dynamics and interrelation of the Dow
Jones Industrial Average, henceforth DJIA, with its constituent stocks representing ap-
prox. 27% of the float–adjusted market capitalization of the Dow Jones US TSM Index,
which in turn provides near complete coverage of the U.S. stock market (Dow Jones Index
Product Description; Bloomberg).
Index history and historical constituent changes
Index inception. Charles H. Dow introduced his twelve–stock average on May 26th
1896. In 1916 the number was raised to 20 stocks and on October 1st 1928 it was raised
again to 30 stocks, where it remains. Between 1928 and 1936 the index was subject to 23
constituent changes with a median time of the replacement constituents being index mem-
ber of only 654 days incl. non–trading days, see Table 2.A.2,—rendering an observational
driven model analysis unsuitable.
Time Period Covered. We estimate ARCH–type models over rolling observation win-
dows of a fixed time span, restarting the estimation procedure at the 1st trading day
of each new calendar month for all constituents and aggregate market returns proxies;
here weighted combinations of index constituent stock returns. The CRSP database has
recordings dating back to 1925 covering only few of the largest stock traded at that time.
The analysis here starts from 1936 onwards to assured a long enough history of data for
each constituent stock considered and the index composition being more stable in terms
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of fewer constituent changes, see Table 2.A.3, 2.A.4.
Rolling Mechanism. Each likelihood optimization for index construct/ reconstructs
generally aims to cover ten years of daily data. When a constituents stock does not have
a ten year window of data I only keep expanding the time series (to the right) and start
rolling once we have reached the full ten year time window. This only occurs during the
early years in which we jointly assign an eight year window to all stocks. When a name
change, merger or acquisition takes place we follow the usual convention and maintain
the ’survivor time series’ where we could have also arguably started a new time series
of observations. Consequently, we are left with 64 time series of constituents since 1936
with an average (median) time of being constituents of 38 (29) years, which contains new
entrants such that the conditional number upon having left the index is much higher at
47 (55) years.
Data cleaning, aggregation, index reconstruction and benchmarking
Return definition. For daily inference, we use the arithmetic one period return exclud-
ing dividends due to better aggregation properties as opposed to log returns (the log of a




− 1 t = 1, 2, . . . , (2.4.1)
where dt are any dividends paid out on day t. For weekly inference, we convert the daily
arithmetic returns into daily continuously compounded log returns,
rlnt (θ0) = ln(1 + r
arithm.
t ) t = 1, 2, . . . , (2.4.2)
as then multi–period returns are the sums of single–period returns. For the portfolio
aggregation we convert the weekly log return back into arithmetic returns. However, it
would be surprising if any result would be heavily influenced by the choice of the return
measure as can be seen from the first order approximation
rarithm.t (θ0) = exp(r
ln




2 + . . . t = 1, 2, . . . . (2.4.3)
Trading days. We retrieve all days for which the CME group company Dow Jones
Indexes publishes an index level and then disregard all days for which we cannot jointly
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retrieve any constituent data at all from the CRSP database.14 Note that in most of these
cases, compared to the previous day, the index level remains unchanged, which confirms
our procedure. The DJIA index and constituent data consequently covers the 19,805
trading days between 02/01/1936 and 30/11/2011 inclusively, which corresponds to on
average 260.59 yearly trading days over the 76 year period due to the fact that trading
took place on six days a week in earlier decades. Thus, we are on the conservation side
with our cleaning procedure and have rather deleted too few than too many observations.
Index reconstruction. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted average
measuring the return (excluding dividends) on a portfolio that holds one share of each
stock adjusted by a divisor for stock splits, stock dividends of more than 10% and when
constituents are replaced by another. We reconstruct the price–weighted index and man-
ually check all days with absolute deviations larger than 0.3% (30bps) for pricing errors.
Adjustments are made based on a reconciliation of the index divisor (construct from the
information file regarding divisor updates on the Dow Jones Indexes website), and the
CRSP database variables price (PRC), shares outstanding in thousands (SHROUT), cu-
mulative adjustment factor current price (CAFCRP) and cumulative adjustment factor
current shares (CAFSHR). Consequently, we make adjustments on days when either stock
splits or stock dividends are reflected in the CRSP database but not yet in the index or
vice versa.15 The remaining days with large mispricings remain only partly unreconciled
as the mispricing tends to be reversed the next trading day.16 From these magnitudes
in the footnote we further notice that up until the 1990s the reconstructed DJIA is more
negative and therefore less positive the next or a following trading day and a reverse effect
is observed for the last two recent observations. Potential reconciliation and thus pricing
14Surprisingly only on the following days between 1994 and 2001: 04/09/1994, 05/09/1995, 23/11/1995,
25/12/1995, 01/01/1996, 29/02/1996, 05/04/1996, 27/05/1996, 04/07/1996, 02/09/1996, 28/11/1996,
25/12/1996, 01/01/1997, 17/02/1997, 28/03/1997, 01/09/1997, 19/01/1998, 16/02/1998, 10/04/1998,
03/07/1998, 26/11/1998, 15/02/1999, 02/04/1999, 31/05/1999, 06/09/1999, 25/11/1999, 24/12/1999,
17/01/2000, 21/02/2000, 29/05/2000, 23/11/2000, 01/01/2001, 15/01/2001, 19/02/2001, 13/04/2001,
28/05/2001.
15e.g. on all 31 trading days between 04/01/1984 and 15/02/1984 for which American Telephone &
Telegraph name changed into AT&T with a large divestment distributed as cash dividend resulting in a
CAFCRP down from 5.258352 to 1.374932 which has not been reflected in the CRSP database (but in the
index).
16 06/12/1937 (-0.0032), 07/12/1937 (0.0034), 30/04/1938 (-0.0035), 02/05/1938 (0.0032), 29/09/1938 (-
0.0035), 30/09/1938 (0.0035), 04/06/1942 (-0.0035), 05/06/1942 (0.0035), 02/11/1946 (-0.003), 04/11/1946
(0.003), 14/11/1949 (-0.0105), 15/11/1949 (0.0106), 18/06/1952 (-0.0074), 19/06/1952 (0.0076),
11/07/1980 (-0.0045), 14/07/1980 (0.0044), 14/10/1987 (-0.0032), 15/10/1987 (0.0031), 19/10/1987 (-
0.0118), 21/10/1987 (0.0177), 23/01/1990 (0.0048), 24/01/1990 (-0.0044), 03/08/1990 (-0.004), 06/08/1990
(0.0041), 09/08/1996 (0.0057), 12/08/1996 (-0.0059), 20/10/1999 (0.0035), 21/10/1999 (-0.0032)
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errors could be due to missing closing prices in the CRSP database, which we reconstruct
by using the mid price of the last traded ask and bid price without matching the price
grid in earlier days. If these are not available either, i.e. there was no recorded trade on
that day, we set the price equal to the closing price of the previous trading day.
Reconciliation error. Figure 2.B.1 shows these residual return series pricing errors
(DJIA Original minus DJIA Reconstructed) from which we can infer distinct periods of
higher disturbances (1977–2001) and periods in which the pricing error is virtually zero
(1952–1977 and after 2001), see Figure 2.B.1. Our reconstructed DJIA index return series
exhibits a root mean squared error (RMSE) of only 4.62bps (basis points, where 100bps
= 1%). On 1,358 (1,378) days we note positive (negative) deviations larger than 5bps in
magnitude, i.e. on 86.19% of trading days (17,069 thereof) deviations are smaller than
5bps and thus inside the red 5bps threshold lines in Figure 2.B.1.
Alternative index constructs and other benchmarks. For robustness checks, we
also perform the analysis for a series of alternative benchmark indexes as the original DJIA,
a price weighted index, overweights higher priced shares in determining the performance of
the index. Consequently, we create a synthetic DJIA market value weighted index, which
we denote DJIA MV, and a synthetic equally weighted DJIA index, denoted DJIA EW.
Figure 2.B.2 and 2.B.3 in the Appendix visualize the strong performance impact on
the different index calculation methodologies. Compared to the price weighted original
DJIA index level series, an (artificial) equally weighted construct, which requires daily
rebalancing, based on the same underlyings appears to outperform the original index
in booms and to underperform (reimburses its performance gains) during recessions. It
corresponds to an investment strategy of holding a portfolio of shares in portion to their
market capitalisation (excluding cash dividends) and thus provides a better proxy of the
dynamics of the underlying economy than a price–weighted index. The DJIA Original
return series correlations with its constructs are as follows: DJIA Reconstructed (0.999),
DJIA MV (0.967), DJIA EW (0.985), and DJIA MV with DJIA EW (0.957).
For comparative purposes we also investigate into the following three market–value–
weighted indices, listed in Table 2.A.1, which are plotted along in Figure 2.B.2 and Figure
2.B.3: One, the standard benchmark S&P500; two, the Wilshire 5,000 index, which despite
its name comprises of about 4,000 - 7,000 stocks of all NYSE, AMEX and actively traded
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NASDQ stocks; and three, the Wilshire 4,500, which corresponds to the Wilshire 5,000
excluding the S&P500 constituent companies.
2.4.2 Aggregate market & constituent returns summary statistics
Graph Legend. In the following analysis, the Original price weighted DJIA Index is
shown as DARKRED, the price weighted reconstructed DJIA Index is shown as RED, the
reconstructed market value weighted DJIA Index is shown as BLUE, and the reconstructed
equally weighted DJIA Index is shown as ORANGE. The GREY lines and areas refer to
underlying constituent stocks of the index at each point in time on a monthly rolling
forward basis: The DARKGREY line refers to the average mean constituent value of the
respective parameter or statistic, the GREY area around the mean refers to the inter–
quartile area of the constituent parameter or statistic value and the LIGHTGREY, even
wider area spans the area between the first and last decile respective value.
Volatility and Diversification. In order to grasp the volatility dynamics since the
1920s, we show in Figure 2.1 the daily conditional volatility plots for aggregate market re-
turn indices (for different weighting functions of constituent returns) along with the mean,
interquartile range and 1st to 9th decile estimates of the constituents underlying the index
at each point in time—estimated from one month rolling ten year periods and uncondi-
tional model implied volatility estimates, which is a function of the models’ parameters
in Figure ??. The use of rolling observation windows enables insight into the evolution of
parameter estimates in the subsequent subsections and here in particular it mitigates the
well known violation of stationarity assumptions of longer observation periods.
Overall, the benefits from diversification are clearly visible. However, from Figure 2.1
it is also appears to be the case that diversification benefits decrease when overall volatility
increases. This is even more apparent when comparing weekly model based conditional
volatility estimates for aggregate market return to those of constituent stocks, refer to
Figure 2.B.4 in the appendix.
A standard error of the model based unconditional variance estimates is not easily
obtainable as it is a non–linear function of the model parameters. The model implied
unconditional variances for constituents and the index are very high before the 1940s (mid
1940s when a t–distribution for the error density is imposed) and there might be non–
trivial estimation error in the the ωi which amplifies the estimation error in unconditional
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Figure 2.1: Daily model based conditional volatility estimates; 1928–2011
Daily conditional volatility estimates (p.a.) based on the EGARCH(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N model, where N
denotes normally distributed error density. Estimates shown are obtained from estimating the model over
one month forward rolling ten year time windows.
variances.
Market dynamics are clearly different for the volatile latest period versus the earliest
period in the overall sample considered. Further, we notice a persistent upward shift
in the long run unconditional market variance from the 1970s onwards. Also note that
the equally and market value weighted aggregates are more risky in an unconditional
model based sense compared to the price weighted market aggregate which should help
in explaining its higher realized returns as shown in Figures 2.B.2 and 2.B.3, both in
the appendix. The appendix also contains the equivalent figures for weekly model based
conditional volatility of returns, Figure 2.B.4 and model implied unconditional volatility
estimates for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-t model, Figure 2.B.5. Other figures are available
upon request from the author.
Sample skewness statistics. As previously elaborated upon, there is not much differ-
ence between a unit expectation of a symmetric and an asymmetric ARCH–type model as
the error density is assumed symmetric. The conditional expectation based on a negative
or positive return residual realization is well described by an asymmetric model which has
important implication for multi period returns. Negative return volatility asymmetry then
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leads to negatively skewed multi period return densities, see, e.g. Taylor (2005).
Figure 2.2: Sample skewness of weekly index and constituent returns;
1928–2011
The figures show the sample coefficients of skewness of weekly index and constituent plain returns from

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.3: Sample skewness of standardized weekly return residuals;
1935–2011
We standardize weekly index and constituent returns by their respective EGARCH(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N
model based conditional volatility estimates. Respective summary statistics for the GJR(1,1,1)-MA(1)-N
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Figure 2.2 shows the sample skewness coefficients of plain weekly index and con-
stituent returns from 1928 to 2011 and the following Figure 2.3 visualizes the sample
skewness coefficients of standardized weekly return residuals obtained from estimating
rolling EGARCH(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N models. Skewness patterns in plain and standardized
weekly returns largely remain and appear to be driven by large outliers. The standard
error of the standard sample skewness coefficient estimator depends on higher moments
(Kendal, 1953) which might not exist for the DGP. Apparent are the long period of posi-
tive constituent skewness in return residuals between the 1950s and 1990s (1987 for plain
returns), positive plain return skewness before 1941 with negative index return residu-
als. Since 2006, both plain and standardized weekly index return residuals are negatively
skewed with the mean of constituents plain (standardized) weekly return skewness coeffi-
cients being centred around zero (negative).
2.4.3 Asymmetric dynamics in index and constituent return volatility
We investigate into the asymmetric return volatility dynamics by examining the asym-
metry measures implied by the GJR(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N and −t and EGARCH(1, 1, 1)-
MA(1)-N model at both daily and weekly sampling frequency. The EGARCH(1, 1, 1)-
MA(1)-t model suffers from parameter instability over time and appears to have many
local maxima; we will consequently not present or report on these findings as findings are
qualitatively albeit more noisy.17 We will then further disentangle the asymmetry mea-
sures into the contribution from positive and negative return–related parameters and align
these coefficients with their corresponding β coefficients and thus the persistency of the
conditional variance.
The time series of asymmetry measure and parameter estimates of different models
with N– or t–distributed residual densities at the daily and weekly level show very similar
patterns with clearly visible common trends. With the GJR-t and EGARCH model
serving as robustness checks, we mostly defer those plots to the appendix.
Index and constituent asymmetry and impact asymmetry measures
Index. In the following we examine the time series of model implied asymmetry measures
calculated based on Eq. (2.3.15) from the respective α and α− coefficients of the GJR–
17Material available from the author upon request. Further note that the asymmetry measure for
EGARCH–type models is not bounded.
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N–distributed error structure model; with corresponding asymmetry measures for the
GJR–t–distributed error structure (Fig. 2.B.6) and EGARCH model (Fig. 2.B.7) in the
appendix.
Contrary to common believe, in Figure 2.6 we show that the large and increasingly
more pronounced index asymmetry observed recently is NOT a new phenomenon. While
the degree of asymmetry has been increasing over the last three decades, there were equally
high asymmetric periods between the mid 1950s and mid 1970s.18
Figure 2.4: Time series dynamics of asymmetric return volatility measures;
1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling asymmetry measures, Eq. 2.3.13, for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Within the next decade thereafter, until the mid 1980s the index asymmetry measure
reverts from 1.0 (fully asymmetric) to 0.1 and the MV–weighted index even turns slightly
below zero (which holds for the GJR-t model shown in the appendix) before the October
1987 crash, i.e. positive returns increase volatility more than negative ones–which might be
interpreted as a fear indicator. When equity prices are too high relative to fundamentals,
good news have the same impact on risk (volatility) as bad news.
The incorporation of the crash day pushes the asymmetry measure up to around 0.5
for the index (0.3 for the constituents) with a large spike up to 0.8 for the index which
18For clarification, note that the mid 1950s to mid 1970s parameter series extract covers an observation
period of daily data for the optimisation procedure ranging from the mid 1940s until the mid 1970s.
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is when the crash is approximately in the middle of the rolling time window. The spike
reverts back to almost half its magnitude over the course of the following year.
We further observe some parameter instability following a spike in 1992 which might
reflect certain return realizations leaving or entering the observation windows. Overall, we
observe a strong upward trend in index asymmetry since the late 1980s until 2003 when
it reaches 1.0 and where it approximately remains. The GJR–t model in the appendix
shows a less pronounced asymmetry measure around the crash event compared to the
same model with normally distributed error density but with even stronger increase in
asymmetry thereafter.
We further observe a much larger magnitude of negative skewness in GJR–t standard-
ized residuals over the the same crash period and with the variance of residuals being
larger than one. While the skewness of plain daily returns appears to be inconclusive over
the last recent period, standardized asymmetric ARCH–type model based daily return
residuals are negatively skewed for both aggregate market returns and constituent stocks;
compare Figure 2.3 and which holds for both daily and weekly return residuals.
The time series of EGARCH asymmetry measures, Figure 2.B.7, is very similar to
that computed from the GJR–N model. However, the decrease in asymmetry starting
around 1974 is more steady and not as abrupt. The increase is asymmetry is almost
proportional to the GJR–n asymmetry but less extreme in magnitude, roughly 0.1 units
less pronounced. Also note that while both other series are fully asymmetric, the EGARCH
model reverts in its degree of asymmetry beginning from the end of 2010.
It is further interesting to note a less asymmetric return volatility pattern of the market
value weighted return index versus other weighting schemes for data covering the 1930s to
the early 1980s— which has not repeated itself to the same extend in later periods.
Constituents. Note that the constituent stocks are far less asymmetric compared to
the level of asymmetry exhibited by aggregate market returns, especially during the mid
1940s to mid 1980s period with constituent asymmetry even decreasing during the 1945
to 1962 period with index asymmetry increasing.
In line with index asymmetry also constituent asymmetry exhibits a steep and steady
upward trend since approximately the crash day in Oct. 1987 but not as steep an increase
as with regard to index asymmetry. Especially starting in the mid 1990s index asymmetry
just takes off with a widening gap to average constituent asymmetry measures.
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For the GJR–N model the overall long–lasting increase in index asymmetry since the
Oct. 1987 crash is less extreme in terms of the index as it already starts on a high level
(recall that the n–asymmetry is almost twice that of the t–asymmetry measure when the
crash is included) but only little changed for constituents.
Impact Asymmetry Measures As the proposed asymmetry measures only describe
relative weight given to positive and negative realized return innovations, it is further
interesting to set these in relation to the actual magnitude of coefficients, as described in
Eq. (2.3.15). The thus computed impact asymmetry measures are somewhat smoother as
opposed to the rougher plain asymmetry measure. While GJR–N and EGARCH model
address, for instance, the 1987 crash by an increase in the magnitude in their ARCH
parameters, the GJR–t model appears to absorb the shock differently with the impact
asymmetry measure being almost symmetrical. By the end of 2011 the magnitude of
GJR–N and −t impact asymmetry coincides. For brevity, we choose to not report the
statistics but opt to exhibit the remaining parameters individually instead.
The inner workings of asymmetric ARCH–type models revealed
In the following section we elaborate upon the interaction of parameters over time. These
aforementioned differences can be explained when examining the αi and αi,− coefficients
exhibited in the following figures in the appendix. With regard to the GJR–N model,
following the 1987 crash the αi,− coefficients strongly increase from virtually zero to 0.08–
0.10 with αi coefficients also increasing but to a lesser degree from 0.03 to 0.04.
This is the way in which the models with normally distributed return residual densities
addresses different volatility persistencies, which are most noticeable from our inference
results following the 1987 crash; particularly apparent in terms of the βi coefficients,
persistency and variance half–life plots.19 As the variance is not as persistent as before
the crash, the average βi coefficients drops from 0.95 to approx. 0.88 when the crash is
included in the observation window.
Then αi and αi,− coefficients have to explain more of the variance as also the half–life
of variance shocks is reduced to a low of approx. twelve days only.
After the crash leaves the observation window the αi coefficient drops sharply as does
the αi,− coefficient both to approximately 0.02, however, within weeks the αi,− coefficient
19Not shown for brevity. Available from the author upon request.
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almost jumps back towards 0.12, reverts back to 0.07, from where it steadily increases ever
since while the αi coefficients basically steadily decrease in magnitude which is puzzling.
Figure 2.5: Time series dynamics of αi coefficients; 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling αi coefficients for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N model,

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.6: Time series dynamics of αi,− coefficients; 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling αi,− coefficients for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N model,
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2.4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
In terms of constituents it is further interesting to notice that generally individual stock
variance is highly sensitive to positive news and their αi coefficients are always larger in
magnitude than corresponding index αi coefficients but the excess αi of individual stocks
versus index αi seems to have decreased. Further, the αi,− coefficients for the period when
the 1987 crash is included are similar for index and constituents. Consequently, then only
excess αi and lower βi coefficients of constituents drive the asymmetry over that period.
The aforementioned results are qualitatively the same with regard to the GJR–t model,
see Figures 2.B.8 and 2.B.9 in the appendix, except for the fact that the asymmetry in
recent years seems to be stronger in this case due to higher αi,− coefficients and the impact
of large shocks are not that straight forward as the degrees of freedom parameters νi for the
t–distribution are allowed to vary across each time window. The βi coefficients fluctuate
only little around the value of 0.95 since the mid 1970s and the persistencies are roughly
the same, close to 0.98 since 1998, for both t– and n–distributed errors for the index and
constituents on average (not shown for brevity). The half–life for t–distributed errors is
then also two to three times as high compared to the N–distributed error structure when
the 1987 crash is included in the observation window while it is only slightly higher in the
period thereafter (not shown for brevity).
The EGARCH model parameter decomposition, in specific the slope of the EGARCH
news impact curve, shows it close relation to the GJR–N model. The corresponding
EGARCH parameters (slopes) to α and α− follow almost identical patterns except that the
positive and negative ARCH–type parameters are proportionally higher in magnitude—
in an unconstrained EGARCH model. But it is not straightforward due to the different
functional form of the conditional variance process. The constituent vs. index deviation
is mainly driven by the νi parameter, see Figure 2.B.10 in the appendix which compre-
hensively aggregates all information regarding the estimated EGARCH models for daily
data.
To conduct a robustness check, we compare the asymmetry measures of the DJIA
index which contains only large blue–chip stocks with those estimated for the S&P500,
the Wilshire 5,000 and the Wilshire 4,500 index; only for the n–distributed error structure
model for brevity. The S&P500 asymmetry measures are roughly in line with those for
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the DJIA index except that the asymmetry is more pronounced for the S&P500 since
approximately 2001. The asymmetry of the ’universe’ of US stocks represented by the
Wilshire 5,000 lies in between the two former ones. However, the asymmetry of the
Wilshire 4,500 is roughly in line with the average large cap constituent asymmetry and
only takes off in the last year (2011) to be fully asymmetric unlike constituents. This
can be explained by the much higher α coefficients of the Wilshire 4,500. The persistency
of the Wilshire 4,500 is relatively far below the estimates of the other three index series
(approx. 0.02–0.04 units). Moreover it is unclear what happens to the persistency and α
coefficients of the Wilshire 4,500 in 1998; see Figure 2.B.11 and 2.B.12 in the appendix.
Overall, the drastic increase in asymmetry measures holds for even the Wilshire 4,500
comprising the US universe of mid and small cap stocks.
Asymmetric effects at the weekly horizon. A comparison.
Asymmetric effects appear to be much stronger at the weekly horizon with asymmetry
measures being much pronounced for all models considered, see exemplarily Figure 2.7
below for the GJR-N model. Contrary to estimates based on daily data, the GJR–t
model now also exhibits a sharply pronounced asymmetry ratio when the large 1987 crash
gets included in the rolling observation period, see Figure 2.B.13 in the appendix.
Also for weekly we can confirm that αi coefficients are usually higher for the firms than
for the index, αi,− are usually higher for the index than for firms, thus the index has more
asymmetry than the firms with asymmetry measures having increased recently for both
the index and the median firm, see Figure 2.8.
As the defined asymmetry measure for the EGARCH model is not bounded, recall
the slope of the positive news impact curve can be negative, the corresponding figures
for EGARCH model appear very rough with parameters bouncing up and down a lot in
particular before 1982 after which it is relative smooth again. The interpretation of the
real impact of the individual EGARCH coefficients is less clear as ωi can be large and
negative in unconstrained optimization when we do not impose the variance stationarity
condition which is often violated. In contrast to unconstrained GJR model estimations
which almost never violate the stationarity conditions.
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Figure 2.7: Time series dynamics of asymmetric return volatility measures
based on weekly data; 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling asymmetry measures, Eq. 2.3.13, for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.8: Time series dynamics of αi and αi,− coefficients based on weekly
data; 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling αi and αi,− coefficients for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N
model, estimated over one month forward rolling ten year time windows based on weekly data.
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2.4.4 Analysing asymmetric correlations
Constituent return series are standardized following the procedure as outlined in Section
2.3.4. It is important to note that the following analysis is conditional upon t−1 informa-
tion. We examine the threshold equicorrelation structure on the next day given a positive
or negative innovation on the previous day.
In untabulated results we show that the 64 standardized constituent return series for
both the GJR–N and GJR–t model exhibits negative albeit insignificant sample means
which are more pronounced for the last ten stocks entering during or just before the fi-
nancial crises. The average (median) variance of standardised residuals is with 0.987384
(0.991653) for the GJR–N model and 1.001124 (0.9999408) for the GJR–t model very
close to one which benefits our correlation analysis. The difference in variances is driven
by the higher variance of the last 20 and especially last ten new entrants for the GJR–t
model and lower variance regarding the first ten entering stocks for the GJR–N model.
Although there are empirical skewness deviations from symmetry for each standardized re-
turn series as elaborated upon earlier, the average (median) skewness is only 0.005 (0.027)
and -0.028 (0.007) for the GJR–t model across time. The mean (median) excess kurtosis
of standardized residuals is 1.68 (0.34) and as expected with 3.19 (1.92) slightly higher for
the GJR–t model.
Note we refrain from contributing recent increases in index asymmetry measures to in-
creases in the magnitude of negative skewness in standardized constituent return residuals
as there are equally high aggregate market asymmetric return volatility periods through-
out the 1950s to 1980s during which stocks exhibited positive return residual skewness;
compare Figure 2.6 2.3.
In Table 2.A.5 in the appendix we present unconditional equicorrelations which are the
same when returns are standardized using either the GJR–N or GJR–t model at approx.
(0.306). Note this is the mean estimate over the entire period from 1928–2011. In terms
of the correlation analysis conditional upon information at t − 1, down–correlations in
the range of 0.325 to 0.343 are between 0.043 to 0.069 units higher than up–correlation
which are in the range of 0.275 to 0.284 depending on which information set is used. This
corresponds to an average increase in down– vs. upside–correlation of 20.8%; see Table
2.A.5.
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The observed relative spread in up– and down–correlations widens when the threshold
level is raised and is more pronounced when returns are standardized by the GJR–t model
estimated volatility series. More importantly, upside correlations remain approximately
unchanged in the range of 0.267 to 0.278 independent from the threshold level while
downside correlations increase to up to 0.413, i.e. the increase in the correlation spread
stems from higher downside correlation only and upside correlations remain unchanged.
Also note that the average correlation among large cap stocks given a large positive
innovation in the right tail of the standardized market residual density is lower than it is
for positive market innovations of medium magnitude. However, for left tail events in the
standardized market return distribution the average correlation among large cap stocks is
strictly increasing towards unity. Loosely speaking, it appears that when the market is up
by a large magnitude some stocks do not anticipate the increase in the market and firm
specific news outweigh. However, when the market goes down stocks follow regardless of
idiosyncratic news. More specifically, Table 2.A.5 also reveals that there is no apparent
effect when condition on the median firm residual being either positive or negative unlike
for the mean firm residual. This finding in line with Albuquerque (2012) who shows in a
theoretical model that cross–sectional heterogeneity in firm announcement events can lead
to conditional asymmetric stock return correlations and negative skewness in aggregate
returns. Note that the negative skewness in aggregate market returns is consistent with
our asymmetric return volatility story as skewness builds up over time based on the model
dynamics.
Next we employ the one month forward rolling ten year observation period methodology
to gain insights into the time series dynamics of the asymmetric threshold correlation
analysis.
It is clearly visible that during the period 1976 until 1986 threshold equicorrelations
are merely symmetric, i.e. an asymmetric term was not needed, and immediately before
the 1987 crash downside correlations were less strong than upward correlations. While
especially large downside correlations (z < −0.5) surge after the 1987 crash and still in-
crease further when the crash event moves towards the beginning of the rolling observation
window, all other correlation estimates steadily decline after initial (crash) increase. Until
approx. the year 2000 correlations generally declined further with the exception being
the higher downside threshold correlation and then steadily and monotonically increase
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Figure 2.9: Threshold constituent equicorrelations conditional on It−1 based
on daily standardized residuals; 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling threshold constituent equicorrelations conditional on
It−1 based on daily standardized residuals; Eq. 2.3.13, for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N model, estimated
over one month forward rolling ten year time windows based on weekly data.
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by roughly 0.15 units over the next decade. However, as the time series figures show
correlations have been much stronger in the past starting from around 0.5 in 1935 and
reverting towards approx. 0.2 in 1972. GJR–N and GJR–t and EGARCH (not shown
here for brevity) correlations are almost identical except for the fact that the GJR–t model
produces a slightly higher (lower) downside (upside) correlation.
Figure 2.B.14 in the appendix shows the corresponding correlation estimates along
with differences in correlation due to model choice (which are very small, note the scale)
for the weekly return horizon with roughly very similar patterns.
Overall, correlations are much higher, however, while there is a large decrease in av-
erage correlations following 1935, there is no clear trend in the period 1956 until 1986.
Noteworthy is the surge in upside threshold correlation (z > 0.5) after 2008 and the last
recent burst in downside correlation at the end of 2011.
In further research, we would like to develop tests of the asymmetric volatility effect













and then test ρ− for significance when we replace ρ by ρt with
ρt = ρ+ ρ
−St−1 (2.4.6)
where S denotes the lagged negativity indicator function.
2.5 Concluding remarks
There is substantial parameter variation when daily ARCH–type models are rolled over
by as little as one month of data, i.e. 21 daily returns, even when the time frame is ten
years along, i.e. 2,600 daily returns. In spite of the fact that stock market indices can
be calculated based on different methodologies (market value, price or equally weighted)
resulting in huge performance differences, ARCH–type model parameters vary together
and the co–movements are particularly strong between the latter two index calculation
methodologies. With the exception of a short period when the 1987 crash is included in the
rolling series of ten year observation windows, index returns are always substantially more
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asymmetric than their constituents. The asymmetry appears to be so strong in magnitude
that it cannot be reconciled when constituent parameters are weighted or averaged in
one way or another giving rise to the many asymmetry explanations put forward in the
literature review.
In estimating the variance series GJR(1, 1, 1)–MA(1)–N models appears to be more
stable in parameter estimates than the GJR–GARCH(1, 1)–MA(1)–t model. EGARCH
models are even more unstable in terms of coefficient estimates but the inferred news
impact slopes are very close to the GJR–N model. We neglect the EGARCH-t model
as in unconstrained optimization procedures the parameter boundary conditions are often
violated and several very different local maxima exist. While the 1987 crash catches the
reader’s eyes immediately, the inner workings of the model in terms of its parameter
interaction has been disentangled and documented. We attached a great deal of attention
to the high degree of asymmetry during the last decade—in what we refer to as fully
asymmetric when our measure equals exactly one and all updating the variance process
comes from past negative return residuals only. It seems to have been the continuing
trend of an almost linear increase in asymmetry which was built up over the last two
decades. Blair, Poon, and Taylor (2002) show that the minimum negative correlation
between return and volatility innovation in the GJR GARCH model is bounded at around
0.71 which might explain the limitations of the model when correlations are indeed higher.
Asymmetries in conditional volatility carry over to the weekly return horizon and are then
even more pronounced.
In terms of correlations we suggest that correlations the next day are higher following
a large negative shock on the previous day while they remain unchanged given a large
positive shock, which gives rise to asymmetric correlations. This suggest that the strong
index return–volatility asymmetry is attributable to the asymmetric return correlation
of constituents. Time–varying threshold correlations obtained from rolling observation
periods show that there is a strong upward trend in correlations regardless of the return
horizon or the model choice.
Overall, we document that asymmetric effects are found in U.S. indices throughout
the 1900s and early 21st century. The magnitude of the effect is time–varying and it
has become stronger in recent years. The effects are weaker for individual firms than for
indices. Correlations between firm returns increase when the market falls, which explains
the higher index asymmetry. An older opinion is that debt/equity ratios increase in a
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2.A Tables for Chapter 2
Table 2.A.1: Benchmark Indices
The following table lists alternative benchmarks incorporated as robustness check.
# Index Series 1st Available Last available Days
71 DJIA Original return series 01/10/1928 31/12/2011 30406
72 DJIA Reconstructed return series 02/01/1936 31/12/2011 27757
73 DJIA MV return series 02/01/1936 31/12/2011 27757
74 DJIA EW return series 02/01/1936 31/12/2011 27757
76 S&P500 return series 02/01/1964 31/12/2011 17530
78 Wilshire5000 return series 03/12/1979 31/12/2011 11716
80 Wilshire 4500 return series 02/02/1987 31/12/2011 9098
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Table 2.A.2: DJIA constituent changes 1928–1936
The following table summarizes the Dow Jones Industrial Average constituent stock changes between 1928
and 1936. The leave/last day return is included in our analysis to mitigate the effects of survivor-ship bias
in a broader sense.
# Company Name Enter Leave/Last Days
1 American Sugar Refining Company 01/10/1928 17/07/1930 654
2 American Tobacco Brands 01/10/1928 17/07/1930 654
3 Atlantic Refining 01/10/1928 17/07/1930 654
4 General Railway Signal 01/10/1928 17/07/1930 654
5 Goodrich 01/10/1928 17/07/1930 654
6 Mack Trucks Inc. 01/10/1928 25/05/1932 1332
7 International Shoe 26/05/1932 14/08/1933 445
8 North American 01/10/1928 28/01/1930 484
9 Paramount Publix 01/10/1928 25/05/1932 1332
10 Radio Corporation 01/10/1928 25/05/1932 1332
11 Texas Gulf Sulphur 01/10/1928 25/05/1932 1332
12 Victor Talking Machine 01/10/1928 07/01/1929 98
13 National Cash Register 08/01/1929 25/05/1932 1233
14 Wright Aeronautical 01/10/1928 13/09/1929 347
15 Curtiss-Wright 14/09/1929 17/07/1930 306
16 Borden 18/07/1930 19/11/1935 1950
17 Liggett & Myers 18/07/1930 25/05/1932 677
18 United Air Transport 18/07/1930 25/05/1932 677
19 United Aircraft 15/08/1933 12/08/1934 362
20 Hudson Motor 18/07/1930 25/05/1932 677
21 Drug Incorporated 26/05/1932 14/08/1933 445
22 Nash Motors 01/10/1928 17/07/1930 654
23 Coca-Cola Company 26/05/1932 19/11/1935 1272
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Table 2.A.3: DJIA constituents 1936–2011
The following table continues to list the DJIA constituent changes from Table 2.A.2 where we keep track
of name changes, ticker changes, mergers and acquisitions.
# Company Name Enter Leave/Last Days
1 Allied Chemical (Allied Corp)
Allied -Signal Incorp. (on 19/09/1985)
AlliedSignal Incorp. (on 26/04/1993)
Honeywell International Incorp. (on 02/12/1999)
01/10/1928 18/02/2008 28994
2 American Can
Primerica Corp (on 29/04/1987)
Commercial Credit Group Inc.  (merger on 16/12/1988)
01/10/1928 05/05/1991 22861
3 American Smelting and Refining Com 01/10/1928 31/05/1959 11199
4 American Tobacco Brands Inc. 26/05/1932 29/10/1985 19514
5 Standard Oil of California
Chevron (on 02/07/1984)
18/07/1930 31/10/1999 25307
6 Chevron Corporation 19/02/2008 30/12/2011 1410
7 Bethlehem Steel 01/10/1928 16/03/1997 25003
8 Chrysler 01/10/1928 28/06/1979 18532
9 General Electric Company 01/10/1928 30/12/2011 30405
10 General Motors Company 01/10/1928 07/06/2009 29469
11 Goodyear 18/07/1930 31/10/1999 25307
12 International Harvester





14 John-Manville (Manville Corp.) 29/01/1930 29/08/1982 19205
15 Postum Incorporated
General Foods (on 24/07/1929)
01/10/1928 29/10/1985 20847
16 Sears Roebuck & Company 01/10/1928 31/10/1999 25962
17 Standard Oil (N.J.)
Exxon (on 01/11/1972)
Exxon Mobil Company (on 01/12/1999)
01/10/1928 30/12/2011 30405
18 Texas Company
Texaco Incorporated (on 22/04/1959)
01/10/1928 16/03/1997 25003
19 Union Carbide 01/10/1928 31/10/1999 25962
20 US Steel
USX Corp. (on 08/07/1986)
01/10/1928 05/05/1991 22861
21 Westinghouse Electric 01/10/1928 16/03/1997 25003
22 Woolworth 01/10/1928 16/03/1997 25003
23 Eastman Kodak Company 18/07/1930 07/04/2004 26927
24 United Aircraft
United Technologies Corp (on 01/05/1975)
14/03/1939 30/12/2011 26589
25 Procter & Gamble Company 26/05/1932 30/12/2011 29072
26 Loew's 26/05/1932 02/07/1956 8803
27 Nash Motors
Nash Kelvinator (on 08/01/1937)
26/05/1932 13/03/1939 2482
28 International Business Machines 26/05/1932 13/03/1939 2482
29 International Business Machines 29/06/1979 30/12/2011 11872
30 Coca-Cola Company 12/03/1987 30/12/2011 9059
31 Corn Products Refining 15/08/1933 31/05/1959 9420
32 National Distillers 13/08/1934 31/05/1959 9057
33 Du Pont 20/11/1935 30/12/2011 27799
34 National Steel 20/11/1935 31/05/1959 8593
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Table 2.A.4: DJIA constituents 1936–2011 (cont.’d)
The following table continues to list the DJIA constituent changes from Table 2.A.3 where we keep track
of name changes, ticker changes, mergers and acquisitions.
# Company Name Enter Leave/Last Days
35 American Telephone & Telegraph
AT&T (on 04/01/1984)
AT&T Corporation (on 20/04/1994)
14/03/1939 07/04/2004 23766
36 SBC Communications
AT&T Incorporated (merger on 21/11/2005)
01/11/1999 30/12/2011 4442
37 International Paper 03/07/1956 07/04/2004 17445
38 Anaconda Copper 01/06/1959 08/08/1976 6278
39 Swift & Company
Esmark (on 30/05/1973)
01/06/1959 28/06/1979 7332
40 Aluminum Company of America
Alcoa Incorp. (on 04/01/1999)
01/06/1959 30/12/2011 19205
41 Owens-Illinois Glass 01/06/1959 11/03/1987 10145
42 Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
3M Company (on 08/04/2002)
09/08/1976 30/12/2011 12926
43 Merck 29/06/1979 30/12/2011 11872
44 American Express Company 30/08/1982 30/12/2011 10714
45 Philip Morris Companies
Altria Group, Inc. (on 27/01/2003)
30/10/1985 18/02/2008 8146
46 McDonald's Corporation 30/10/1985 30/12/2011 9557
47 Boeing Company 12/03/1987 30/12/2011 9059
48 Caterpillar Inc. 06/05/1991 30/12/2011 7543
49 Walt Disney Company 06/05/1991 30/12/2011 7543
50 J.P. Morgan & Company 
J.P. Morgan Chase (merger on 02/01/2001)
06/05/1991 30/12/2011 7543
51 Travelers Group
Citigroup Inc. (on 08/10/1998)
17/03/1997 07/06/2009 4465
52 The Travelers Companies, Inc. 08/06/2009 30/12/2011 935
53 Hewlett-Packard Company 17/03/1997 30/12/2011 5401
54 Johnson & Johnson 17/03/1997 30/12/2011 5401
55 Wal-Mart Stores Incorp. 17/03/1997 30/12/2011 5401
56 Microsoft Corporation 01/11/1999 30/12/2011 4442
57 Intel Corporation 01/11/1999 30/12/2011 4442
58 Home Depot Incorporated 01/11/1999 30/12/2011 4442
59 American International Group Incorporated 08/04/2004 21/09/2008 1627
60 Pfizer Incorporated 08/04/2004 30/12/2011 2822
61 Verizon Communications Incorporated 08/04/2004 30/12/2011 2822
62 Bank of America Corporation 19/02/2008 30/12/2011 1410
63 Kraft Foods Inc. 22/09/2008 30/12/2011 1194
64 Cisco Systems, Inc. 08/06/2009 30/12/2011 935
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2.B Figures for Chapter 2
Graph Legend Explanation. The Original price weighted DJIA Index is shown as
DARKRED, the price weighted reconstructed DJIA Index is shown as RED, the recon-
structed market value weighted DJIA Index is shown as BLUE, and the reconstructed
equally weighted DJIA Index is shown as ORANGE. The GREY lines and areas refer
to underlying constituent stocks of the index at each point in time on a monthly rolling
forward basis: The DARKGREY line refers to the average mean constituent value of the
respective parameter or statistic, the GREY area around the mean refers to the inter–
quartile area of the constituent parameter or statistic value and the LIGHTGREY, even
wider area spans the area between the first and last decile respective value.
Figure 2.B.1: Reconciliation error: DJIA Original minus DJIA Reconstructed
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Figure 2.B.2: Index level comparison of DJIA Original vs. DJIA constructs
The figure shows the DJIA Original price history along with our constructs (equally weighed and market
value weighted). We further show the Wilshire 4500, 5000 and the S&P500 index which are indexed as





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































W4500 (indexed to W5000 as of 1987-02-02)
W5000 (indexed to SPX as of 1979-12-03)
SPX (indexed to DJIA MW 1964-01-03)
Figure 2.B.3: Index LOG level comparison of DJIA Original vs. DJIA
constructs
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































W4500 (indexed to W5000 as of 1987-02-02)
W5000 (indexed to SPX as of 1979-12-03)
SPX (indexed to DJIA MW 1964-01-03)
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Figure 2.B.4: Weekly model based conditional volatility estimates; 1928–2011
Weekly conditional volatility estimates (p.a.) based on the EGARCH(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N model, where N
denotes N–distributed error density. Estimates shown are obtained from estimating the model over one
month forward rolling ten year time windows.
Figure 2.B.5: Unconditional GJR-t model implied volatility estimates;
1928–2011
Daily unconditional volatility estimates (p.a.) based on the GJR(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-t model, where t denotes
normally distributed error density. Estimates are functions of the model parameters which are estimated
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Figure 2.B.6: Time series dynamics of asymmetric return volatility measures
(GJR-t); 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling asymmetry measures, Eq. 2.3.13, for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.B.7: Time series dynamics of asymmetric return volatility measures
(EGARCH); 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling asymmetry measures, Eq. 2.3.13, for the
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Figure 2.B.8: Time series dynamics of αi coefficients (GJR-t); 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling asymmetry measures, Eq. (2.3.13), for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.B.9: Time series dynamics of αi,− coefficients (GJR-t); 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling asymmetry measures, Eq. (2.3.13), for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-
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2.B. FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 2
Figure 2.B.10: Time series dynamics and interaction of EGARCH
parameters; 1935–2011
The figure reveals the time series dynamics of EGARCH parameters over time, estimated over one month




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DJIA Const. (mean) beta DJIA MW beta DJIA Orig. beta
DJIA Const. (mean) nu DJIA MW nu DJIA Orig. nu
DJIA Const. (mean) gamma DJIA MW gamma DJIA Orig. gamma
DJIA Const. (mean) omega DJIA MW omega DJIA Orig. omega
Figure 2.B.11: Time series dynamics of asymmetric return volatility measures
of alternative benchmark indices; 1974–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling asymmetry measures, Eq. (2.3.13), for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-
MA(1)-n models, estimated over one month forward rolling ten year time windows.
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Figure 2.B.12: Time series of persistency estimates of alternative benchmark
indices; 1974–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling persistency estimates, Eq. (2.3.16), for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-
MA(1)-N model, estimated over one month forward rolling ten year time windows.
Figure 2.B.13: Time series dynamics of asymmetric return volatility measures
based on weekly data (GJR-t); 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling asymmetry measures, Eq. (2.3.13), for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-
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2.B. FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 2
Figure 2.B.14: Threshold constituent equicorrelations conditional on It−1
based on weekly standardized residuals; 1935–2011
The figure shows the time series of forward rolling threshold constituent equicorrelations conditional on
It−1 based on weekly standardized residuals; Eq. (2.3.13), for the GJR(1, 1, 1)-MA(1)-N model, estimated








It has been an interest to use highly frequent data in estimating assets’ sensi-
tivities to systemic risks, β, in order to benefit from statistical precision gains.
However, when the prices are contaminated by microstructure noise, we show
that the estimates of the betas are biased and derive a closed–form expression
for it. The estimates are biased towards zero, the magnitude of the bias rises
with sampling more frequently. We conduct a simulation analysis to examine
the properties of the estimates of the betas. We demonstrate that there is
a trade-off caused by bias and the variance and lead to an optimal sampling
frequency (in the RMSE sense) among a wide range of frequencies examined.
Keywords: (microstructure) noise, realized beta, MLE, LS
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CHAPTER 3. MARKET MICROSTRUCTURE NOISE AND ESTIMATION OF BETAS
3.1 Introduction
The linear discrete-time factor models stand as a corner-stone of the academic finance
literature since the development of the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) of Sharpe
(1964) and Lintner (1965) and serve as the crucial parametric form in decisions regarding
portfolio allocation and risk management. These linear factor models imply that the
expected returns across assets should be linear in the loading(s) of the systematic risk
factors, β. There is an enormous literature examining these relations.
The factor loading, β, of an asset with respect to a risk factor is of course not observ-
able, and is to be estimated. With the availability of high–frequency data, the literature
provided new econometric techniques to estimate the β of an asset, by employing the high
frequency data. In specific, Andersen et al. (2005) and Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard
(2004a) explored the estimators of β based on high frequency data - which are inferred
as realized betas (Rβ henceforth). Moreover, Bollerslev and Zhang (2003) and Morana
(2009) examines the cross–sectional pricing relations by inferring the factor loading via
Rβs.
The high frequency data is beneficial statistically: sampling the returns as often as
possible would lead to higher precision in the estimates of beta. The rule is simple - use
as much data as possible and exploit the information in the data as much as possible
and gain from precision. However, there is a caveat: the observed prices are different
than the true price process under which such benefits are documented typically - because
of the microstructure noise contaminating the prices. Market microstructure noise is an
umbrella term referring to the bid-ask bounces, the discretization errors or the liquidity
issues. Although it may sound like a micro issue - maybe because of the name attached
to it, we show that it leads to serious issues in the estimates of β based on high frequency
data.
In this paper, we examine the implications of the market microstructure noise on
the econometric inference about the betas. We start by asking - what happens to the
estimates when the prices of the assets and the factor (the market henceforth) are both
contaminated by market microstructure noise but ignored? We, first, show that there
exists a bias in the estimates of β and provide a closed form formula for it when the
market microstructure noise is present in the data but ignored. The bias is a multiple of
the true β and related to the total market variance caused by the market microstructure
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noise in the prices of market. The bias goes up with sampling returns more frequently:
using very high frequency data leads to large biases in the estimates of β and the estimates
are pushed towards zero.
On the opposite of this effect, sampling more frequently leads to higher precision in the
estimates. This leads to the need for an answer to the question for an empirical researcher:
which sampling frequency to choose to balance these two effects? The trade-off is clear
intuitively: should we sample very coarsely, and save the estimates from the bias caused
by microstructure noise with the cost of throwing away a large portion of data and loose
the information in it?
We clearly document in a Monte Carlo study with 10,000 simulated paths for an
asset and the market that there is a trade–off caused by these two effects, bias and the
variance, in the presence of market microstructure noise which is not there when there
is no market microstructure noise. By examining the issue for a wide range of sampling
frequencies from 1min to 1 week (which are often used in the literature), we find that these
effects counter balance each other lead to an optimal sampling frequency - with smallest
RMSE among the alternative frequencies considered. Moreover, we illustrate that the
sampling frequency yielding the smallest RMSE depends on the magnitude of the market
microstructure contamination in the market variances.
With these results, we aim to emphasize a caveat: one should be careful in mak-
ing econometric inferences about the betas using high frequency data. One may obtain
economically very small estimates of the loadings β based on very high-frequency data al-
though they may be large in reality. There may be a different optimal sampling frequency
depending on how contaminated is the factor that is used by the market microstructure
noise.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces our continuous time
data generating process. In Section 3.2.1, we present the theoretical analyses regarding
finite sample moments of the estimators when there is no microstructure noise. We, then,
present in Section 3.2.2 our theoretical findings when the prices of both the asset and the
market are contaminated by microstructure noise bu it is ignored when making econometric
inference. A detailed simulation results are provided in Section 3.3.1. The final section is
spared for the conclusions.
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3.2 Model Specification
We start with a simple set up and assume that, the log–price of a security (a), that is p
(a)
t ,
and log–price of a proxy for the market (m) such as an exchange traded fund, p
(m)
t have
the following dynamics (on the time-interval [0, T ] and on some filtered probability space




























t (0) = 0, and p
(m)




t are standard Brownian Motions orthogo-
nal to each other with time homogenous volatilty components σ(a) > 0 and σ(m) > 0. We
assume that the loading on asset (a), i.e. β(a), which is associated with the market risk
is constant over time. It has been widely documented in empirical studies that including
the drift term leads to less precise estimates of variances and covariances based on high–
frequency data. This is intuitive given the large standard errors in the estimates of drifts;
see, e.g., Merton (1980). Accordingly, we simplify the setting by assuming µ(p
(m)
t , θ) = 0
and µ(dp
(a)
t , θ) = 0 for the sake of obtaining higher precision in our high frequency based
estimates.
The log–prices of the securities and the market are assumed to be observed at discrete
times t0 = 0, t2, ..., tN = T , with equal distance in between, i.e. ti − ti−1 = δ for all i. So,
there are N+1 = T/δ observations over the period [0, T ]. For example, if T stands for one
month, then δ may stand for 5 minutes, 10 minutes or days over the course of the month.
Under the set up above, we analyze the role of microstructure noise in the estimation of
β(a) based on equally spaced observations sampled from the continuous time process (3.2.1)
and (3.2.2). We then precede as follows: For a fixed sampling frequency δ we analyse the
finite sample properties of the estimators based on the sampled observations once in the
absence of noise and then we examine the implications of the presence of the noise for the
properties of the estimates of β(a).
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3.2.1 What happens in the absence of noise?
We first examine the case under which there is no noise being present. Under our sampling
scheme we fix δ and the observation times t0 = 0, t2, ..., tN = T . Then, under the set up
given in the previous section the returns on the market (m) and and the asset (a) implied




































is the return at time ti on the market portfolio (m) and R
(a)
ti
is the return on























In order to estimate β(a) via maximum likelihood, one needs to maximize the logarithm
of the following likelihood function
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Note that the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of β(a) is equivalent to the dis-
crete time estimators of QCOVTQVT
, where QCOVT is the quadratic covariation and QVT is
the quadratic variation of the process, Eq. (3.2.2) and Eq. (3.2.1). The discrete time esti-
mators QCOVTQVT
are often examined in the literature within the context of high–frequency
data and referred as the realized beta, Rβ, see e.g. Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Wu
(2006), Todorov and Bollerslev (2010), Reiss, Todorov, and Tauchen (2015) among others.
Theorem 3.2.1. Fix δ. Assume (3.2.3), (3.2.4) holds with the dynamics (3.2.1). Then,
the least squares estimator of β(a) coincides with the maximum likelihood estimator (3.2.6).











































In the following, we provide the exact finite sample moments of the maximum likeli-
hood, also the least squares estimators of β(a).
Finite Sample Moments of β(a) estimators








, R(m)t2 , ..., R
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t are independent. 
The theorem above implies the following: The maximum likelihood estimator (and







, over [0,T] sampled from the continuous time process (3.2.1 and 3.2.2)
is an unbiased estimator of β(a). Note that this result does not depend on δ: sampling
returns very frequently or less frequently in this environment does not matter for the first
sample moment of the estimator ˆβ(a). In particular, estimating β(a) using five minute
returns or daily returns will lead to same exact finite sample first moment of βˆ(a).
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, is dependent on δ: The precision of
the estimates of βˆ(a) is positively related to δ. In particular, sampling more frequently,
i.e. δ being smaller, leads to higher precision of the estimates of β(a). This result is in
line with the high frequency asymptotics provided in Barndorff-Nielsen, Graversen, and
Shephard (2004), which are derived as δ → 0.















































2 × δ, (3.2.10)









As δ gets smaller, we obtain more precise estimates of β(a), both asymptotically and in
finite samples.
3.2.2 Inference in the presence of market (microstructure) noise
In the following section we analyse the implications of noise for the properties of the



















































































































In the following section, we aim to provide an answer to the question of what happens
to the estimates of β(a) if the researcher ignores the presence of noise in prices and obtains
the estimates via the standard maximum likelihood estimation as in the previous section?
It is obvious that the likelihood function will be misspecified because of the ignored
noise components. So, if the estimation of the parameter β(a) is based on such a misspec-
ified likelihood function, what would be the effect on the estimates of β(a)?
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. Before switching to
the estimation results, we first provide the variance and autocorrelation at lag one between
























































There are some interesting properties of the log–returns documented in (3.2.16)regarding
the role of noise. First, the presence of noise leads to an increase in the variance of both the





, for the market and the asset respectively. This finding is in line with Aı¨t–Sahalia,
Zhang and Jacod (2005).
The degree of contamination of the variances of observed returns through the presence
of noise can be assessed by the proportion of variance induced by market (microstructure)



















Both Prop(a) and Prop(m) get smaller as δ gets larger whereas they get close to 1 as δ
gets smaller. In particular, sampling returns more frequently, i.e. δ being small, leads to
larger proportions of return variances to be driven by noise. On the other hand, sampling
returns less frequently, i.e. δ being large, leads to smaller proportions or return variances
to be driven by noise. Note that this result is in line with the empirical literature on real-
ized estimators based on high frequency data, advising less frequent sampling to deal with
arising market microstructure noise by use of e.g. volatility signature plots. Moreover,
note that the log–return variations, for both the market and the asset (a), get larger with
less frequent sampling, i.e. δ being larger, within the current setting.
From here, we move forward to investigate the properties of the estimators of β(a).
(Microstructure) noise is present in the data but ignored and the estimation is based on
the maximum likelihood estimation. The likelihood function is misspecified because the
noise components are ignored.
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The bias of the estimator, βˆ(mis), in finite samples (T being finite), is documented in the
following theorem
Theorem 3.2.4. Fix the sampling frequency δ. In finite samples (T finite):















































The theorem above highlights important properties of the MLE estimator βˆ(mis). First,
the MLE estimator, β(mis), based on the log–returns contaminated by noise is biased
with respect to the correct population parameter value, β(a). In other words, estimating
the loading by using the observed log–returns of the market and the asset (a) that are
contaminated by noise, rather than the unobserved log–returns leads to a biased estimate
compared to β(a). Second, the MLE estimator, βˆ(mis), is biased towards zero. The bias in







The quality of the estimators in the presence of the microstructure noise is dependent
on the Bias coeff.. When Bias coeff. is close to 1, there exists less bias in the estimate
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Bias coeff. is equal to one and the MLE estimator βˆ(mis) is unbiased with respect to the
population parameter value β(a).











|β(a)| ≤ |β(a)|. (3.2.23)
where the equality holds when s(m)
2
= 0. In other words, βˆ(mis) is downward biased in
absolute value and always smaller than β(a) in absolute terms.
One important highlight of the Theorem (3.2.4) is the following: The bias in the
estimate βˆ(mis) gets smaller as δ gets larger. Observe that when δ gets larger, the Bias coeff.
gets closer to one such that the bias is reduced. That means, if the researcher samples
log–returns less frequently, i.e. every ten rather than five minutes or daily rather than ten
minutes, the estimate βˆ(mis) is less biased with respect to the population parameter β(a).
These results are in spirit similar to the arguments in the empirical literature analysing
realized estimators of integrated volatility—suggesting sampling coarser to decrease the
arising bias in the realized volatility estimators; see e.g. Aı¨t–Sahalia and Jacod (2012).
3.3 Monte Carlo Evidence
3.3.1 The set–up
In this section, we study the finite-sample properties of the estimators for β(a) when the
prices of the market and the asset are and are not contaminated by market (microstruc-
ture) noise. We assume empirically realistic parameter values for our data generating
process, σ(a) = 35% per year and σ(m) = 25% per year. We further assume a β(a) of unity.
In order to see how the results change with the variation in the noise terms, we use various






= 0.20% and s(m)
2
= 0.30%.
These parameter values are in line with the empirical market microstructure literature;
see, e.g., Hasbrouk and Sofianos (1993), Madhavan, Richardson and Roomans (1997) and
Aı¨t–Sahalia, Zhang and Jacod (2005).
We generate S=10,000 log–price paths for asset (a) and the market, p(a) and p(m), based
on the data generating process (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) with the sample length of T = 1 (one
year) for each scenario considered. We then obtain the uncontaminated log-returns on the
market and asset, i.e. R(m) and R(a) respectively. In order to impose (microstructure) noise
contaminated prices, we then simply add the noise term, ε(m) and ε(a) which yields p˜(m)
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and p˜(a). We assume that both noise terms are normally distributed with s(m) = 0.20%.





= 0.20% and s(m)
2
= 0.30% .
The asset pricing literature has so far mainly focussed on using sparsely sampled re-
turns at equidistant intervals such as 5–minute returns in an unbalanced panel (Amaya et
al., 2015), 22.5–minute returns (Bollerslev and Todorov , 2010), 25–minute returns count-
ing the overnight period as the first of 16 consecutive increments (Patton and Verardo,
2012), and 75–minute returns with distinct overnight period returns (Bollerslev et al.,
forthcoming).
In order to examine to role of sampling frequency δ, we here hypothetically consider the
open market hours from 9.30–16.00 EST during which the stocks underlying the index are
actively traded, generating observations over 390 minutes for a day (252×390 a year). We
examine a wide range of sampling frequencies, i.e. we sample log–returns with sampling
frequencies δ ranging from from every minute to every week. In particular, we sample every
minute, five minutes, 15–minutes, 30–minutes, 78–minutes (five observations per day),
195–minutes (two observations per day), once day and one week, which approximately
covers the aforementioned most popular choices in the literature for a broad range of
different liquidity scenarios.
For each set of simulation results, we provide the theoretical finite sample (of size
T) mean, E[βˆ(a)], then average finite sample (of size T) mean over S=10,000 simula-
tions, Estimated f.s. mean. Moreover, we provide theoretical finite sample standard
deviation,V ar[βˆ(a)]1/2 for the case of no microstructure noise based on Theorem (??), and
the corresponding finite sample standard deviation, Estimated f.s. standard deviation,
computed from the sample of S=10000 simulated paths.
We also present the Percentage Error = 100 × βˆ(a)s −β(a)
β(a)










, with S=10,000. Lastly, we present the mean
absolute error MAE = 1SΣ
S
s=1
∣∣∣βˆ(a)s − β(a)∣∣∣. Note in cases where we do not have an
analytic form for the sample moments, we instead use a large number of simulated paths,
i.e. S=10,000 in order to approximate the finite sample moments. In that aspect, the mean
squared error, approximates the finite sample second moment of the random variable, βˆ(a),
plus the squared bias. The MAE is interesting as to assess the impact of large deviations
in magnitude of the estimators from simulated paths from β(a) = 1.
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3.3.2 Results
We start by presenting our results for the case when there is no (microstructure) noise
being present.
Table 3.A.1 refers to the simulation results when returns are not contaminated by
(microstructure) noise. We note the following: Firstly, the theoretical mean provided in
Theorem 3.2.2 closely matches the estimated finite sample mean. The same holds for
the square–root of the theoretical variance provided in Theorem 3.2.3 and the estimated
finite sample standard deviation. Moreover, the bias is very small across all sampling
frequencies. The result is consistent with Theorem 3.2.2 as the theoretical finite sample
mean is not dependent on the length of the sampling interval, i.e. δ.
We also observe a clear pattern between the finite sample variance and the length
of sampling interval δ: The finite sample variance increases as the sampling frequency
decreases. In particular, the finite sample standard deviation of the estimator βˆ(a) is
0.0045 when sampling every minute, whereas it increases to 0.1980 when sampling takes
place once a week. Hence, sampling more and more frequently leads to precision gains in
the absence of noise.
Note that this result is in line with precision gains documented in the high frequency lit-
erature based on the in–fill asymptotic analyses—based on δ → 0 as provided in Barndorff-
Nielsen, Graversen, and Shephard (2004). When prices are not contaminated by (mi-
crostructure) noise there is almost no bias present in our estimates with respect to the
true parameter value and there are large precision gains from sampling more frequently;
see Figure 3.1.
However, the results are considerably different when (microstructure) noise is present
in the data. In Table 3.A.2 and Table 3.A.3 we document the simulation results when
observed prices are contaminated by market (microstructure) noise. Note that in order
to assess the sensitivity of the results to the variation of the noise terms (m), we show









= 0.30/100, which are presented in Panel 1, Panel 2 and Panel 3 in each table
respectively.
For each panel, Table 3.A.2 provides the theoretical mean, E[βˆmis] calculated from
Eq. (3.2.20) in Theorem 3.2.4, followed by the average of the estimated βˆmis across simu-
lations. There are several important observations to be highlighted about the finite sample
means of the estimates βˆmis. In the third row of each panel the theoretical bias, E[βˆmis],
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Figure 3.1: RMSE in the no noise case
The figure shows the RMSE in the no noise case as a function of sampling time.







calculated from Eqn. 3.2.21 in Theorem 3.2.4 is presented, followed by the bias calculated
from S=10,000 simulation paths. Table 3.A.3 presents the theoretical mean, E[βˆmis], fol-
lowed by Percentage Error (as explained previously). We also document, in the third row
of each panel, the finite sample standard deviation based on simulations, followed by their
RMSE and MAE (as both explained previously).
We would like to highlighted in particular the following about the finite sample mean
of βˆmis. First of all, there is a clear downward bias in the estimates with respect to
β(a) = 1 and it tends to increase significantly with sampling returns more and more
often. In particular, for s(m) = 0.10/100, the bias is strikingly large and negative with
percentage error of 76% when returns are sampled every minute. Sampling less often leads
to a reduced bias in our estimates, with percentage error declining already to 17% when
sampling every 15 minutes, to 3% when sampling takes place every 78 minutes. On the
other extreme, the bias almost disappears if the returns are sampled every week. In fact,
this decline in the pattern is observed for all specifications of the variation in noise terms,
i.e. s(m) = 0.10/100, s(m) = 0.20/100 and s(m) = 0.30/100. We also note the results of the
simulations are in line with the analytical forms derived and presented in Theorem 3.2.4.
Next, we examine the finite sample standard deviations of the estimates in the presence
of market microstructure noise. In contrast to first moments, the standard deviations tend
to decline when sampling returns more frequently and the same pattern is observed for
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all three values of s(m). For example, when s(m) = 0.10% with returns sampled once a
week, the estimated standard deviation is 0.3085. On the other hand, if the returns are
sampled every minute, the standard deviation drops significantly to 0.1310. Sampling once
every half an hour as well as five times daily (78 minutes) produces fairly close standard
deviations, still for s(m) = 0.10%.
Consider now what happens with regard to the RMSEs when there is (microstructure)
noise present in the data. It is very interesting that the RMSE is very large when returns
are sampled very frequently, such as every minute. As returns are sampled at coarser
and coarser frequencies, the RMSE declines up to a certain sampling frequency, i.e. 78
minutes for s(m) = 0.10%, and starts increasing again monotonically as the sampling
interval becomes coarser. This clear convex shape indicates the existence of a sampling
frequency which is optimal. This result is striking and very useful because the literature
has so far been mostly silent with regard to which sampling frequency to choose when
the interest lies is in estimating β(a) under contamination of (microstructure) noise in the
data.
Thus, it is important to further analyse the role of the noise parameter s(m) in our
results. The bias in estimates increases considerably when s(m) is larger for all sampling
frequencies. Observe that percentage errors in Panel 1 are smaller than the percentage
errors in Panel 2 for the corresponding sampling frequencies, and both are smaller than
the corresponding percentage errors in Panel 3. Therefore, increase in s(m) leads to larger
bias in the estimates. This is in line with the Eq. (3.2.21) in Theorem 3.2.4 where we
show the bias in analytical form—the bias coefficient, Biascoeff. increases with s(m).
The first moment (mean) estimates are pushed downwards, even becoming close to zero
as s(m) becomes larger. For example, when returns are sampled every minute, the mean
estimate across simulations is 0.2427 (with Percentage Error -75%) for s(m) = 0.10% ,
and it decreases down to only 0.0344 (with Percentage Error -96%) for s(m) = 0.30%—
recalling that the population β(a) equals one. For weekly sampling, the same statistic is
0.9976 (with Percentage Error -0.2%) for s(m) = 0.10%, and it decreases to 0.9884 (with
Percentage Error -1.1% for s(m) = 0.30%.
Considering the standard deviations, estimates decline as s(m) gets larger for every
sampling frequency. We observe that the standard deviations in Panel 1 are larger than
the standard deviations in Panel 2 for corresponding sampling frequencies. The standard
deviations in Panel 3 are smaller than the corresponding statistics both in Panel 1 and
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Panel 2. For example, when the returns are sampled every day, the finite sample standard
deviation is 0.2435 for s(m) = 0.10%, whereas it is 0.2431 for s(m) = 0.20% and 0.2394
s(m) = 0.30%. The decline in standard deviations seems to be sharper when returns are
sampled more often such as one minute, five or 15 minutes. For instance, when returns are
sampled on a minute–by–minute basis, the standard deviation is 0.1310 for s(m) = 0.10%
and goes down to 0.0513 for s(m) = 0.10%. The same statistic is 0.1965 and 0.2146 when
returns are sampled every five and 15 minutes respectively for s(m) = 0.10% and they
decline to 0.1057 and 0.1560 for s(m) = 0.30%
Lastly, we examine the effect of s(m) on the results regarding the RMSE. For the four
sampling frequencies (one, five, 15, 78 minutes) there are large increases in the RMSEs as
s(m) grows. For example, when returns are sampled every minute, the RMSE is 0.7682 for
s(m) = 0.10%, which rises considerably up to 0.9664 when s(m) = 0.30%. Moreover, the
RMSE is 0.4341 for s(m) = 0.10% and rises up to 0.8558 for s(m) = 0.30% when returns
are sampled every five minutes. Interestingly, if the returns are sampled very coarsely such
as on a daily or weekly basis, the RMSEs are very close to each other as s(m) increases
from 0.10% to 0.30%. Moreover, the first decreasing and then increasing pattern in RMSE
exists for all three values of s(m) analyzed. We plot the RMSEs for the various s(m) values
in Figure 3.2. The first declining and then increasing pattern is clearly observable for all
values of s(m). Observe that the RMSEs are considerably close to each other for daily and
weekly returns.
However, there is an interesting observation to be highlighted: The sampling frequency
that yields the smallest RMSE is different for different values s(m). For example, when
s(m) = 0.10%, sampling every 78 minutes leads to the smallest RMSE among the other
frequencies considered. However, sampling every 195 minutes yields the smallest RMSE
when s(m) = 0.20%. Last, when s(m) = 0.30%, daily sampling leads to the smallest RMSE.
All in all, these results indicate the following: The optimal sampling frequency appear to
depend on the value of s(m).
3.4 Concluding remarks
β carries a crucial role for discrete time factor model literature and for portfolio allocation
as well as risk management decisions. Using high frequency data brings precision gains
in the estimates. However, it also leads to a bias in the estimates when the prices are
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Figure 3.2: RMSE Noise case
test description



















contaminated by the market microstructure noise but this fact is not accounted for. These
effects compensate each other and lead to an optimal sampling frequency (in smallest
RMSE sense) - among the alternatives considered. Such trade–off does not exist when
there is no microstructure noise present in the data.
One has to be careful in making inference with very highly frequent data: sampling
very frequently may push the estimates toward zero - which may cause us to make quick
conclusion that the asset does not load on the market if we estimate them by using data
with very high frequencies. This may not be true in reality. We show that these econom-
ically small estimates of the beta may be caused by the bias caused by the contamination
in the prices of the market.
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Concluding Remarks
This thesis concentrates on establishing a better understanding of asset price dynamics
which are important inputs into modelling capital markets, portfolio construction and
optimization, as well as forecasting exercises. We present a thorough literature review
that can serve as a financial econometric textbook for scholars to learn about the different
angles and viewpoints of financial econometrics across different models and methodologies.
In the first chapter, we design a new class of estimators leveraging the realized method-
ology and apply it to the third moment, which we disentangle into its components, and
present theoretical as well as empirical aspects which lead the way to do further research
and apply derived estimators to financial economic research questions such as those en-
countered in asset pricing introduced in the introductory literature review. In the second
chapter, we uncovered large, time–varying magnitude of the asymmetric effects with a focus
on asymmetric constituents correlation which may be applied to unconditional portfolio
construction methodologies for long term investors. In the last chapter, we focus on the
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